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What do you do if you're too big for an
adding machine and too small for a computer?
Think NCR. NCR makes adding machines. NCR
makes computers. NCR also makes a versatile
accounting machine that's sandwiched right in
between. It's the NCR Class 36 and it's a natural
for big little businesses suffering from growing
pains.
An NCR Class 36 gives you a quick, accurate
source of hard copy documents for your receivables, payables, payroll and inventory records.
But, most important, a Class 36 is modular. It's
designed to start as small as you want it to and
grow right along with you.

Let's say you purchased a Class 36 equipped
to meet your firms needs a year ago. But, since
then, business has doubled. The solution? Simple. Just give your NCR man a call. He'll increase the totalling or program capacity of your
Class 36 right where it's standing.
The NCR Class 36, an all- purpose accounting
machine that can grow right along with you
without ever losing a day's productivity. No
other firm offers anything like it. So call your
local NCR man or write Class 36, NCR, Dayton,
Ohio. We guarantee it will grow on you.

NCR,
NCR is p roud to be t he s pons or o f th e Sp ace Expl orat ion Exhi bit in t he U nite d St ates Pavilio n at Exp o '7 0, O s ak a , J a pan.

season's

GREetmCS!

ike many people, accountants are skeptical about trying to
account for intangible influences. Nevertheless, we recognize their
existence and respect their weight. At this holiday time, Association
goodwill can be truly translated into brotherhood, love and
peace to all mankind.
Untangible symbols are all around us —the sound of bells on
busy streets encouraging us to think of others; colorful decorations
in stores suggesting gifts to dear ones; the smell of pine and
spruce calling us to the warmth of affection. This is the time of the
year to give of ourselves, a time to remember others whether they
are known or unknown. With these thoughts we can become a
brotherhood of man.

H he Association members have always been dedicated to foster
this spirit and to create and encourage the mutual desire and
atmosphere in which learning, growing, giving and attaining can
become rewarding experiences. This fellowship cannot be measured.
It is an inestimable, intangible value.
We wish you a joyful holiday and all the happiness that the
challenges, opportunities and rewards may bring in the year ahead.

International President
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it is becoming increasingly clear that
management, not the CPA, is in the drivSome day accounting standards may be just
er's seat when it comes to financial
that — standard —at least in three English - statements. CPAs like to say that acspeaking countries, if the professional
counting is an art, not a science. Their
accounting societies have anything to do
critics rejoin that if art it be, the
about it. According to an article in the
corporate treasurers are the artists. The
October issue of Journal of Accountancy,
auditors merely sign the painting —and
the AICPA, the Institute of Chartered
collect their paychecks."
Accountants in England and Wales, and the
N e w L e a d e r s N a me d b y Soc i e t i e s
Canadian Institute of Chartered AccountPhilip L. Defliese, managing partner of
ants have approved plans to cooperate in
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery, has been
issuing technical pronouncements "which
named to succeed Leroy Layton as chairman
will agree in substance to the extent
of the AICPA's Accounting Principles
possible." The proposal to coordinate
Board. Mr. Defliese is a member of the
issuance of accounting principles pronouncements had been made to the AccountLong Island Chapter.... Marshall S. Armants' International Study Group by Leonard strong, administrative partner of Geo. S.
Olive & Co., Indianapolis CPA's, was
M. Savoie, executive vice president of
AICPA.
elected president of the AICPA. In an
address at the annual meeting, he urged
Pr ic e G ui d e f or U s e d Compute r s
the accounting profession to adopt a cenComputers themselves are still young,
tral system for storage and retrieval of
technologically, but already there is a
accounting information .... F. Gordon Smith
has been appointed executive director
growing market for used computer equipof the Association for Computing
ment. To bring potential buyers and sellMachinery, which has 27,000 members.
ers together, Time Brokers, Inc., is publishing quarterly "Price Guide for Used
M any Comp a n i e s D on' t F l y F i r s t Cl ass
Computers." The guide is available free
The skies may be friendly but at first
from Time Brokers, Inc., 380 Lexington
class rates they're also expensive. ReAve., New York, N.Y. 10017.
sult: more and more companies are stipuBoar d Ch a n g e s N a me & Sy mb ol
lating economy class for employees flying
In recognition of the fact that its activ- on company business. According to a Conities have increasingly expanded from
ference Board (formerly National Industrial Conference Board) survey, 90% of 160
national to global, the National Industrial Conference Board has changed its
manufacturing firms have established
name to The Conference Board. The 54 -year- coach, economy or tourist as the preferred
accommodation for employees. Only 5%
old research and management institution
has also adopted a new corporate identifi- use first -class air travel as the norm.
Most of the firms specifying economy
cation system, including a new symbol and
travel, however, make exceptions. Exam"a more modern and coordinated format for
its publications."
ples: for especially long flights; for
top- ranking company officers; for employ`Wor ds, Wor ds, Wor ds'
ees traveling with customers.
The accounting profession is severely
Da t a C ommun i c a ti on s Compa n i e s Multi pl y
criticized for its conclusions on merger
accounting in an article titled "Words,
Even in a business slowdown, the data
Words, Words," published in the October
communications industry burgeons. Business
issue of Forbes. Concerning the statements Automation says that many areas of the
issued by the Accounting Principles Board, industry have twice as many manufacturers
it says, "The industry has labored for
as in 1969. For example, manufacturers of
nearly a decade and has brought forth a
communications terminals have increased
mouse." The article concludes: "In short,
from 42 in 1969 to 85 this year.

Thre e C oun t r i e s D i s c us s M ove
Towar d C ommon A c c oun t i n g Stand ar ds
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Readers React
Responsibility for
Reporting Practices

ness reporting practices, not for business
to influence accounting principles.
The responsibility for influencing
To the Editor:
business reporting practices stems from
In his article "Responsibility for the relative responsibilities of the indeCorporate Financial Reports" (May pendent accountant and the corporate
1970), Mr. Lynch indicates the need official. Corporate managers are faced
for corporate directors and financial of- with the need to report increased earnficers to become more aggressive in their ings in order to establish their manattempts to bring about relevant discus- agerial prowess. Corporate directors, as
sion of those opinions which they hold watchdogs of the shareholder's interests,
that are contrary to the opinions es- find that by choosing one accounting
poused by the Accounting Principles principle instead of another, they may
Board. The motive for involvement in increase earnings and thus increase the
the opinions of the A. P. B. appears to benefit to the shareholder. The indebe a result of Bar Chris case rulings in pendent accountant, however, finds that
which it was stated that the Board of his responsibility extends beyond the
Directors is responsible for the account- current shareholder to include both the
ing principles underlying the preparation future shareholder and the future credof a corporation's Annual Reports.
itor. The independent CPA therefore,
Implied in Mr. Lynch's statements is without the bias inherent in the corpothe notion that the A. P. B. dictates gen- rate official, is in far better position to
erally accepted accounting principles. prescribe accounting principles which
Quite the contrary, for too long the are equitable to both shareholders and
A. P. B. has allowed prevailing business third parties.
opinion to determine the fairness of
No, Mr. Lynch, the responsibility for
reporting practices! Until very recently bringing about relevant discussion of
the A. P. B. has felt content to identify accounting principles does not lie with
the standards used throughout the busi- corporate official, but instead with the
ness community and to restrict reporting independent accountant. It is the CPA
to these existing standards.
that is best able to balance fairness to
Within the last few years, the A. P. B. all parties affected by the current rehas begun to initiate changes in the porting structure. It is up to the acexisting accounting principles, rather counting profession to take a positive
than merely catalog them. The profes- stand in both determining and developsion as a whole has taken steps toward ing effective new accounting principles
creating a set of accounting principles for our changing business conditions,
which may be used as a yardstick to and in urging their acceptance in the
measure current business reporting prac- business community. There is no doubt
tices. Recent A. P. B. opinions covering that if the accounting profession cannot
earnings per share and the exposure influence the business community into
draft concerning "pooling of interests" following equitable reporting practices,
are excellent examples of the progressive the SEC will.
steps the A. P. B. has taken, acting for
the profession as a whole.
Gary F. McMahon, CPA
Despite the aggressive posture taken
Haskins 6 Sells
in the last several years by the A. P. B., Denver, Colo.
however, the authoritative status of
accounting principles stems not from
A. P. B. fiat, but from their general Quality Rather Than Quantity
acceptance and use by the business
To the Editor:
community in reporting practices. It is,
therefore, up to the independent acIn his thought - provoking article encountant to influence the choice of busi- titled "Of Men and Money: The Prob-

lem of the Small Business" (April
1970) , Sherman E. Crites seems to
stress the concept that large companies
have a significant advantage over small
companies in available quantities of
"people and money." I feel that the
critical issue is not quantities of "people and money" but the quality of top
management's decisions.
Many examples in just about every
type of industry indicate that small companies well- managed are more profitable
and grow faster than larger companies.
On the other hand, many large companies with large quantities of "people
and money" unwisely use these assets
because of poor decisions made by top
management. Mr. Crites at least partial
recognition to this view near the end
of his article when he refers to "wise
management decisions based on good
planning."
Of course, a large company possessing
large quantities of "people and money"
can absorb a great loss or series of
losses that would destroy a small company: However, everything is relative
and a loss measured as a percent of
shareholders' equity or in some other
logical way probably would affect a
small company and a large company in
a very similar manner, assuming one
could find two companies to study in
which all variables such as type of industry, age and reputation of the companies, credit ratings, etc., are identical.
Raymond A. Strohl
Accountant
Battelle Memorial Institute
Columbus Laboratories
Columbus, Ohio
Articles for Small Business
To the Editor:
The overall emphasis of MANACEMENT ACCOUNTING has been toward the
management accountant in industry. In
this area I note that the vast majority of
the articles submitted for publication are
oriented toward the large publicly held
organizations who have complete acMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1970

counting staffs. I feel that there are a
number of NAA members who are employed by the smaller industries in the
nation. Many of these industries are one man accounting departments wherein
the person responsible for the accounting function oversees many other functions as well.
I am certain that a number of the
members of NAA who are affiliated with
these smaller organizations do not take
the time to adequately explore the many
fine articles in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, inasmuch as they are not problems that they face on a day -to -day
basis. Accordingly, I think there should
be an added emphasis placed upon
timely subjects which can be utilized
by readers who are affiliated with the
smaller organizations. An example of
the types of articles which would be of
great benefit for these readers is:
Effective use of one's time
Delegation of workload
Effective communicating
Supervising employees
Leo R. Smentowski
Manager
Touche Ross 6 Co.
Colorado Springs, Colo.

A Service Division's Dilemma
To the Editor:
"I don't care if you are a part of the
company — you're too expensivel I can
buy the same kind of service that you
provide outside the company for a lot
less dollars."
Whether you are in a service division
or in a manufacturing division you have
probably heard this kind of remark. To
an accountant, the idea of "going outside the company's gates" to buy something which is readily available within
the company is absurd.
The accountant immediately sees the
logic, because in buying these services
from within the company, there are no
incremental or additional costs incurred
in getting the work done. On the other
hand the manufacturing divisions are
particularly concerned with maintaining
strict control of their budget, and at the
same time getting the work done that
must be done. This also makes good
sense to the accountant.
Unfortunately there are no cut and
dried solutions to the problem. However, good communication between the
interested parties from manufacturing

and service divisions is an excellent start.
Incremental costs should be discussed,
and people enlightened to the fact that
the company is spending additional dollars if the manufacturing division buys
"cheaper service" outside when the
service is available within the company.
The picture is clearer when it is pointed
out that in addition to spending dollars
outside, there is wasted dollars within
the company by not fully utilizing the
service division.
Once it is determined that the service
division is, and must be, an integral part
of the company, then it behooves all the
parts of the company to take full advantage of its services.
Richard Duro
Division Controller
Research 6 Development Div.
Babcock 6-Wilcox Co., Inc.
Alliance, Ohio

Probability Estimates
To the Editor:
In "Profit Planning with Probabilities" (April 1970) Le Roy J. Pryor
presents an interesting approach to the
Continued on page 54

M A R K S OF SE R VIC E

Value of
Mark Twain
From the cry of the Mississippi riverboat navigator —
indicating safe water of two fathoms' depth —came
American literature's most famous pseudonym:
"Mark Twain."
Nautical marks are still used today in sounding
relatively shallow water. In a simple form, a weighted
line is divided at intervals of two or three fathoms
with easily visible "marks."
Another mark of service — providing soundings of
current values —is the mark of Marshall
and Stevens.
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'V1MARSHALLandSTEVENSincorporated/appraisals
The Mark of Service in professional appraisals.
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Important Issues Being Discussed
by the
Accounting Principles Board
PROGRESS TOWARD REASONED ANSWERS TO CRITICAL QUESTIONS IS EXPECTED. THE BOARD
IS ANXIOUS TO ACCEPT COOPERATION FROM MEMBERS OF THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY
By Emmett S. Harrington
The Accounting Principles Board's leadership position in developing accounting principles has been under heavy
attack recently in conection with its
Opinions on Business Combinations
and Intangible Assets. Once again it
found itself in a "damned if you do
and damned if you don't" position,
caught between those who would "leave
well enough alone," and others demanding that the Board clean up the
abuses that have occurred with the rash
of mergers in the past few years. Despite
the compromises which finally produced
the latest two Opinions, it is expected
that they will greatly curb the abuses
associated with accounting for business
combination.
This paper will begin with a review
of some of the reasons why the Accounting Principles Board presently has
the primary responsibility and authority
to codify accounting principles. Then
consideration will be given to describing the modus operandi of the Board,
and how its pronouncements are adapted
to meet the challenges of today's changing accounting environment. Finally,
some of the issues currently on the
Board's agenda will be discussed, and,
to the extent possible, some indication
will be given as to when Board action
might be expected.
MA N A G EM E N T ACCO UNTING / DE CEM BER 1970

The Need for Codification of
Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles
The Board's primary purpose is to
advance the written expression of fiancial accounting principles. A recent
court case clearly illustrates the urgent
need for the accounting profession to
intensify its efforts in this direction:
In the Continental Vending case,
representatives of each one of the "Big
Eight" national accounting firms testified that the disclosures in the Continental report were, in their judgments,
adequate under presently constituted
"generally accepted accounting principles." However, despite the stature of
these men in the accounting profession,
the United States Court of Appeals in-

EMMETT S. HARRINGTON
isa Partner of Haskins 6 Sells, New
York, N.Y. He received a B.A. degree
from the University of Washington,
Seattle, Wash.

dicated that their testimony would have
been far more conclusive if they had
been able to point to specific references
in professional literature in support of
the particular issues involved in the
litigation.
Institute Activity Prior to
Formation of the APB
The American Institute of CPAs has
long recognized the need to codify acceptable accounting principles, but the
Institute's responsibilities in this area
first became critical as a result of the
reliance placed upon independent accountants after the formation of the
SEC in 1933. Congress had given the
SEC the authority to prescribe appropriate accounting rules, but the
Commission, since its inception, has
made it evident that the accounting profession was expected to assume the
major portion of that duty.
In order to meet these responsibilities,
the Institute established its Committee
on Accounting Procedures in 1938. Until 1959, this Committee issued 51 "Accounting Research Bulletins." Although
the Committee's work was instrumental
in abolishing many undesirable practices, many within and outside the profession believed that there were still too
many alternative accounting methods
available to those reporting under similar circumstances.
9

Formation of the APB
A special Institute committee was organized and, after a year's study, the
committee recommended the formation
of the Accounting Principles Board.
Since its founding in 1959 the Board
has issued 17 Opinions, a number of
which have had notable success in improving financial reporting and in narrowing the areas of difference and inconsistency in accounting practices.
The Board has occasionally been embroiled in heated controversy, but most
of the controversy has been rooted in
the complexity of the matters resolved
rather than in the Opinions themselves.
Opinion 15 on Earnings Per Share is
a case in point: It has been much
criticized because of its complexity and
the problems involved in its interpretation and application. But to cover this
matter with a few general rules would
have been tantamount to the profession
shutting its eyes to the reporting problems then occurring.
Generally, the Board's Opinions are
considered to be more effective in influencing good accounting practices than
were the Accounting Research Bulletins.
The opinions are considered by themselves to represent authoritative support
for the accounting principles which
they advocate, and material departures
from them must be disclosed either in
financial statements or in accountants'
opinions rendered by members of the
Institute. By contrast, the authority of
the ARBs rested upon their general acceptability, so that there was more latitude in applying them. This does not
mean, however, that accounting principles are strait- jacketed once they are
made the subject of a Board pronouncement; departures from the Opinions are
allowed under justifying circumstances,
but such departures must be appropriately disclosed.
Composition of the Board
The make -up of the Board necessarily
has a strong influence on the progress
which it makes both in terns of quality
and timeliness. The Board presently
consists of eighteen members, one from
each of the "Big Eight" accounting
firms, six from smaller accounting firms,
two university accounting professors,
and two from industrial corporations.
The members are appointed by the
President of the Institute with approval
of its Board of Directors, and they serve
a maximum of two terms of three years
each.
10

It is often asked why more industry
representatives are not appointed to
the Board, particularly when controversial questions, such as business combinations, are being considered by the
Board. It is recognized that there are
many capable financial executives in
industry who are interested in participating directly in the codification of
accounting principles. Certainly those
executives who have been on the Board
have made substantial contributions to
its work. However, adding more industry representatives might tend to create
an enlarged and somewhat unwieldy
Board, and perhaps lead to a slower
pace in the necessarily deliberative process of reaching conclusions on a timely
basis. It does not seem likely that most
executives are humanly able to view
proposed APB pronouncements in an
objective light without considering the
immediate impact upon their own financial statements. Including more industry representatives might, therefore,
tend to further hamper the timely
resolution of the issues faced by the accounting profession.
As an alternative, the Board has increased its efforts to obtain the views
of responsible groups such as the Financial Executives Institute and the National Association of Accountants at an
early stage in the development of its
Opinions. In addition, an extended distribution of "exposure drafts" of Opinions has been made so that many more
industry representatives are given the
opportunity to comment before issuance
of an Opinion.
The response received from the last
three exposure drafts is a graphic indication of the interest of the profession
and industry in expressing their viewpoints. Over 200 responses were received to the exposures on Earnings Per
Share and Accounting Changes, and
about 850 on the Business Combination matter. Each of these letters was
distributed to every member of the
Board and they were thoughtfully considered in arriving at the Board's conclusions.
Development of a Typical Opinion
of the APB — Business Combinations
and Goodwill
The long -range objectives of the
Board are attained as much by the procedures through which it operates as by
the principles it establishes. The Board's
procedures can be illustrated by briefly
tracing the steps leading to the latest
Opinions, Numbers 16 and 17.

The work began in November 1959
when the Board authorized a research
study on the subject of business combinations. This study, Accounting Research Study No. 5 on Business Combinations, was published in 1963, at
which time the Board approved additional research on the matter. ARS No.
10, Accounting for Goodwill, was completed in 1968 and was used by an APB
subcommittee (which generally consists
of three to five members) to develop a
`point outline' for consideration by the
full Board. The matter was discussed by
the Board at its meetings in January,
March, May and June of 1969, with
continued subcommittee work between
meetings.
The first draft of an Opinion on
Business Combinations and Goodwill
was prepared in July of 1969. Four successive revisions of the draft Opinion
were again discussed at length at the
four Board meetings in the remainder
of 1969. In addition to the APB meetings, two Symposiums were held in
1969 to permit various members of government and business to present their
views to the Board. Between meetings
the Board members studied the drafts
and letters received from others, and in
many instances corresponded with each
other over various issues.
Finally, in the early part of 1970, a
draft Opinion was publicly exposed. The
842 comment letters received were distributed to each member of the Board
for review.
The rest of the story is probably familiar to most readers. Certain changes
were made in the Opinion at the June
and July meetings of the Board, and
the vote at the July meeting resulted in
the adoption of separate Opinions concerning Business Combinations and
Goodwill.
Although these Opinions may not be
typical in terms of the elapsed time
during their development, the steps
leading up to them are a fair description
of the Board's operating procedures.
Increased Investor Interest
in Corporate Earnings
In the earlier development of accounting principles, primary emphasis
was placed on their effect on the balance sheet. For many years proprietors
and creditors were the parties primarily
interested in the financial affairs of a
company. The balance sheet reflected
their major concern—the financial condition of the company.
As business activities and corporate
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affairs grew in complexity, the relationship between management and investor
became more significant than that between proprietor and creditor. The income statement assumed a far greater
importance than the balance sheet in
the eyes of investors reading financial
statements.
If the growth in the number of shareholders in the U.S. is any indication,
this trend is likely to continue. The
New York Stock Exchange recently reported that there were about twelve
million shareholders in the U.S. in 1959,
the year of the APB's birth, and that
now, eleven years later, there are 31
million. This means that about 15%
of our total population is interested in
financial statements as an indication of
the eaming power of their investments.
This preoccupation with the income
statement has been clearly reflected in
the Board's Opinions. Hence, some unusual balance sheet items have resulted.
Let us consider, for example, Opinion
11 on income tax accounting. It reflected heavy concentration on income
tax expense as presented in the income
statement, and concluded that the tax
effects should be recognized for all recorded revenue and expense transactions
included in pretax book income. This,
of course, results in rather peculiar liability amounts reflected on the balance
sheet, credit balances which represent
no current legal form of indebtedness
and in many cases may never be paid.
Clearly here the emphasis was placed
on income reporting, and the balance
sheet effect was considered secondary.
The acceptability of LIFO inventories, with its emphasis on a matching
of current costs against current revenues,
has given rise to another balance sheet
account that has little current significance.
Some of the Board's Opinions have
been almost entirely concerned with
reported earnings. Examples are "Earnings Per Share," "Reporting the Results of Operations" and "Accounting
for the Cost of Pension Plans." As the
items on the Board's future schedule
are considered, the effect of various
transactions on reported earnings will
continue to be of primary interest in
the Board's thinking.
Changing Concepts of
Income Recognition
With all of this increased attention
to the income statement, it is not surprising that some historical precedents
about revenue measurement have been
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questioned. One of these now under
strong challenge is the very first rule
stated in Chapter 1 of Accounting Research Bulletin 43; that is, "unrealized
profit should not be credited to income
account of the corporation either directly or indirectly." The Board is now
considering two matters which; if
adopted, will result in recognition of
unrealized profits. The first of these is
accounting for marketable securities.
The second is accounting for long -term
investments.
Marketable Securities
Consideration of this issue began
with reference to the accounting for
unrealized gains and losses of insurance
companies. The study has recently been
broadened to include the valuation of
securities held by companies in any
industry.
Historically, accountants have generally accepted the view that a market
transaction —that is, a sale —was necessary to recognize profit on such an asset. However, many accountants now
believe that increments in the market
value of assets should be recognized as
they occur. While they still believe,
like their predecessors, that there must
be a market transaction, they say that
it need not involve the particular company holding an asset, and that it is
necessary merely to furnish objective
support for the market valuation. The
proponents of this concept further debate that it is inconsistent to require
recognition of known losses in asset
values while denying recognition of
known gains in such values.
Up to now, however, those who
would record assets at their market
values have been unable to prevail,
largely because of the difficulties inherent in obtaining and validating objective market values. These difficulties
are largely non - existent in the case of
marketable securities. With some exceptions, objective market values are
generally available, and the securities are
readily salable at these prices except
where unusually large blocks of securities are held. As a result, some accountants believe that periodic income measurement and asset valuation would be
improved by carrying marketable securities at market value. The supporters of
this approach also point out that the
acceptance of market valuation would
eliminate the possibility of management
manipulation of reported earnings by
decisions to sell or not to sell certain
security investments at or near the end

of a recognized accounting period.
The merit of these arguments is obvious, and the matter of accounting for
marketable securities is presently under
study by the Board. There are many
problems to be worked out. For example: How should the "catch -up" adjustment be reported when the valuation
change is made? How large would a
block of stock have to be to have a
downward effect on the market value if
sold? What should be the valuation of
securities for which market information
is not as readily available as for listed
securities? These are only a few of the
many problems which have to be resolved, and for this reason it is too
early to predict with any certainty what
direction the Board may take in this
matter.
Long -Term Investments
Another area in which traditional
views are being challenged is that of
accounting for long -term investments.
In the past several months the time devoted to this area by the APB has been
second only to that given to business
combinations. The Board has already
been through several draft opinions, including two different versions at the
same time. The matter is still under
discussion.
Long -term investments currently under consideration are those in which the
investor owns less than a majority interest. Presently, the predominant practice is to carry such investments at cost
and recognize income only when dividends are received (this practice being
based essentially on the realization concept). However, there are many accountants who argue that the present
method is cash rather than accrual
oriented, and that it results in periodic
income measurement and balance sheet
valuations which are not indicative of
the performance of the investments in
question. This is true particularly where
the investee declares minimal dividends
and retains most of its earnings for use
in its business.
The Board has considered two possible approaches to improving the accounting for these investments. The
first of these is the "equity" method,
and the second is the "investment"
method. Both methods represent departures from historical cost accounting
concepts. The primary difference between the two is that the "equity"
method is based on the assumption that
the investor controls the investee,
whereas the "investment" method is
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concerned not with control but instead
with an accrual approach to the recording of income, even in the absence of
control. At its September 1970 meeting, the Board decided upon the
"equity" approach rather than the "investment" approach, so it seems appropriate to describe a few of the details
of the "equity" method.
The "equity" method reflects the entity theory—the concept that a group
of separate businesses which operate
under the control of a single parent
should be viewed as a single operating
entity. The use of equity accounting for
some less- than - majority held investments is based on an agreed economic
fact —that effective control can be
achieved with less than majority ownership of a company's stock.
The proposed Opinion requires an
investor who has effective control of an
investee company to recognize its proportionate share of each year's earnings
or losses of the investee. The investment would be carried at equity, similar
to that presently used for one -line consolidations of subsidiaries, meaning cost
plus the investor's share of undistributed
earnings of the investee since the date
of acquisition.
The key is determining whether or
not an investor has effective control.
Under this approach, effective control
is assumed when the investor holds at
least 25% of the investee's voting stock
unless there is substantive evidence that
the investor actually does not possess
control. Indications of absence of control might be such factors as other investors, or groups of affiliated investors,
owning more than 25 percent of the
stock; or contracts which point to control by someone other than the investor.
Even if the investor holds less than 25
percent of the investee's stock, if there
is definitive evidence that he has effective control, equity accounting would be
used.
Under equity accounting, the equity
in underlying earnings would be determined by making the usual consolidation eliminations such as inter - company
profit in investory. In addition, amortization of goodwill would be required
for acquisitions made after October 31,
1970 ( per Opinion No. 17) .
It is interesting to note that the
British Institute of Chartered Accountants is presently considering a proposed
statement on long -term investments
which would require equity accounting
for investments in companies where
the holding of common stock is 20% or
12

more. The Canadian Institute is also on a statement of fundamentals soon
considering this subject. The Board is after its inception in 1959. This work
cooperating with these organizations has resulted in the publication of three
and it appears that this matter presents research studies. The first two, Accounta clear opportunity for cooperation on ing Research Studies Numbers 1 and
an international scale.
3, dealt with basic postulates and broad
Although it is difficult to determine principles, and the third was Paul
when to expect an exposure draft on Grady's Inventory of Generally Ac"equity accounting," the probability is cepted Accounting Principles for Busithat an exposure will be approved either ness Enterprises, published in 1965.
later in 1970 or early in 1971.
Since publication of this last study, a
subcommittee of the Board has been
Changing Concepts of
in process of formulating a statement
Cost Recognition
on fundamentals based partially upon
Income concepts are not the only the results of the research studies, and
traditional postulates undergoing its status will be reviewed below.
change; certain concepts of cost recogniSetting forth this basic framework
tion also are being modified. For many has proved to be an exceedingly diffiyears it was considered appropriate to cult task. Each time the profession
recognize expenses only when legal li- attempts the codification of principles
abilities were incurred, but currently the a familiar problem reappears. By makemphasis is on the proper accrual of ing a statement of principles sufficiently
expenses, even in the absence of a legal broad to serve as a general framework
liability.
suitable to all possible conditions, the
One example is the Opinion on Ac- basic concepts are generalized out of all
counting for Pension Plan Costs which practical utility.
provides for periodic expense recogniThe Board cannot be overly specific
tion on a basis that goes well beyond in setting forth a statement of broad acthe legal liability. Another example is counting concepts and principles and
Opinion 11 on Income Taxes which their applicability unless its purpose is
requires accruals for deferred income to write a rule book to fit each and
taxes which not only are not presently every situation. In addition, some genpayable but may never become legal eral principles may not adequately deliabilities.
fine a situation to sufficiently indicate a
simple solution to a particular accountProjects Targeted for Completion ing problem.
in the Near Future
For example, take the "matching"
A look at the Board's agenda indicates principle, that of matching revenues and
the variety of other problems to be con- their related costs. Certainly, this prinsidered. The numerous items presently ciple has served us well. Still, in recent
on the agenda can be grouped into three years it has proven too broad to resolve
broad categories which the Board ex- some questions, such as whether pre pects to consider in the near future:
operating costs of development -stage
companies should be charged off when
First:
The Board will devote atten- incurred or deferred to future periods.
tion to the basic fundamen- Advocates of deferral argue that this
tals of accounting and the method results in matching these costs
basic purposes of financial against the revenues produced by such
statements.
costs, while advocates of immediate
Second: The Board will continue its write -off claim that general and adminisefforts to improve specific trative costs cannot be identified with
accounting practices and nar- future revenues and therefore should
row the areas of inconsist- not be deferred and matched against
ency in the application of those revenues.
accounting principles, and
Despite the obvious difficulties inThird:
The Board will devote at- volved, the Board is determined to
tention to the improvement pursue its search for a set of general
of accounting practices in principles to serve as a basis for future
selected major industries.
opinions on specific accounting problems
and provide consistency among its
Fundamentals
opinions. The alternative, of course, is
The first of these groups, that of to continue to research and develop acfundamentals, has been of interest for counting principles to meet specific
some time. The Board began working needs. There is the inevitable danger
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 2970

Now to consider some of these specific questions currently before the
Board. An important one is the accounting for, and reporting of adjustments
arising from changes in accounting

methods. This situation is aggravated that another exposure draft may be reby the number of alternative account- leased before the Opinion is finalized.
ing practices now in use and by the
belief that changes of accounting meth- Accounting Policies
There are a few other subjects which
ods are sometimes motivated by a desire
to increase earnings or improve earnings the Board hopes to complete within the
near future. The disclosure by comtrends.
In early 1970 the Board released an panies in footnotes to the financial stateexposure draft on accounting changes. ments of their accounting policies and
The draft provided that an accounting methods is under study.
Some companies, few to be sure, are
principle or method, once adopted, cannot be changed as long as the pertinent presently including information regardevents or transactions continue. A ing their accounting policies in the notes
change in method was stated to be or in the "financial review" segment of
justifiable only when it can be demon- their annual reports. For example, one
strated that the change is to a method company's report reveals its policies of
that is generally accepted and which accounting for sales, investment credit,
will provide more useful financial re- supplies and samples, research, allowsults than those resulting from the ances for receivables, deferred income
method previously followed. To date taxes, intangibles, and accruals.
The Board's purpose here is to conmore than 200 letters commenting on
the draft have been received from in- sider the extent to which disclosures regarding accounting policies may be esterested parties.
As a result of these letters and further sential to fair presentation and to set
study by the Board, some of the con- forth appropriate guidelines for such
clusions reached in the draft are pres- disclosure.
ently being reconsidered. There has
been agreement on the central theme Income Tax Allocation
The Board is presently considering
of the draft, but lively debate continues
on the question of how much restate- the possible applicability of income tax
ment of prior years financial statements allocation to the five areas exempted in
the opinion on Accounting for Income
should be required.
Several alternatives are available to Taxes. These special areas are:
reduce the confusion now resulting from
the variety of ways in which accounting a. Undistributed earnings of subsidichanges are presented in financial statearies.
b. Intangible development costs in the
ments. Some are as follows:
oil and gas industry.
a. Prospective treatment of all account- c. "General reserves" of stock savings
ing changes, carried out in either of
and loan associations.
two ways for beginning balances, is d. Amounts designated as "policyholdpreferable. The new method may be
ers' surplus" by stock life insurance
applied to past, current and futue
companies.
transactions or, alternatively, the e. Deposits in statutory reserve funds
by United States steamship comformer method may be continued
for past transactions and the new
panies.
method applied to current and future
The Institute's Committee on Savings
transactions.
b. Retroactive application should be and Loan Associations has taken the
employed for all changes by restat- position in a draft of an Audit Guide
ing financial statements presented for that the general reserves of such organiprior years. This is the method which zations result in permanent differences.
had been suggested in the exposure Moreover, Research Study No. 11 on
the Extractive Industries argues that indraft.
c. The Board is presently considering tangible development costs in the oil
an alternative which would preserve and gas industry give rise to permanent
the historical amounts but would dis- tax differences. It is too early to tell
close the restated amounts for prior what modifications, if any, may be made
years on a pro forma basis, with the regarding the applicability of tax allocacatch -up adjustment reported like an tion to these special areas.
At its meeting in April 1970, the
extraordinary item.
There are, of course, other possibili- Board considered a tax allocation questies. The matter is still under discussion tion which was somewhat interesting.
by the Board, and there is a possibility At the request of the U.S. Treasury De-
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that this approach would result in accounting principles which are inconsistent— perhaps even in conflict with
one another.
The efforts of the fundamentals subcommittee of the Board have met with
some success. The full Board is now
considering a lengthy draft —about 100
pages —of a statement entitled "Basic
Concepts and Accounting Principles
Underlying Financial Statements of
Business Enterprises."
The statement is directed to a variety
of readers, ranging from professional accountants to laymen, and is generally
confined to organizing and presenting
ideas that are presently accepted. The
Board believes that, by avoiding controversial issues in the statement, a
measure of progress can be achieved in
the written expression of fundamentals
that has often eluded the profession in
the past. The Board is considering the
issuance of this item as a statement
rather than as an Opinion. There are
two principal reasons for this approach;
first, this document is essentially a
codification of present practices and the
Board does not wish to imply that it
necessarily endorses the principles as
they presently exist and, second, the
Board wishes to avoid any possible misinterpretation that it is attempting to
"freeze" GAAP. Although there is no
certainty as to when publication of this
statement can be anticipated, there is
a possibility that it may be released
soon, perhaps before the end of 1970.
Development of fundamentals is, of
course, an important part of the Board's
work but care must be taken to avoid
making these rules too fixed or rigid.
Accounting must of necessity be dynamic if it is to adequately reflect the
financial effects of business transactions.
A fixed set of rules for all transactions
would soon result in attempting to place
square pegs into round holes, as the
saying goes. This does not mean that
principles evolved over the years should
be discarded with every shifting of the
economic winds, but rather that new
directions must be taken by carefully
blending existing principles and current
practices. Necessarily, development of
accounting principles must always be
considered relative to specific situations.
Accounting Changes

partment the Board reviewed the accounting for a proposed entity known
as DISC — Domestic International Sales
Corporation —to be created by the
Treasury to help U.S. companies in the
export business compete with foreign
competitors. A domestic corporation
would qualify as a DISC if most of its
gross income (say 95 percent) were
derived from and related to export sales.
So long as a domestic corporation continues to qualify as a DISC, its income
and retained earnings would be exempt
from U.S. income tax until dividends
were declared, at which time they would
be taxed at ordinary rates.
The Treasury asked whether it would
be necessary to provide deferred taxes on
the undistributed earnings of DISC's,
and the Board replied that for the
present, the accounting should follow
that of undistributed earnings in foreign
subsidiaries —that is, deferred taxes are
presently not required if the earnings
are considered to be permanently invested. It was emphasized, of course,
that the matter is still under consideration and the Board may later decide that
deferred taxes are necessary. This reply
to the Treasury was advisory in nature
and should not be considered in the
same light as are Board Opinions or
Statements.
Other Projects Currently
on the Board's Agenda
The matters covered thus far are
those which are most likely to result in
public action by the Board in the near
future. The Board is also concerned
with a number of other projects which
will take somewhat longer to resolve,
more because of the logjam of more
pressing issues than any other reason.
DIVERSIFIED COM PANIE S. One of the
projects has to do with conglomerate
companies. Here the spotlight is on
more than just their accounting methods. The Board issued a statement in
1967 which urged diversified companies
to review their own circumstances carefully and objectively with a view toward
disclosing voluntarily supplemental financial information as to separable industry segments. Subsequently, the SEC
issued regulations which, under certain
circumstances, require companies engaged in more than one line of business
to disclose in registration statements
sales and profit contributions by each
line of business.
Consideration is now being given to
determining whether disclosure of fi-
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nancial data by industry segments is
necessary for fair presentation of financial statements and, if so, what constitutes an industry or segment or line
of business.
PRE MI U M AN D D I SCOUN T . Another topic
which was discussed to some extent at
the September 1970 Board meeting is
that relating to premium and discount
on debt obligations. The problems here
revolve around such issues as the propriety of imputing interest to debt
obligations issued with an unrealistically
low interest rate, and the accounting
for early redemption of outstanding
debt under various conditions.
In connection with certain purchase
contracts the seller may obtain maximum benefits available from capital
gains tax treatment by issuing notes with
low interest rates. In these cases the
actual market interest expense is understated by the borrower— accompanied
by a corresponding overstatement of the
obligation itself. The Board probably
will conclude that interest should be
imputed to these obligations in order
to state the liability and periodic interest on a more realistic basis.
This Opinion is likely also to prescribe the imputation of interest on
term receivables to parallel the accounting for debt obligations.
In this same general area the Board
is also dealing with a difficult problem
involving the cash redemption of convertible debt. In practice, premiums on
such redemptions have generally been
charged to retained income; however, in
one or two cases such premiums have
been accounted for as extraordinary
items. Since the stock market decline
in 1969 and 1970, a number of convertible debentures have been picked up
as extraordinary income. The potential
for criticism of handling credits one way
and debits another is obvious.

Still another subcommittee project is accounting for components of a business enterprise, such as
subsidiaries, divisions and branches. The
question here is whether separate financial statements of such components
are fairly presented using facts as they
exist with full disclosure, no matter how
arbitrarily these facts may have been
contrived or whether the facts should
be reconstructed as they might have
been under arm's length bargaining.
COM PONE NT S.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS. Yet
another subcommittee project is that of

IN TE RI M

the accounting problems involved in
preparing interim financial statements.
There has been criticism recently of the
fairness of some quarterly reports issued
to stockholders, and the Board plans to
consider the problem after reviewing the
results of a research study on the subject
now being conducted by the National
Association of Accountants.
LEASES. The Board is also reconsidering
Opinion No. 5 regarding the accounting
for leases by lessees in order to possibly
eliminate inconsistencies with Opinion
No. 7. Opinion No. 5 calls for capitalization of finance -type leases only where
the lessee obtains a material equity,
whereas Opinion No. 7 calls for all
finance -type leases made by lessors to be
accounted for as receivables. Work on
reconsidering Opinion No. 5 is currently
in its early stages.

A number of research projects are currently in
progress under the Board's authorization. These projects are under the direction and supervision of the Institute's
Director of Accounting Research, and
he reports the status of each of the
projects every four or five months.
The latest Research Study released
was No. 11, Financial Reporting in the
Extractive Industries. This study is expected to provide a basis for discussion
and a Board Opinion dealing with extractive industries.
CURRENT RESEARCH PROGRAMS.

There are a significant
number of audit guides presently being
developed by Institute industry committees. Such guides must be cleared by
the Chairmen of the APB and of the
Auditing Procedure Committee before
exposure.
Exposure drafts of guides may be expected at an early date on savings and
loan associations, life insurance companies, broker dealers, hospitals, and
health and welfare funds. In addition,
an Ad Hoc Committee of the Institute
has been appointed to develop an audit
guide for accounting by land development companies.
AUDIT GUIDES.

Conclusion
We in the accounting profession believe that we have achieved a good deal
of progress in our efforts to fulfill our
professional responsibilities, but we are
very much aware that many problems
remain unresolved. We plan to continue the acceleration of our program
to resolve these issues on a timely basis.
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Modern Accounting

Can Help Save the Railroads
THE SW ITCH LIST, THE TIMESLIP AND THE WHEEL REPORT MAKE IT POSSIBLE
TO DETERMINE ALL DIRECT COSTS FOR EACH REVENUE PRODUCING JOB

By George R. Wallace and

Edward C. Christ
Profitable railroad operations are often
talked about but little understood. People who are concerned with railroad
economics are aware of the increasing
costs of labor, material, and capital.
They know about the rail's declining
share of freight transportation even
though ton -miles continue to rise. They
understand the tremendous strain on
financial resources caused by unprofitable passenger service. But if rail profits
are possible, though elusive, the solution of the railroad's financial troubles
are probably sought in the wrong places.
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It is usually assumed that a profitable
rail business depends upon two things:
Some special service that railroads
can provide which competitors cannot; and
A rate structure which makes railroads competitive with truckers and
other modes of transportation.
A marketing program that depends
solely on special service is quite risky. It
requires investment of manpower searching for new ideas. New concepts of service usually call for enormous sums of
money to build equipment and facilities.
Such capital oftentimes contends with
a host of other necessities for keeping
the railroad in business. In times of capital shortages good ideas are shelved, and
expensive research and service development is lost.
Furthermore, what appears to be a
new concept in service is in reality the
same service in more expensive trappings. Wh e n a customer threatens to
shift a large fraction of his business unless new, special railroad equipment is
provided, the temptation for the carrier
to submit to the demand, regardless of
its economic justification, can be overpowering.
Wi t h respect to the rate structure,
it has been an inescapable part of railroad operations from the start. Railroad

management has always regarded pricing as a major factor in its success. Of
course, as with any business, railroad
fortunes have been influenced by general economic conditions. But ratemaking has always been considered the
primary weapon in the tilt with competition and the chief instrument for
achieving profits from the performance
of transportation services.

Economic Changes
Railroads in every era have had their
troubles. Frequently their difficulties
could be traced to overbuilding, to financial exploitation, or to uncontrollable external conditions. From the
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railroad's point of view the relationship
between costs and prices was never
an issue. It was taken for granted that
costs were below prices. But, whereas
the railroads regarded this margin as
justifiable on the basis of their inherent
advantage, the shipping community, and
sometimes government agencies, judged
rail rates to be exorbitant. Many continue
to hold this opinion in spite of a nearly
continuous decline in the level of rail
prices with respect to real purchasing
power from the very beginning of the
industry.
This situation has worsened in the
past quarter century. Costs of labor,
material, and equipment have increased
at a higher rate than freight prices. The
traffic mix has changed due to package
freight and service priority traffic shifting to the public highways. The consequence has been a progressive squeeze
on profit margins, forcing railroad management to find more drastic ways of
cutting expenses. Reduced expenses resulted in reduced service followed by
further reductions in volume and revenue. Thus was created a descending
spiral of dysfunction in which it was
obvious no solution but only a delaying
action was inherent in the situation.
The need for some new direction became painfully evident.
Impact of Competition
Since World War II truck competition has gradually pushed railroads toward a pricing policy which treats customers' requirements on a selective
rather than a broad brush basis. The
"parcel post" theory of pricing, i.e.,
straight weight times distance regardless of commodity, proved to be only
an umbrella protecting the more selective practices of the highway and water
carriers. Though constrained by law
from undue discrimination or destructive pricing, railroads were forced to
negotiate with customers according to
their individual needs.
A large railroad may deal with 3040,000 customers in a year's time,
either directly or indirectly through
other roads. Each customer may have
dozens of shipments requiring unique
rates. As a result, a large road applies
more than a million rates every year
from its theoretical millions of alternatives. Each applied rate reflects the
commercial requirements of a separate
unit of saleable service.
To frame these offerings in a suitable
context of contribution to profit, old fashioned costing methods fail utterly
16

and must be scrapped. Such methods
evaluate overall results by a system of
general allocation of expenses. Seldom
can they say anything about the specific
situation being appraised.
Costing Practices
In the early 1940's the Interstate
Commerce Commission held a series
of rate hearings wherein costs calculated
by a complicated formula were submitted as admissable evidence. Since
then this formula, known as Rail Form
A, has become the unofficial method of
cost determination in rate cases before
the I.C.C. But now a more precise tool
is needed; one which treats each case
with the distinction it actually contains.
Eight years ago a group of economists
examined the role of costs in pricing rail
services. They reported "particularly urgent is the need for cost determinations
which are tailored to specific situations
instead of the commonly used general
measures which are vitiated by excessive
averaging."
The work of these economists is fairly
typical of everything that has been written recently about railroad cost economics. It reflects a widely held, but
thus far undemonstrated, opinion that
rail profitability problems can be solved
by more intelligent rate making. This
viewpoint fails to recognize the fact that
many railroad financial troubles have
their roots in operating inefficiency
which goes undetected by present information systems.
The unbelievable fact is that after
nearly 150 years of operation, railroads
cannot produce a record showing what
it costs to move a carload of merchandise for a customer. Rarely do they
know whether a unit of service sold to
a customer has been profitable. Nor in
the case of big roads, do they know
what the optimum cost profile for their
operation looks like, or what the economics of a commonly available alternative operating decision may be.
Responsibility Accounting?
Railroads do have financial accounting systems, of course. They also furnish federal and state agencies with a
generous supply of operating statistics
gathered through a system divorced
from the accounting system. Some
roads even keep detailed records of the
expense incurred in maintaining specific
items of equipment, or running a particular facility such as a classification
yard. But none to our knowledge directly records the cost of producing the

transportation service which, after all,
is the business of the railroad.
Many railroads also have some kind
of responsibility accounting. However
these systems are unrelated to the useful work performed by the responsibility
centers. With no production tally inciuded in the accounting procedure,
budget control is impossible. Instead of
profit control the accountant's ledger
becomes a scoreboard and the manager
with a perfect score is one who has not
functioned at all.
New Direction
The uniform failure of past efforts
to find better controls indicates the
problem must be attacked from an entirely different direction.
Intensively studying the necessary
elements for a new direction for a period of years, a task force of accountants,
economists, computer experts, and experienced railroad people from one of
the country's largest railroads recently
completed their assignment to develop
an information system which integrates
operations, expenses, and revenues into
a system for management planning and
control. This system was tested extensively by a computer which was
programmed to simulate the vital components of the new system.
The conventional concept of rail
costing shown in Exhibit 1 catalogs all
expenses, operation statistics, and revenues into separate, compartmentalized
subsystems. After being totaled, the
data are realigned by some predetermined formula which reflects a number of preconceptions about railroad
operations. The cost and profit picture
produced by such formulation tends to
reinforce the original preconceptions
and leads to erroneous conclusions concerning the economic state of affairs.
Thus the biases built into the original
system are mistaken as part of the
realitv to be controlled.
Exhibit 2 illustrates a vastly superior
method for recording costs. The basic
element in this method is the job for
which revenue is received. Records are
kept in such a manner as to identify all
the operations in physical and money
units associated with each job. This
makes it possible to see the railroad as
it really is in time, in space, and in motion; not as management thinks it is.
THE COST ACCOUNTING
SUBSYSTEM

Because it is job oriented, this new
method is more than just another way
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of keeping records. Besides showing
what it costs to receive revenue, it reveals whether more (or less) money was
spent today as compared to yesterday
for the same kind of job. It shows
where unfavorable variances from historical norms occur. Thus it becomes a
system of control as well as analysis.
One of the major subsystems of this
new management tool is the cost account system.'
NATURE OF RAIL OPERATIONS

The movement of a car occurs in
three phases: hauling, switching and
standing still until the next hauling or
switching activity. Of the three, standing constitutes the largest portion of
the freight car cost while hauling and
switching activities contribute the largest part of the crew and locomotive
expenses.
The hauling and switching activities
are very specific. Each individual train
traveling between two yards is an activity. The work performed in each
yard is an activity. Industrial switching
to and from individual customer's rail
siding is an activity.
One activity is distinguished from
another by a change in the consist (the
number and identity of the cars behind the locomotive) . Once the crew
is called to perform these activities the
railroad has a payroll obligation to meet.
Each time the crew hauls or switches a
car in or out of an industry, the dollar
value of the time spent by the crew
should be applied to the account of each
waybill which identifes a work order,
or to some type of administration or
overhead account.

Exhibit 2
DATA FLOW BY NEW METHOD

A. B. C:
E:
O:
R:

Individual Jobs
Expenses
Operating statistics
Revenue

COMPOSITION OF SERVICE

Generally speaking a job is a combination of all the activities necessary
to carry out the work order as stipulated
implicitly or explicity on a waybill. A
job usually begins with the activities
used to place an empty car on the
shipper's siding to be loaded. It ends
with the activity of pulling the car
from the siding of the receiver of the
freight when again empty.
Within their own terminal areas, the
shipper and consignee plants have many
characteristics which may greatly influence the cost of picking up or delivering a car. Length and condition of
the siding, number of loading points,
availability of plant personnel to work
' A more rigorous description of the total system
as a management tool was presented by the authors
to the Third Internat ional Symposium on Railway
Cyberneti cs in Tokyo, Apri l, 1970.
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with the crew, and the mix of empty
and loaded cars to be switched are important factors. And whether other
plants can be served by the same crew,
thereby spreading much of the hauling
cost over work for additional customers
is equally important.
Now consider a road haul between
two major classification yards. In a day's
time ten or twelve different trains may
run in one direction between two large
yards. Actual expense for crews and locomotives will vary from one train to the
next, and from day to day. Even when
total train costs are approximately the
same, the unit cost for each car moved
will vary widely due to the fluctuations
in the numbers of cars moved by the different trains.

A little thought will reveal the number of possible combinations of activities
that a large railroad might experience
is astronomical. Fortunately not all possible combinations occur, especially not
in any reasonable time period. The number actually experienced is quite large,
but it is finite so that modem computer
hardware can be programmed to record
and cope with all the activities that do
in fact take place. Some activities occur
in more or less standard sequence, which
helps to determine patterns or normal
routings which can be easily accommodated by computer.
INTERDEPENDENCE OF COSTS

With a large railroad the crew and locomotive expenses described thus far ac17

count for approximately 21 percent of the
total operating expenses and 41 percent
of the direct cost of producing freight
transportion services.
Ranking next to transportation are
the expenses of the freight cars in
which the customers' merchandise is
hauled. In the aggregate these represent
about 18 percent of the total operating
expenses, but more importantly, 35 percent of the direct costs. The percentage
varies widely between one shipment and
another. In many cases it is a cost
which cannot be traced directly to any
specific revenue unit by any presently
used railroad system of analysis.
In addition to its relative importance
as a cost factor, car costs have a vital
but inconstant relationship with crew
and locomotive expense. Sometimes a
train is annulled in order to cut down
on crew expenses. This forces a delay
in moving cars that necessarily increases
overall car expenses. Hence additional
car cost is substituted for crew and locomotive cost. At other times a crew
will work overtime to move a car to
another road before another day's rent
is due on the car. In this case extra
crew expense may be offset by a reduction in car cost.
Because of the interplay of these simple but discrete factors the economics
of rail transportation are far more complex than the day -to -day operations of
hauling and switching might indicate.
This fact is understood in a general way
by anyone thoroughly familiar with railroad operations, but railroad management treats it subliminally, below the
level of deliberate and conscious planning and control. There is no record keeping system where the interplay of
these facts become a conscious part of
the management process. The reality is
never integrated in such a manner as
to guide operations and planning toward a goal of maximum profitability.
Implementation Possible
The question will immediately arise
as to how a cost control system so ambitious as the one postulated here can
be put into effect. Methods for getting
existing field data recorded on basic
documents and then fed into a centralized computer are a prerequisite.
Furthermore data must be so arranged
and organized within the computer system that all activities can be related to
specific cars, specifying the time each is
being used for a specific revenue producing job.
Extensive analysis and trial has con18

vinced us the only form of cost accounting which can relate revenue to the
complexities and innumerable variations in railroad operations is one developed according to principles of job order costing. Since the revenue unit is
the only source of possible profit, we
propose development of such a system
to any railroad concerned with cost
control, optimization of operations, and
realistic cost guidelines for ratemaking
and equipment investment.
Here briefly are some of the characteristics of cost accounting for freight 2
transportation services:
1. Each waybill is basically an individual customer order; It outlines
the transportation service the railroad agrees to perform and the
money the customer has contracted
to pay.
2. Direct costs traceable to each crew
and locomotive activity undertaken
to move cars are recorded in detail
in an activity file in order to determine cost behavior when production volumes (number of cars in individual train movements) change:
i.e., the marginal costs.
3. A share of the overhead burden is
assigned to each activity, but kept
separate, in order to calculate variable and total costs.
4. A record is kept of all cars sharing
each movement activity in order to
analyze the economics of production as they are affected by the number and type of car.
5. A listing is made of each activity in
which a car participates while assigned to a specific customer's job
so that the cost of service for him
and his profit contribution can be
analyzed.
6. A record is kept of the total lapse
days each job takes in order to calculate the very important freight
car costs.
7. Empty cars movements are treated
in the same manner as loaded cars
with proper cross references so that
related empty car costs may be
added to loaded car cost to obtain
total cost of a specific revenue producing movement.
Road -Level Documentation
In addition to the revenue waybill
most railroads today use other types of
documents for recording hauling activities. A switch list is a type of job ticket
2
7%e system described here relates to transportation
of freight. However, passenger cost accounting can
be developed along much the same lines.

made out by a train conductor whose
crew is engaged in movement entirely
within a terminal area. Besides the crew
identification number, it shows the initial and number of each car switched,
the industry where switched, and the
loaded empty status of each car. By
expanding this record to include the
time of arrival and departure it is possible to construct an activity record for
each car that includes total time and
unit time running between industries
as well as switching within an industry.
Every train crew fills out a timeslip
that contains sufficient information with
which to compute the crew's hourly
wage rate. In addition the timeslip contains a reference to the class of locomotive which was used. This reference
number when applied to a locomotive
class table can furnish an hourly locomotive rate.
These two records: the switch list
and the timeslip, are all that are really
needed to calculate the direct crew and
locomotive cost for each industrial
switching activity and the hauling between industries.
The `wheel report' is used for recording the activities of road haul crews.
While different in format, it is essentially the same kind of document as the
switch list. It too can be used in conjunction with timeslips to transform
road haul activities into money units
that can be charged to individual jobs.
Wheel reports can also be used to
identify the yards through which the
cars pass and are classified. For example,
one wheel report will show the time a
train of cars arrived at a particular yard,
identifying each car by owner's initials
and number. Another wheel report will
show the time each car left the first
yard for another yard for delivery to another railroad, or for delivery to an industry outside the terminal area. Thus
it is possible from a series of wheel reports to determine not only the identity
of each car passing through a yard, but
the length of time spent in each one.
To sum up: these three basic documents, all presently in use on our railroad systems, when properly filled out
and processed make it possible to determine all the direct costs for each
revenue producing job, including the
cost of furnishing an empty car for
loading. Since the waybill shows the
revenue received for the job, an orderly
system makes it possible to determine
the profit contribution each job makes
to the company's net income.
Continued on page 36
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Equating Risk with Investment
and Performance Evaluation
APPROPRIATE PROCEDURAL APPROACH IS HELPFUL TO THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR INVESTMENT DECISIONS
By Lawrence N. Eaton
The investment decision should be considered from three major points of view:
(1) return to the investor, (2) fit within the company and (3) measuring the
risk.
It is important at the outset to distinguish between performance evaluation, or management control, and investment analysis. Management control
and evaluation often involve a relatively
large number of the individuals, some of
whom may be little familiar with advanced financial measures. Here the
need for a simple, and easily understandable, measure may be great. Major investment decisions, on the other hand,
are to be made by a relatively small
number of executives with appropriate
staff support. Thus, the measures and
techniques need not necessarily be
simple.

This paper is based on a study of investment analysis that was conducted by the author for the Dead
River Company of Bangor, Maine. The author
wishes to acknowledge the efforts and contributions of Associate Professor Francis 1. Aguliar of
the Harvard Business School and Dead River Management who participated in the original study.

acquisition or expansion would fit into
this category.
PROPOSED MEASURES

The major investment problem is to
choose among alternative opportunities
typically involving different levels of
risk. The analytical approach should assist management (1) to assess the risk
associated with each investment and
(2) to evaluate the relative attractive-

Fit with the pattern of businesses being developed within the firm.
Impact on the image and reputation
of the company, especially as viewed
by the investing community.

Analysis of the Investment Problem
GENERAL APPROACH

Good investment analysis is concerned with measuring and evaluating
important consequences of the investment for a company. Which consequences are of most importance depends in
large part on the nature and objectives
of the firm, and also on the time horizon
involved.
Investment decisions vary in importance and difficulty. This paper will focus first on those decisions that are of
strategic and fundamental importance
and non - repetitive in nature. A major
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ness of each venture in terms of several
financial and non - financial results.
The financial measures considered
most appropriate are ROI, cash flow,
and effect on earnings pattern over time.
The principal criterion for each:
ROI should exceed a hurdle rate predetermined for a given level or risk.
Cash flows should not intensify expected cash peak loads, with respect to
both seasonal loadings and longer -run
demands by existing operations.
Contributions to earnings should help
to achieve a stable, growing pattern of
profits that would be attractive to the
investing community.
Two non - financial results that should
also be considered for purposes of investment evaluation are:

LAWRENCE N. EATON

Bangor - Waterville Chapter 1961, is
an Associate Professor at Husson College, Bangor, Maine. He has also held
several positions in industry and as an
Internal Revenue Agent with the
Treasury Department. Professor Eaton
holds a B.S. degree from Husson College and an M.B.A. degree from the
University of Maine. For this article,
Professor Eaton was awarded an NAA
Certificate of Merit (1969 -70).

These non - financial measures are particularly important as guidelines for new
business ventures.
The measures employed for investment analysis will vary with the nature
of the case in question. For investments
in established business areas, analysis
might involve fewer measures. A major,
strategic investment would call for all
of the above measures.
The next sections will discuss the financial measures for major, strategic
investments.
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Return on Investment Measure

Exhibi t I
CO M PU T A T I O N O F HU RD LE RA T E S
Bal ance
she e t

I nvestme nt

Cost aft e r
t axe s

We i ght e d
co st

a

The ROI measure proposed in this
paper is an after -tax return on equity
and debt based on discounted cash
flows' Ultimately we are concerned
with earning desired return for shareholders after other forms of long -term
capital are serviced. To calculate return
on equity directly requires an assessment of the debt - equity ratio appropriate for the risk characteristics of each
project. A more common approach to
achieve the same end is to calculate the
return on all long -term capital (equity
and debt or the total "right side of the
balance sheet" less spontaneous credit).
The discount rate for a specific project
would reflect the cost of capital that
would be associated with the risk involved. Since tax burdens will probably
vary widely among investment opportunities, an after -tax treatment is also
proposed.
The first step is to determine an acceptable rate of return for the corporation as a whole. Hurdle rates for investments with different risk levels must
then be calculated.
The minimum rate of return for a
company should take into account the
cost of capital, the goal for profit growth
and the limits of management's capabilities to handle additional investments.
Setting long -run financial goals is one
of the most difficult steps in the investment analysis process, requiring a
great deal of judgment and experience.
The goals listed below are shown only
for illustrative purposes and are not
necessarily complete or compatible. For
one thing we have not tried to tie in
either a dividend goal or a policy with
reference to new stockholder equity.
They are, however, sufficient to support
the development of the objectives of
this paper and this is our prime concern
at the moment.
Rctum on equity
Earnings growth
Sales growth
Sales and profit
pattern
Capital structure

15.0% after taxes
10% per year
10% per year
reasonably stable
full employment
of debt capacity

While an alternative measurement such as one
based on operating profits and assets employed
might prove useful in performance evaluation, it
can le ad t o error for inve st me nt analysi s m many
situations. This measure assumes a comparability
among investment in their ( a) effects on debt
leverage, (b) proport ion of spont aneous debt, and
( c) administrative costs. Furt her it i ncl ude s noncash flows such as depreciat ion and excludes capital ize d cash expenditures such as R & D.
I
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10%
9%
81%

de l e t e
10%
90%

4.4
15 . 0

Aft e r -t ax cost of capi t al , t ot al asse t s

.4 4
13 . 5
13.9

%

Hi gh ri sk i nve s t me nt
Sp o n t a n e o us c r e d i t
Short -t e rm cre di t
E q ui t y

L o w risk inve stment

L o w risk

3.87
1. 5 0

'

5.4

AFTE R -TA X H U R D L E R A TE S

10%
13 .9 X
100
94.0'
94. 0' X

100

=

Co m p a ny a v e r a ge
Hi gh risk

4. 3
15 . 0

%

de l e t e
90
10

=

•

•

•

Sp o n t a n e o us c r e d i t
40%
De bt ( short -, l ong te rm)
54%
E q ui t y
6%
Aft e r -t ax cost of capi t al , t ot al asse t s

14.8%
5.7%

* Ass ume s 6 % n onp rodu ct i ve ass e t s

Once corporate goals have been defined, a hurdle rate should be set equal
to the cost of capital. This approach
seems preferable to using a hurdle rate
that considers other factors including
potential uncertainties.
A better way to deal with at least
two common uncertainties is through
adjustments to projected cash flows. The
first uncertainty relates to "defensive"
investments, such as additional investments to protect the ongoing earnings
stream. The second uncertainty relates
to the probabilities of success for an investment. Varying the discount rate is
not a good way of taking these uncertanties into account. Adjustments to operating cash flows represent a preferable
approach.
Hurdle Rates for Specific
Investments
To move from the return expected
for the corporation to that expected
for an investment in a given business requires an assessment of the
risk associated with the particular investment. One way to calculate hurdle
rates for a range of risk levels is to consider the capital structure that would
be necessary for a high -risk venture and
for a low -risk venture, and then determine the cost of capital based on the
cost of each type of equity adjusted to
allow for unproductive assets required
in the corporate mix, if any.
An example of this type of calculation
is shown in Exhibit 1. From these calculations, the following after -tax hurdle

rates could be proposed for use by this
firm:
Investment risky
High
Above average
Average
Below average
Low

Hurdle rate
15%
12.5%
10%
8%
6%

The hurdle rates should be applied
to the total equity and debt requirement of the project. (Total assets less
spontaneous credit.)
Risk Assessment
In evaluating risk it should be recognized that the risk factor is not a static
element to be considered. The risk level
would be expected to change with time
due to any number of changing conditions.
For instance, the risk to a company of
making a major investment in a new
field might be relatively high because of
a lack of managerial talent and knowhow in this new area. This would be
true even though the risk level for this
type of industry would not generally be
considered more than average.
Therefore, it might be appropriate to
also assess the expected risk level that
would prevail after say, two years of
'Whi l e a lowe r t han average rate mi ght be t heoretically appropriate on lower than average risk
investments, it might well be t he fe e l ing of management that the firm would prefer to take the
risks commensurate with the higher returns, and
therefore woul d not find low return opportunities
attractive. Here agai n corporat e goal s woul d ne ed
t o be considered.
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experience. From these two assessments
it might develop that a hurdle rate
would be higher for the first two years,
and after that a lower hurdle rate would
be appropriate. Under these conditions
it would be important to use the higher
hurdle rate for the first two years and
then change to the lower hurdle rate
for subsequent years in the discounting
process.

Cash Flows and Profit Pattern
The criteria for cash flows and profits
are reasonably straightforward, even if
they cannot be precisely applied. An
investment opportunity is favored if it
requires cash when cash is likely to be
released from other operations and generates cash when cash is likely to be required by other operations. These flows
must be considered for both seasonal
and long -run time spans. An investment
is also favored if it shows earnings when
wanted for a desired profit profile over
time and if these profits are reasonably
assured.
The information needed to make
these assessments requires a cash budget
and pro forma income statements to be
forecast for five years or more into the
future. The forecasts might be on a
quarterly basis for two years and on
an annual basis thereafter. The net effect of the investment in question on
these forecasts must then be assessed.
The pro forma profit statements also
serve to indicate the level of investments required to achieve the profit
growth goal for the company.

Investment Evaluation Procedure
For consistent treatment within a
company, it is recommended that an
Investment Committee be formed and
that all major investment proposals be
submitted for approval by the Committee in the form and detail prescribed.
In keeping with the intent of this
paper, the following procedure is suggested as a basic form recognizing that
it might well need adaptation for specific application. The procedure consists of three parts:
1. Introduction to the project
2. Risk assessment
3. Pro forma statements
The first part completed and approved before the other two parts are
started. The purpose of this procedure
is to allow management to see whether
the proposal is sufficiently attractive to
warrant the effort of a complete analysis.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT

Some of the questions relate particularly to new and different type business
activities and should be answered only
if appropriate:
1. Describe the project and state the
principal purposes or objectives of
the investment. (Include an estimate of the investment required.)
2. What is the market potential; how
fast is it growing; what market share
are you looking for; and who is the
competition?
3. Are there any close competing products that could be considered as substitutes?
4. Why is this investment attractive to
our firm?
5. Where are the dangers and risks
associated with this investment (e.g.,
competitors reaction, price stability,
customer relations, product or service obsolescence, marketing problems, people)?
6. In what other ways could the company accomplish the objectives described in No. 1? Why are these alternatives less attractive?
7. What do you see this venture developing into five years from now?
8. What are the specific advantages
that the company has for competing
in this area?
9. Is this a seasonal type business? If
so, indicate peak and low periods for
fund requirements and give a rough
indication of the peak seasonal fund
requirements.
10. Describe any unusual financing and/
or credit terms available.
11. Comment on the need for any market or feasibility studies prior to
making the investment. If outside
help is required, estimate costs.
12. Comment on how this investment
relates to your divisional five -year
plan.
13. How do we get out in three years if
the investment does not work?
14. Any other pertinent information.
Note: Once this description has been
completed, it should be submitted to
the Investment Committee for tentative
approval before continuing with other
parts of the analysis.
RISK ASSESSMENT

The assessment of risk requires considerable judgment. To assist management in this task, a composite checkoff
list, is developed. It should contain
main categories of factors affecting risk.

These factors have been grouped in the
following eight categories:
Environmental
Product and Processing
Market and Marketing
Management
Financial
Relative Size of Commitment
Eggs /Basket
Overall risk assessment
The checkoff list is derived from
various supporting schedules which refer to individual factors in each category, such as:
Environmental
Economic outlook
Cyclical aspects
Climatic conditions
Locational commitment
Product and Processing
Obsolescence (process)
Obsolescence (product -life cycle)
Raw materials
Labor force
Inventory turnover
Product demand
Market and Marketing
Investment in selling force
Promotional investment
Investment in distribution
Competition
Consumer loyalty
Management .
Expertise within the company
Management development
Management control
Operating management at the local
level
Financial
Liquidity
Receivable and inventory turnover
Cash demand and predictability
Changes in cash demand
Management control —cost of a mistake
Loss on liquidation
A look at each category will help to
define its scope and intent. For example, in considering the risk associated
with the environmental factors, we are
concerned, on the one hand, with the
economic stability and growth for the
business sector involved and, on the
other hand, with various physical considerations —such as dependence on
weather and the degree to which location affects success or failure.
The first five categories relate to the
business operation itself. The next two
categories relate to the "fit" of the in21

vestment to the company as a whole.
The Relative Size requires little explanation. The undesirable impact of a
large investment or acquisition that fails
is far greater and consequently involves
far more risk than that of a small investment. The Eggs /Basket category is
a little more difficult to apply. Here
we are trying to assess the benefits in
acquiring operations that have independent —or better yet, contra -movements to our existing operations. In this
way, the investment being considered
would not add further to any swings
in earnings performance and might even
counter balance such swings.
The checklist should prove helpful
to those responsible for assessing the
risk of a major investment, assisting each
person to review the main consideration
involved, to record his judgments, and
finally to compare results with others.
Since the importance of factors can
differ greatly, a simple addition of
scores will usually not be appropriate.
Divisional operations might also be
placed along the risk spectrum to give
a rough screening guide for capital requests that relate to expansion within
a specific division.
Not only is it appropriate to rate
divisional or company segments to determine the relative risk inherent within
a division, but it is also essential in order to establish bench -marks with which
to compare the risk quotient of an investment opportunity.
All the supporting schedules should
be completed by the project initiator
except for the composite checkoff list
which will be completed by the Investment Analysis Committee.
In filling out these forms it should
be kept in mind that in each instance
the score assigned (high, above average,
average, below average, low) by the
manager is his answer to the question,
"What is the risk involved ?"
For example, in the first question under environmental, if the business /market conditions can be extremely well
predicted because of established patterns, he should indicate a low risk
level. If conditions are very uncertain
and there is extreme difficulty involved
in trying to assess the future, he should
assign a high risk level. He should feel
free to write additional comments on
the sheets if he feels they could add to
the effectiveness of the risk assessment.
If, in the manager's judgment, one of
the questions is not applicable to the
project being evaluated, he should write
N/A beside the question.
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PRO FORMA STATEMENTS

Statements should be completed for
the first three years with sufficient
backup material and explanation to
justify the figures and to indicate the
expected operating plan. The Investment Committee will provide assistance
to the project initiator in completing
the data for the following five -year
period.
No forms are specified here as they
are both readily available from any good
capital budgeting text, and must generally be adapted to fit specific corporate needs. The information should,
however, include the following:

Thus a division investing heavily for
future development will necessarily
show much smaller returns than the
hurdle rates. A division facing an extended business downturn might show
a lower return, regardless of how well
it was being managed. ROI hurdle
rates do, however, serve an important
function in performance evaluation as
discussed below.
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
THROUGH BUDGETING

The primary measures of divisional
performance include a combination of
forecast after -tax profits, cash generated,
and specified accomplishments. The ac1. Cash flow from operations —based complishments to be selected as goals
on the most probable operating level would depend on the dynamics of the
with supplemental data indicating specific division in question and might
highest and lowest expected sales relate to the general measures such as
and expense levels. The assumptions market shares or to particular goals such
upon which the analysis was based as achieving one -day delivery capability,
should also be described in accom- opening five more outlets, or reducing
panying notes.
receivables to less than 60 days.
2. Amount of investment. This inforThe annual goals must be set by manmation should be made with suffi- agement negotiation, similar to the
cient detail and explanation to sup- budget setting process. To help manageport each asset. (For example
ment arrive at a reasonable goal, atten... tion must be given to several factors:
"receivables and inventory were calculated as a constant percentage of the objectives for the year in relation
sales (or production) ." In the prep- to the longer range plan of the division;
aration of these data, all assets performance by other firms in the busishould be treated as purchased. If ness; changes in market conditions; and
it is proposed that a portion of the special competitive conditions.
facilities would be ]eased, this should
be properly noted in the introduc- THE USE OF ROI
tory part, Item 10, as unusual fiAs a part of the overall investment
nancing available. This will then be analysis for a company, each division
considered by the Investment Com- might be analyzed in the manner premittee at the time the project is scribed for a major investment. The
authorized.
ROI potential compared to the appropriate hurdle rate would then Help
Once the proper forms have been sub- management decide whether a division
mitted and completed, the amounts merits strong investment support, some
would be discounted at the appropriate support, or disinvestment. Over time,
hurdle rate to determine the relative a division should be able to show a
attractiveness, thus completing the pic- potential discounted cash flow return
ture for management's use in making higher than a hurdle rate set for the
the investment decision.
level of risk inherent in the investment.
The profit and cash forecasts underPerformance Evaluation
lying the ROI calculations provide a
INVESTMENT VERSUS
first measure of what to expect for anPERFORMANCE
nual financial results. The stable well As indicated earlier, appraisal of di- established division should be making
visional performance can be linked in annual returns close to the ROI poonly a limited wav to the investment tential. For the fledgling or growth dimeasures and criteria. The principal rea- vision, profit and cash goals must relate
son for the difference is one of timing to a plan of action since these results
and time horizon —the investment hur- can be raised or lowered by the rate of
dle rates measure net performance over investment and effort set by managean extended period of time while the ment. The long -run expectation for such
performance evaluation tends to focus a division is that returns will exceed
Continued on /gage 38
largely on current and annual results.
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Negotiate for Profits
THE BEST W AY TO ESTABLISH TRANSFER PRICES IS TO LET THE
MANAGERS INVOLVED NEGOTIATE AND W ORK OUT AN AGREEMENT

By Timothy P. Haidinger
Setting interdivisional transfer prices can
be a recurring problem for profit center
oriented companies. These prices often
influence the evaluation of division
managers and may, therefore, become a
real political football. The following
narrative presents arguments for some
common alternatives (variable cost, full
cost, market price, and negotiated price)
as a motivation and a guide for maximizing company profit.
"Gentlemen, let's get started on
solving this problem of transfer pricing
policy and its relationship to increased
company profits," said Mr. Peters, company president. "We've never really
established any company policy in this
area and it seems to me that it's about
time we did so. As I see it, interdivision
transfers should be priced at market
price, full or variable cost, or something in between. Jim, your department
requested this meeting; why don't you
give us your point of view ?"
"We're in business to make profits,
Mr. Peters," Jim Harris, the production
manager remarked, "and as soon as we
lose sight of that fact, Coverall Paint
Company, along with all its charitable
and civic minded projects, is not worth
two cents. With each of us reporting
the largest dollar profit for his division,
the result will be maximum profit for
the company. Everything was going
pretty smoothly until Dale and the other
people in the packaging division started
chiseling on the prices paid for barrels
of paint. How can I be expected to
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1970

make profits if I have to sell to his
division at less than full cost? Just six
months ago, I was in to see you on the
transfer pricing policy, and I had to
agree that I charge Dale at the rate of
$175 per barrel. This figure was below
the open market price and above my
cost. Now Dale expects me to go even
lower and well below my cost."
"Wait a minute, Jim," said Dale
Johnson in an agitated manner. "Let's
get the facts straight. I asked your processing division to sell below market to
my packaging division since I didn't
think it was right to lose a sale as a
result of your insisting on the same
markup that you get on selling your paint
outside the company. That seems reasonable to me and it's not true that I'm
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now asking you to sell below cost. I'm
asking you to sell above your variable
costs, but below your full costs. Take a
look at this schedule which I've prepared."
Per Barrel Costs
Raw material costs
Variable processing costs
Total variable costs
Fixed cost ($30,000 per month
divided by 1,000 barrels
produced per month)
Full costs

$100
25
125
30
$155

"You buy your raw materials at $100
a barrel and have variable processing
costs of about $25 per barrel. Your fixed
costs are $30,000 each month, or $30
per barrel. You're going to have that
fixed cost whether or not you sell to
me, so I don't see why I should be
charged for it. Unless I buy 100 barrels
of Kelly green paint from you at $140
per barrel, I can't accept a pending
special offer. Your sale to me still leaves
you a profit of $15 per barrel over your
variable costs, and leaves you with
$1,500 on the deal."
"Not if it uses up all of my Kelly
green," snapped Jim.
Both men waited for some indication
from Mr. Peters who, with a grin,
turned to the fourth man in the room.
"Well, Chuck ?"
Chuck Lissner, the newly appointed
controller, spoke up. "One week here
and I'm already caught in the middle.
I knew that our transfer pricing policy
23

needed some revision and I had hoped
to get it done before any major squabbles developed. I guess now we'll have
to use this as a test case, and ask you
gentlemen some questions."
"Mr. Peters, as president, do you use
total divisional profit as a means of
determining how well Jim, Dale, and
the other division managers are doing
their job ?"
"Of course, that's the main reason
we instituted this system in the first
place."
"Fine," said Chuck, "then we can't
very well force Jim to sell at a price
which makes his reported profit go
down, can we ?"
"No, I suppose not."
"Okay. Now, Jim, are you familiar
with the concept of each sale making
a contribution to fixed costs and profits
of your processing division ?"
"Yeah, sure; the difference between
the money I receive and my variable
cost is the contribution from the sale.
Anytime I have a positive contribution,
the sale is profitable, but that's a lot of
textbook talk and doesn't apply here."
"Why not ?"
"Because when I'm operating at full
capacity, the profits of my division drop
if I sell to Dale at less than $175 per
barrel."
"Now, just a minute, Jim. Do you
agree that anytime you can make an
additional sale to Dale, considering all
your sales plus another special one,
there is a profit at any price in excess
of your variable costs ?"
"Well, I guess so. If I make all my
normal sales, the special order increases
my revenue and my costs, but the revenue goes up by more than the cost, so
my profits rise, I'll agree with that."
"And by the same token, if you lost
a normal sale, then you can't afford to
sell for less than your normal price of
$175."
"Exactly!"
"Now, Jim, under what circumstances
do you lose a normal sale ?"
"When making a special sale causes
me to run out of paint."
"Why should you nin out of paint ?"
"Either I'm unable to get sufficient
raw materials in time to produce the
paint or, with my plant working at full
capacity, I cannot process the additional
needed amount and still meet my normal demand."
"So, if the amount of processed paint
is limited, you may lose a normal sale
when you accept the special order from
another division. Is there any other
24

time when you lose a normal sale ?"
"Sure is. It happened just the other
day, when I sold some paint to the
packaging division. After putting it in
retail size containers, they sold it to a
new group of dealers. I thought I had
made a pretty good deal until I was told
that these dealers had formerlv, bought
their paint from one of my wholesale
customers, in essence one of Dale's competitors. Thereby, I lost a sale to my
normal customer."
"Then selling to Dale cost you a sale
you could have ordinarilv made to one
of your wholesale customers ?"
"That's right."
"So, you have to charge Dale the
outside market price, anytime you are
at full capacity or stand to lose regular
customers as a result of selling to the
packaging division, or lose money. But,
and this is a pretty large but, if neither
of these is true, it is to your advantage
to sell at anything in excess of your
variable cost."
"Yeah, I guess that's right."
"Now, Mr. Peters, who is in the best
position to determine when Jim's production is limited and Dale's sales interfere with his wholesale market ?"
"Any information comes from Jim,
so he's really in the best position to
know."
"Then, Jim, would you be satisfied
with a negotiated transfer price permitting you to charge $175 when sales to
the packaging division deprive you of
normal sales, and, as low as $125, your
variable cost, if you don't lose normal
sales ?"
"That's fine with me."
At this, Dale Johnson jumped from
his chair. "Now, hold everything. Jim
is a good friend of mine, but you certainly don't expect me to let him set
our transfer prices. This profit center
business is no good at all if my sales
are contingent on the whims of the
processing division. I buy at least 30
percent of everything lie makes and he
will be charging me $175 a barrel for
all of it. That means I have to raise my
prices and probably lose 40 percent of
my customers."
"Chuck, Dale's got a point there,"
said Mr. Peters.
"Dale," said the controller, "here's
the situation. You want variable cost to
be the transfer price and Jim wants
market price. Somehow, we've got to
arrive at a compromise. There are times
when Jim has to sell you at market price
or lie loses monev, other times lie can
sell down as low as variable cost. De-

cide in advance the maximum amount
you can afford to pay for paint on a
particular order and then make an offer
to Jim. If this is greater than the minimum amount Jim must receive, he will
accept it. In fact, the two of you should
be able to arrive at a negotiated transfer
price profitable to both divisions anytime the maximum amount you can afford to pay is greater than the minimum
at which he can afford to sell. The figure
to be determined will depend on your
negotiating skills."
"Okay. I guess that is as good a compromise as we'll get."
"Just a moment, Chuck," said Mr.
Peters immediately. "Do you mean to
tell me that the best way for Coverall
Paint to establish transfer prices is to
let these two bovs, in a closed room,
work out an agreement ?"
"That's it."
"I can see where each of them will
be pleased for every sale they make will
result in profit for both divisions. It
still seems to me that as a result of Jim's
insisting on transferring at full market
price, Dale will be forced to reject an
offer which may be profitable to him
and to the overall company. The rule
of thumb around here is that the more
we sell the more money we make and
I can't believe that a transfer price
eliminating a possible profitable sale is
desirable."
"The point is this, Mr. Peters: total
sales for the company will never be reduced as a result of using negotiated
transfer prices. If Jim feels that selling
a particular order of paint to Dale will
not cost him the loss of another order
from Dale or from someone else, he
will transfer at any price above his variable cost. They will have to negotiate
on the exact price. However, if Jim
feels that a particular sale to Dale, will
result, in fact, in the loss of some other
sale, he will insist on transfer at full market price, that is, at the price which would
be paid by the alternate purchaser. With
Dale willing to pay full market price, in
this case $175, the transfer will be made
and no sale is lost. If Dale refuses
the offer at $175, his packaging division
must plan to sell the paint at less than
$175 plus packaging costs. The company covers the cost of packaging on
Dale's sale, but receives less than $175
for paint which Jim can sell on the wholesale market at $175. Since transferring
under these circumstances reduces total
company profit, although not necessarily
total company revenue, I think it's clear
Continued on page 52
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Transfer Pricing and
Management Goals
DIVISION MANAGERS MUST HAVE AUTHORITY TO SET THEIR OWN PRICES
AND TO BUY OR SELL GOODS EITHER INTERNALLY OR EXTERNALLY
By James M. Fremgen
Among the many problems facing the
management of a decentralized and
vertically integrated corporation is that
of pricing goods transferred from one
division to another. The transfer of
goods between divisions in the name
of productive efficiency creates a problem of managerial responsibility. Transfer prices are employed as a means of
resolving that problem. However, inasmuch as the problem itself is man -made,
it should not be a surprise to realize
that the solution is artificial. Transfer
prices are not inherent features of business operations. They are, rather, artificial devices designed to fill a specific
need of management. As such, they
should be conceived and implemented
at all times with a view toward the goals
of management. If transfer prices are, as
suggested, artificial rather than natural
devices, it seems reasonable to leave them
open for determination by the individual managements.
It should be noted that the tens
"transfer price" is being used here to
denote a unit price assigned to goods
transferred between divisions, which
price is intended by management to
serve some purpose other than inventory
costing. Thus, the unit production cost
computed in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles and used
for purposes of inventory valuation and
income measurement is not considered
to be a transfer price.
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Management Goals and Policies
It really makes no sense to argue
what method of transfer pricing should
be used until management has agreed
upon its basic objectives and what it
expects to get from the transfer prices
that may be established. For purposes
of the present discussion, it is neither
necessary nor appropriate to discuss the
complete spectrum of management
goals in an organization. We need be
concerned only with those goals that
relate directly to the problem of transfer pricing. These goals may be considered in the light of management's
t
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policies regarding decentralization, delegation of authority to divisional managers, and planned uses of transfer price
data.
DECENTRALIZATION
The first question that management
must answer before it has reason to
consider methods of transfer pricing is
whether it wishes to centralize or to
decentralize the management of separate operating divisions. Decentralization may be regarded as having two
essential characteristics: (1) separate
organizational divisions are performing
distinct operations and (2) separate
division managers have some significant
degree of freedom in managing their
divisions. The first characteristic is a
necessary condition for transfer pricing,
since it creates the situations whereby
transfers occur. It is not, however, a
sufficient condition. The mere fact that
a physical transfer of goods occurs does
not mean that some transfer price must
be assigned to those goods. A transfer
price must have some explicit purpose
that is relevant to the goals of the company's management.
Some decentralization of managerial
responsibility and authority is also
necessary if transfer prices are to have
any distinctive meaning. In a totally
centralized corporation, top management would make all decisions with
respect to the operations of all divisions. Internal transfers of goods would
then be no different from uses of raw
25

materials within a single division. The
same financial information employed for
decisions regarding materials usage
within a division would suffice for decisions regarding interdivisional transfers.
HOW MUCH AUTHORITY TO
DELEGATE

The basic decision to decentralize
management leads directly to a corollary
decision, namely, how much authority
to delegate to divisional managers. Insofar as transfer pricing is concerned
there are two critical questions that
must be answered. Do division managers have a choice whether to trade
with sister divisions or with independent contractors? Do they have the authority to set the prices for their own
products and /or to decide upon the
prices they are willing to pay for materials? The answers to these questions
may well determine what, if any, transfer prices will be established.
DIVISIONAL PROFIT
RESPONSIBILITY

The divisions of a decentralized corporation may be evaluated either as
profit centers or as cost centers. Transfer prices are essential in profit center
analysis as long as there are internal
transfers. They also have a lesser role
in cost center analysis. Although the
price at which a selling division transfers
goods out does not affect that division's
cost performance, it is one of the costs
in the buying division. Of course, if
standard transfer prices are used, they
will be incorporated in the buying division's budget and, hence, will be neutral
factors in cost center analysis. Consequently, evaluation of divisions as profit
centers is often regarded as a prerequisite to meaningful use of transfer prices.
Most discussions in this paper will assume that divisions employing transfer
prices are, in fact, profit centers. Investment centers may be viewed as extensions of profit centers, and transfer
prices are relevant to them also.
OBJECTIVES OF TRANSFER PRICING

PROFIT MAXIMIZATION. It is wholly reasonable for management to want a system
of transfer prices that will facilitate the
making of decisions that tend to maximize the corporation's long -term profit.
Transfer prices are likely to be important inputs to internal reports used by
management in decision making. They
should be consistent with the objective
of making profitable decisions. For example, transfer prices should assist management in deciding whether, for the
corporation as a whole, it is more
profitable for one division to obtain its
raw materials from another division or
to purchase them from an independent
supplier. There is no reason why the
same internal prices that tend to maximize corporate profit should not simultaneously lead to maximum divisional
profits., Indeed, they must do so if
they are to achieve goal congruence.

Corporate management quite naturally
wishes to know which divisions are
contributing to total profit and which
are not and also to be able to measure
the profit contributions of the several
divisions. Hence, it is reasonable to
seek transfer prices that will facilitate
divisional reports that accurately reflect
each division's profit contribution.
DIVISIONAL PROFIT MEASUREMENT.

EVALUATION OF DIVISIONAL MANAGERS'
PERFORMANCES. Transfer prices should
be compatible with top management's
desire to evaluate the quality of each
division manager's performance. This
objective is different from the preceding one in that it relates to a personal
evaluation of the division manager as
opposed to the profitability of the division as a separate organizational unit.

Thus, it is possible that a division manager may be adjudged to h ave don e a
good job of managing an unprofitable
division or, alternatively, a bad job of
managing a profitable division. Admittedly, such a distinction may not
be easy to make.

Before specific transfer prices can be
determined, management must first decide what it wants those prices to accomplish. The four most important purposes for establishing transfer pricing
are:

MOTIVATION OF DIVISION MANAGERS. If
corporate management intends to assess
the performance of a division manager
on the basis of financial results in his
division, and if those results are partly
determined by internal transfer prices,
then it is only reasonable to expect that

1. Profit maximization
2. Divisional profit measurement
3. Evaluation of divisional managers'
performance
4. Motivation of divisional managers

' A possible exception is the case in which the
selling division is a monopolist. It might maximize
its own profit by restricting output and, thereby,
the profits of the buying division and, possibly,
the corporation as a whole. Whether this effect
would obtain depends upon the market conditions
under which the selling division sells its final
product.
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the division manager will attempt to
make those results appear as favorable
to himself as possible. He will seek to
use internal transfers and their prices
in such a way as to enhance any measure of his own performance. Thus, one
way.or another, transfer prices will motivate the division manager to act in
what he perceives to be his own best
interest. Corporate management should
therefore design the transfer pricing system so that when the division manager
acts in his own interest he is simultaneously acting in the corporation's best
interest. The ideal transfer pricing
scheme, then, will motivate division
managers to behave in a manner consonant with the corporation's goals.

Methods of Transfer Pricing
It would be an exaggeration to say
that there have been as many methods
of transfer pricing proposed as there
have been writers on the subject. Nonetheless, such a statement would not convey a wholly inaccurate impression of
the literature in this area. Many of the
alternatives proposed, however, are only
variations on common themes; and
others are simply combinations of methods. Thus, it is possible to identifv five
basic methods, or types of methods,
that are widely recognized as the principal alternatives. These are (1) historical cost, (2) historical cost plus a
markup, (3) marginal cost, (4) market
price, and (5) a negotiated price.
HISTORICAL COST

Most advocates of historical cost as
the basis for transfer prices view it simply as a means to proper inventory
costing and corporate income determination. This, of course, is not the objective of transfer pricing. It is also,
in no way peculiar to the decentralized
company. Thus, we may assume that
a true transfer price is something more
than the customary unit cost of production.
It has been suggested that, in the absence of any determinable market value
for internally transferred commodities,
transfer prices should be built up from
historical costs, and if feasible, standard
costs should be used 2 In this wav, inefficiencies in production will appear
on the reports of the selling division
rather than the buying division. This
seems appropriate only if the selling
division is actually responsible for the
'Robert N. Anthony "Notes on Transfer Prices,"
Manage ent Control Systems, Richard D. Irwin,
m
Inc., Homewood, M., 1983, p. 280.
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inefficiencies. If the seller has no choice
One cannot deny that marginal cost
but to fill internal customers' orders, it is the relevant value for any resource
seems entirely reasonable that buyers whose employment is in question. Obbe charged for the inefficiencies that viously, corporate profit will be enthey cause. Thus, overtime on rush or- hanced if internal transfers are chosen
ders or excess set -up costs on nonstand- over external purchases when the marard production runs ought to be charged ginal cost to produce an item within
to the buying divisions. Where the the corporation is less than that to purselling division is, in effect, the slave chase it from an outside vendor. Unof its internal customers, its efficiency fortunately, marginal cost transfer prices
is largely dependent upon them. Un- are not useful for purposes of measurless enjoined by top management from ing the profit of a division or the profit doing so, buying divisions might use performance of a division manager in
the selling division as a materials stock- the manner in which such profit measing point. They might place only mini- ures are customarily made. Inasmuch
mum quantity orders at frequent inter- as divisional profit measures are widely
vals so as to reduce their own inventory considered to be important to the concarrying costs. In such a case, it would cept of decentralized management rebe difficult to evaluate the selling divi- sponsibility, marginal cost transfer prices
sion even as a cost center; for its costs strike at the validity of decentralization
would be partly controlled by decisions itself.
made in other divisions.
Even if one accepts the contention
that marginal cost is the one valid
COST PLUS MARKUP
method of transfer pricing, the matter
Some writers have suggested that is not so easily settled. Identifying the
transfer prices be set at historical cost true marginal cost in a given situation
plus a profit margin. One suggested that may not always be a simple task. Goetz,
this profit margin be computed by allo- proposed an illustration of a firm with
cating total gross margin on final prod- four divisions, one of which is a comucts among the various divisions in puter center and the other three of
proportion to their costs., Another rec- which are potential computer users. The
ommended that the margin be computed computer is rented for $4,000 per 40in such a way that each division in- hour week plus $50 per hour for all
volved in the production of a particular use in excess of 40 hours. Other costs
product would earn the same rate of of operating the computer center are
return on capital employed to produce ignored for simplicity. Thus, the marthat product .4 However, anv method ginal cost of a computer job is zero
that entails an arbitrary markup is of when the computer is operated 40 or
little value for purposes of evaluating fewer hours per week and $50 per job corporate profit, divisional profit, or hour when the 40 hours are exceeded.
managerial performance. If divisional Goetz contended that these are then
profit is predetermined by policy (i.e., the logical transfer prices that the comby establishing a markup over cost), it puter center should set for its services.
is meaningless for managerial review.
However, these are not the true marWorse, it may induce management to ginal costs of computer service if the
believe that a division is profitable computer center has the authority to
when, in fact, it is not.
sell its time to the public at the going
market rate, assumed to be $120 per
MARGINAL COST
hour. If accepting a job from an inFor purposes of discussion here, ternal division means that the computer
"marginal cost" may be interpreted to center must turn away an outside job
include, in effect, such concepts as in- at $120 per hour, the marginal cost to
cremental cost, variable cost, and direct the computer center and also to the
cost. While the latter two concepts are corporation is $120 per hour, not zero
not really the same as marginal cost, or $50. It is true that most corporate
advocates of their use for transfer pric- computer centers do not invite business
ing view them as substantially the same from outsiders, but this only makes
and use the same arguments that are them a special type of division. Many
offered in support of marginal cost.
manufacturing divisions do sell to outside customers as well as to sister divi'Ri cha rd A. Benson, "Pri cing Interplant Transfers
sions. Thus, the loss of revenue on
for Measuring Plant Operat ions," NAA Bulletin,
February, 1983, pp. 53 -57.
Frederick D. Finney, "Pri cing Interdivisional
Transfers," Management Accounting, November,
1988, pp. 10 -18.
4
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Rele vancy and Goal Congruence," The Accounting
Review, July, 1987, pp. 435 -440.

external sales should be regarded as
the relevant marginal cost in all cases
where the seller does make external
sales and does not have excess capacity.
MARKET PRICE

Where there is a clearly established
market price for an item transferred
between divisions of a company, that
price may be considered to be the ideal
transfer price. It does, of course, reflect
the price that the selling division would
realize if it sold to external customers
and the price that the buying division
would pay if it bought from independent suppliers. Thus, a market price
would be consistent with the objective
of evaluating the division manager's
performance if top management wished
to evaluate him as though he were the
manager of an independent company.
Market price would also be relevant
for purposes of making optimally profitable decisions and of measuring the
division's profit contribution if it was
the effective marginal cost of the goods
sold internally. That is, market price
accurately measures the value to the
corporation of an internal transfer if
the alternative to that transfer is a sale
to an outside customer at that price.
If the selling division can meet all demand from outsiders and still have
capacity to produce all of the materials
required by sister divisions, the marginal
cost of goods transferred internally
would be the incremental cost to produce and ship them. Thus, a market based transfer price might induce the
buying division to purchase on the outside, although the corporation's profit
would be greater if it obtained the materials from an internal supplier.
Market price is not really a meaningful measure of the division manager's
performance unless he has the option
of trading either with a sister division
or with an independent contractor. If
this option is denied, internal purchases and /or sales are not part of the
division manager's responsibility and
they ought not affect any measure of
his performance. Thus, a division that
is the captive supplier or customer of
another may just as well be evaluated
as a cost center; and its manager should
be judged on the basis of his management of those variables that are actually under his control.
Even if market price is a useful transfer price for certain commodities, it is
not likely to be universally applicable.
There are many materials used exclusively by individual firms, so that there
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is no established market for them. A
supplier makes them to order for a
single customer. If the supplier and
the customer are sister divisions of a
decentralized corporation, the transfer
price cannot be based upon an established market value, since none exists.
Rather, such divisions must do what
independent firms would do in the same
situation. They must arrive at a mutually acceptable price through bargaining. Alternatively, top management
might establish a transfer price by fiat;
but such a price would be invalid as a
basis for evaluating either the divisions
as organizational entities or the division
managers. A fiat price would be relevant
to the goal of corporate profit maximization only if it reflected the opportunity
cost of the item.
For purposes of pricing internal transfers, a market price might be reduced
by a discount that reflects the fact that
an internal division incurs less in the
way of promotion and selling costs than
would an independent vendor. Such a
discount would be a valid extension of
market price only if it paralleled discounts allowed by independent sellers in
the market. Otherwise, it would be an
artifice that could not be justified in
terms of market conditions. Hence, it
would constitute a departure from the
market price basis. One might also question whether promotion and selling
efforts are necessarily reduced on inter divisional sales. There is no reason to
presume they would be, if the division
managers have discretion regarding
sources of supply and customers.

the divisions are required by policy to
deal only with each other, there is no
point to their entering into negotiations
about price. Both parties would know
that the transfer was going to be made
internally in any event. Price negotiations then would be nothing but an
exercise in gamesmanship. As such, they
might be stimulating to the contestants;
but they would be worse than useless
from the point of view of the corporation.
Price is the market's device for allocating resources. If interdivisional resource allocations are predetermined by
top management, pricing them can
serve no really useful purpose. If, on the
other hand, the corporation fully subscribes to the concept of managerial decentralization and leaves decisions regarding sources of supply and selection
of customers to the division managers,
negotiated transfer prices should be able
to allocate resources internally just as
well as market prices can allocate resources among fines.
HOW

PR IC E

N E G O TI A TI O N S W I L L

WORK.

Basically, negotiations about transfer
prices will be conducted in the same
way as negotiations with independent
firms about prices. In some cases, extensive negotiations may be necessary and
appropriate; in others, no formal bargaining may attend a particular transaction. Market conditions, the nature of
the materials involved, and the level of
operations in the selling division will all
have an influence on the interdivisional
negotiations.

W H E N M A R K E T P R I C E I S K N O W N . When
Finallv, it is sometimes suggested there is a readily determinable fair
that internal transfer prices should be market price for the goods in question,
established by negotiations between the it is reasonable to expect that transfers
buyer and the seller. In reality, this is will normally be made at that price. In
the way in which all prices are set, such a case, negotiations may amount
although market forces may be such to nothing more than the solicitation of
that most transactions require no active an order by the selling division and the
negotiations. This is also the basis for placing of the order by the buyer. Pretransfer pricing that is most valid for sumably, the buving division will place
orders with its sister division if it is
a truly decentralized firm.
Negotiated transfer pricing implies satisfied that the latter offers the best
that the sales personnel of the selling total package of price, product quality,
division and the purchasing agent of and customer service. Likewise, the sellthe buying division get together and ing division will sell to a sister division
agree upon an internal transfer price if it considers the latter to be at least
by bargaining. Thus, they deal with as desirable a customer as any other.
each other in the same way as they As an example, if payments for internal
would with independent contractors. transfers are made regularly by the home
Such a system can function effectively office on behalf of the buying division,
onlv if the division managers have the the seller would reap the benefits of
authority to deal either with sister di- reduced credit risk, lower carrying
visions or with outside companies. If charges on accounts receivable, and
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minimal collection costs. Conversely, if
the buying division regards the internal
seller's product and /or service as inferior
to those of external competitors, it
would buy outside. This should indicate to the internal seller that something is wrong and ought to serve as a
stimulus to more efficient operations.
Similarly, if the internal buyer handles
its own payments and is slow in making
them, the selling division would regard
it as an undesirable customer and probably would sell to it only when it
needed the volume to maintain what
it considered to be its preferred rate
of operating capacity.
EFFEC T

OF

C A P A C I TY I N S E L L I N G

DIV I-

When there is a readily determinable market price and the selling division is operating at full capacity, there
is no reason why the seller should make
anv internal transfer at less than the
market price (unless internal transfers
entailed lower costs of shipping, billing,
etc.) . Thus, the seller would not even
be interested in negotiating a lower
price; and the buyer should be sufficiently well informed to appreciate that
there is no point to his expending anv
effort to obtain a reduced price. If the
seller is operating below capacity, however, anv additional sales at a price in
excess of his marginal cost would increase the profit of his division, as well
as that of the corporation. The buyer
is likelv to be aware of the seller's capacity situation also. Thus, both parties
would be in a position to negotiate a
price relatively favorable to both. Most
likely the negotiated price would be
somewhere between the market price
and the seller's marginal cost. Anv price
within that range would be advantageous to the buyer, to the seller, and
to the corporation as a whole.

SION.

WHEN

TH E R E

IS

NO

AfA RK ET

PR ICE.

Some products are custom -made for the
requirements of a single customer.
Thus, there is no market price in the
usual meaning of that term. Rather,
the buyer and the seller must negotiate
and agree upon a price that each feels
is acceptable in terms of his own goals
and constraints. This is true whether
the parties to these negotiations are independent companies or divisions of
the same company. Negotiations about
price are inevitable in such a situation,
and there is no reason why negotiations
between affiliated divisions should be
any less effective for both than would
similar discussions between separate
M A N A G E M E N T A C C O U N TIN G / D E C E M B E R 19 7 0

Compatibility with Corporate
Profit Goals
Some examples are presented below
to demonstrate that negotiated transfer
prices will, in fact, maximize the profits
of the divisions involved in the bargaining and also the profit of the corporation.
EXAMPLE I
Example 1 is concerned with two sister divisions that customarily trade with
each other. It is based on the following
financial data:e
aIn all of the illustrations in this section, marginal
costs are assumed to be equal to average variable
costs within the narrow range of production volume
that is pertinent to the illustration. This is not a
necessary assumption; i t merely simplifies the
illustration.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1970

Buyer

$400

$800

350

200
400

Marginal costs:
Incurr ed w it hi n the unit
Materials transferred internally
T ot al

Case 2:
Seller is at full capacity
(No internal sale is made)
Marginal revenue
Marginal cost (all incurred
wit hi n the uni t)
Marginal income
Case 3:
Seller is at full capacity
(Internal sale is made at $4)
Marginal revenue
Marginal costs:
Incurr ed w it hi n the unit
Materials transferred internally
Revenue foregone on outside sale
T ot al
Marginal income (loss)

Market price for the
materials traded
$5.00
Selling division's marginal
production cost
3.50
Buying division's resale price
for finished product
8.00
Buying division's marginal
production cost (excluding cost
of materials transferred
internally)
2.00
It can readily be seen that the selling
division stands to cam $1.50 per unit
of material sold at the market price and
that the buying division will earn $1.00
per unit if it must pay the market price
for its raw material. Suppose, now, that
the buying division offers to purchase
100 units of this material from the selling division at a special price of $4.00
per unit (or at any other price between
$3.50 and $5.00). From discussions in
the preceding sections, we would expect
the selling division to reject this offer if
it is operating at full capacity and to accept it if it has idle capacity sufficient
to produce at least 100 units.
In Case 1 of Exhibit 1 the seller has
this idle capacity and accepts the buying
division's offer. The seller's income is
increased by $50; the buyer's income is

Boo
550

350

600

550

50

$200

250

$500

$800

$1, 300

$

Marginal income

Cor porati on

$

Seller

350

700

1,050

$150

$100

250

$400

$800

350

200
400

550

600

650

$200

150

$

Case 1:
Seller has idle capacity
(Internal sale is made at $4)
Marginal revenue

$

Occasionally a firm that is experiencing financial difficulties or operating
problems will be forced to offer its
product for sale at a greatly reduced
price, or a "distress price," in order
to make any sales at all. Such distress
prices will not necessarily affect the
general market price. Thus, if a buyer
has the alternatives of buying from an
outside supplier at a distress price or
from a sister division at a negotiated
price, it will logically negotiate for an
internal transfer price as low as the
distress price. The selling division, on
the other hand, will not cut its price
to obtain the order if it has the alternative of selling all of its output at the market price. Even if the selling division
has excess capacity, it will not be willing
to bid a price below its marginal cost
of production. Thus, it will be to the
advantage of both divisions and of the
corporation as a whole if the buying
division takes advantage of the outside
distress price when the selling division
cannot profitably offer an equally low
price.

C O MPAR ISO N O F D IVISIO N AN D C O R PO R AT IO N MA R G IN AL I N C O MES :
EXA MPL E 1

100

450
($ 50)

800

100

$

DISTRESS PRICES

Exhi bi t 1

$

firms. If production of custom -made
materials will require an investment by
the seller in special machinery, it is reasonable to expect that the price agreed
upon will provide for a satisfactory rate
of return on that investment. The seller
may reasonably insist upon a contract
that offers sufficient sales volume to
justify the investment. If such arrangements are not agreed to in advance and
the buyer later demands a reduced price
that would cause the seller to suffer a
loss on the business, this is evidence
that the seller did not bargain well, not
that negotiated transfer prices are inherently unworkable.

increased by $200; and the corporation's
income is increased by $250. (Note that
the corporation's marginal revenues and
costs are wholly unaffected by the price
at which the internal transfer was consummated.) In Case 1, had the seller
rejected the buyer's offer of 100 units
at $4.00 —an irrational decision —all
parties would have incurred marginal
costs equal to the marginal incomes that
they would thereby lose.
Cases 2 and 3 are based on the same
data and the same special offer, except
that the selling division is now operating
at frill capacity. Thus, any internal sales
will mean the loss of sales to outside customers at the market price of $5.00.
In Case 2 the selling division does
what a profit - seeking organization would
be expected to do. It rejects the internal
offer and sells 100 units outside at the
market price. Thus, the buying division
is forced to purchase its materials at the
market price. (The results in this case
would be identical if the internal transfer were made at the $5.00 market
price.) All parties realize the profits that
the forces of the market allow them.
In Case 3, however, the selling division fails to act in its own best interest and agrees to make the internal
29

EXAMPLE 2

Example 2 expands upon the situation found in Example 1. All of the
basic financial data remain the same.
Now, however, the buying division has
found an independent supplier undergoing forced liquidation and willing to
sell 100 units of the material needed by
the buying division at a distress price of
$3.00 per unit. Accustomed to offering
his business to the sister division, the
manager of the buying division invites
the manager of the selling division to
match the outside price of $3.00. For
purposes of Example 2, we may assume
that the selling division has sufficient
idle capacity to produce an additional
100 units, although this assumption is
not essential to the point.
In Case 1, the seller behaves rationally
and declines to bid. It loses the business and adds nothing to its marginal
revenue, cost, or income. The buying division purchases 100 units at the distress price of $3, incurs an additional
$2.00 per unit to process the materials,
and resells its output for $8.00. The
corporation's earnings on the transactions are identical to those of the buying
division (see Exhibit 2.) .
In Case 2, however, the seller acts irrationally and agrees to meet the distress
price competition. It thus loses $30 per
unit on the order. The buying division,
of course, is no better off than when it
obtained the material outside at $3.00.
Hence, its profit is the same as in Case
1. The corporation, however, has lost
$50 of profit as a consequence of the
selling division's bad decision. This loss
to the corporation, of course, is simply
the excess of the selling division's marginal cost of $3.50 per unit over the alternative outside price of $3.00.
In Case 3 the buying division is
somehow persuaded to purchase the
materials internally at the market price
30

Exhi bi t 2
C O MP AR I SO N O F D I VIS IO N AN D C O R PO R AT IO N MA R G I N AL IN C O MES:
EX A MPL E 2

Marginal income
Case 2:
Internal sale is made at $3
Marginal revenue
Marginal costs:
Incurr ed w it hin t he uni t
Materials transferred internally
T otal
Marginal income (loss)
Case 3:
1 nternal sale is made at $5
Marginal revenue
Marginal costs:
Incurr ed wi t hi n the uni t
Materials transferred internally
T ot al
Marginal income

of $5.00. The sale now appears rational
from the point of view of the seller, but
it is clearly irrational behavior for the
buyer. The buyer now makes a profit
of only $100 instead of $300. It sacrifices $200 of profit so that the selling
division may realize its "normal" profit
of $1.50 per unit. The corporation is
in the same position it was in in Case
2, and that position is clearly less profitable than that in Case 1. Indeed, the
only profit maximizing behavior for the
corporation and for the buyer is to take
advantage of the outside distress price.
Any internal transfer at any price will
be less profitable for both. If we removed the assumption of idle capacity
in the selling division, our conclusion
would be exactly the same. The only
change would be that the magnitude
of lost profit from an internal transfer
of materials would be greater.
EXAMPLE 3

In both Example 1 and Example 2
the goods in question were standard
products for which there were identifiable fair market prices. Thus, the a]tematives to internal transfers were
easy to see. If the situation involves a
custom -made product with no quoted
market price, internal negotiations will
be more complex and their result will
be less easily evaluated. Nevertheless,

Seller

Buyer

0

$800

$

Case 1:
Buyer purchases outside at $3
(No internal sale is made)
Marginal revenue
Marginal cost (all incurred
wi thin t he uni t)

Cor porati on

$800

0

500

500

0

$300

$300

$300

$800

$800

350

200
300

550

$

sale at $4.00 per unit. Its marginal costs
now include the incremental unit production cost of $3.50 plus a loss of revenue of $1.00 per unit ( the $ 5.00 market
price less the special transfer price of
$4.00) . Thus, the seller loses $30 per
unit sold internally. The buying division
realizes the same profit as in Case 1, although market conditions indicate that
it ought not do so. The corporation,
however, realizes a profit of only $150;
for it had to forego $100 of revenue
along with its out -of- pocket costs of
$550 in order to obtain the revenue of
$800 from the buyer's sales to outside
customers.

350

500

550

($ 50)

$300

$250

$500

$800

800

350

200
500

660

350

700

660

$150

$100

$260

negotiations will be unavoidable and
there is no reason why they should not
produce profitable results. Suppose, for
example, that a buying division prepares
specifications for a special raw material
it needs to produce a product that it
can sell for $18 per unit after incurring
additional conversion costs of $3 per
unit. An internal selling division has
determined that its marginal cost to
produce this raw material would be $10
per unit. The buyer here can realize
some profit on the product if the intemal transfer price is less than $15,
and the seller can earn a profit on such
sales if the transfer price is more than
$10. Within this range, any transfer
price would be profitable to both divisions and would also maximize the corporation's profit, if neither division had
any profitable alternative to this business. If the divisions could not agree
upon a price between $10 and $15,
there would presumably be no production of this product at all and the corporation would lose marginal income
of $5 per unit.
Where the transfer price should fall
in the range from $10 to $15 is a matter for bargaining by the divisions. Presumably, each division will seek a price
that will provide it with at least the
same rate of return on the order for
the custom -made material that it could
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1970

obtain on other business. If no mutually
agreeable price can be found and each
division has one or more alternative
profitable opportunities for using its
resources, both the divisions and the
corporation would be better off if the
internal transfer were not made. Hence,
the negotiations would have worked
effectively, even though they resulted
in no transfer price. The critical qualification here is that the divisions have
genuinely profitable alternative uses for
their capital. But who should be in a
better position to know whether they
do than the division managers, who
would be parties to internal price negotiations.
Interdivisional Disputes
Corporate management must, of
course, maintain surveillance and exercise some degree of control over the
activities of divisional managers. However, any intervention by top management in divisional matters will undercut
the decentralization of authority that
was sought when the divisions were
created. If decentralization is to work,
division managers must be left free to
argue over transfer prices and, if no
agreement can be reached, to take their
business outside. If failures to agree and
consequent uneconomical outside dealings occur frequently and result in reduced divisional profits, top management will soon identify the existence
of a problem. The solution to that problem should be to replace the division
manager(s) at fault, not to do their
work for them.
Arguments Against Negotiated
Transfer Prices
Various arguments have been raised
in opposition to the use of freely negotiated transfer prices. To the extent
that these arguments attack the basic
idea of division managers setting their
own prices on internal transactions,
they are directed at the fundamental
policy of decentralization of managerial
responsibility, not just at one particular
decision. Thus, they have no peculiar
relevance to the transfer pricing problem.
There are some arguments, however,
that would, if valid, seriously impair
the practicability of negotiated transfer
prices. These are as follows:
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1. Negotiations are too time- consuming and wasteful of management's
resources. This argument seems to
ignore the fact that price negotiations are characteristic of our exchange economy. It is not clear why
they should require more time and
effort when they involve sister divisions than when they are between
independent firms.
2. Negotiations are likely to become
acrimonious debates or personal conflicts. Once again, there is no evident reason why this should be more
likely in interdivisional negotiations
than in other bargaining situations.
3. Corporate management might find
itself evaluating division managers'
negotiating skills rather than their
abilities to control economic variables. This argument seems deficient
on two grounds. Negotiating skill
ought to be a qualification of a good
manager, and negotiations may be
a very effective way of controlling
economic variables.
4. Buying divisions may be encouraged
to play one selling division off
against another. Even if this is true,
it might induce all selling divisions
to become more efficient and, hence,
more competitive generally.
5. Negotiated prices depend for their
validity upon the existence of a
market price or, at least, reliable outside price quotations.' This cannot
be a general requirement, for market
prices do not exist for all commodities. Where they do not exist,
some negotiations are necessary if
any sale or transfer is to take place.
Incidence of Negotiated Transfer
Prices in Industry
Inasmuch as transfer prices are internal management devices, there are
relatively few empirical data easily available about their use in practice. One
study" indicates that negotiated prices
are not widely used as the sole basis
for pricing internal transfers but are
fairly often employed in conjunction
TAccounting for Intracompany Transfers, "Re search Series," No. 30, 1956, p. 29 NAA, New
York; Morton Backe r and Lyl e E . Jacobsen, Cost
Accounting: A Managerial Approach, McGraw Hill Book Company, Ne w York, p. 422.
'Wi l l ard E. Stone, "Manage me nt Practices with
Respect to Internal Transfer Pricing in Large
Manufacturing Companies," Doctoral dissertation
University of Pennsylvania, 1957, pp. 91 -92 ana
94.

with one or more other methods. It
is pertinent to the argument in this
paper to note that those companies that
used negotiated transfer prices exclusively were completely decentralized
firms. In firms making limited use of
negotiated prices, it was observed that
they were used most often for goods
for which there was no free market
and no readily determinable market
price.
Conclusion
It has been the purpose of this paper
to demonstrate the validity of two basic
points with respect to internal transfer
pricing. Most fundamentally, the transfer pricing decision should be predicated
upon explicitly defined managerial
goals. If corporate management wishes
to allow division managers full freedom
of action in the administration of their
divisions' affairs, the approach to transfer pricing is logically going to be very
different from the case in which corporate management wishes to constrain
narrowly division managers' actions.
Similarly, the basis for transfer pricing
adopted may reasonably be influenced
by corporate management's desire to
evaluate divisional operations and division managers' performance in terms of
profits. Thus, it is fruitless to argue
about methods of transfer pricing without first having agreed upon the basic
goals and policies of corporate management. For example, negotiated transfer
prices make no sense in a highly centralized corporation. Conversely, marginal cost transfer prices are not useful
in a wholly decentralized company.
The second basic point that this
paper seeks to make is that freely negotiated transfer prices are the most
logical general prices to use within a
decentralized corporation that seeks to
provide profit motivation to its division
managers. Rational managers will observe the constraint of marginal cost in
setting transfer prices. They will conform to fair market prices where such
exist and represent genuine alternatives
to both parties to the negotiations. And
they will conduct their negotiations
with the same good faith and good
business sense that independent contractors would exercise, so long as they
know that this is what corporate management expects of them.
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This computer breakthrough provides greater
capacity for invoicing, accounts receivable,
inventory control, payroll distribution, job costing, distribution and analyses of sales, expense
reports, daily revenue analyses, general ledger
distribution, financial statement preparation,
accounts payable, you name it.

m

The Litton EBS/ 1241 is the most advanced medium - priced electronic accounting
machine on the market today. It can give you complete in -house data processing —with
many of the capabilities formerly available only on computers costing much more.
Compare these features:
' The Litton EBS/ 1241 can use its capacity of 2000 totals after all programming
for internal storage of data such as individual product information —this
permits automatic completion of invoicing and updating of inventory.
The Litton EBS/ 1241 can sort input data internally in any order you specify
and from this information produce any number of separate reports. Each report
is complete in detail and in whatever sequence you require.
The Litton EBS/ 1241 can print at 35 characters per second —the fastest in its
class —for maximum throughput per dollar.
The Litton EBS/ 1241 has complete forms handling flexibility to handle the
most complex accounting functions.
The Litton EBS/ 1200 series also includes other machines which offer many more
features than competitive machines, too. In fact, of the accountants who check
into Burroughs, NCR, Friden and Litton ABS- more and more buy Litton.
But don't just take our word for it, talk to your accountant about which machine
you should buy for your business. We think he'll recommend one of the Litton
EBS/ 1200 series. And we think you'll be glad he did.
f'ice, or send the coupon today.
Call Joe Morrison at 201- 935 -2200,or your local Litton ABS office,
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Brokerage Firm
Solves Management Problems
with Advanced Computer
BACK OFFICE BUSINESS CAN BE RUN BY A SMALL TEAM ...
ALL THE NEEDED INFORMATION IS PROMPTLY OBTAINABLE
By Abraham Grossfield
To preserve the profits realized by management efforts, we believe a brokerage
firm needs to follow two basic principles.
The first has to do with liquidity. Since
a firm utilizes its working capital in making investments, it must know the status
of its liquid position on call. The second principle centers on control of operations. Management must be in a position, at all times, to know where its
operations are in difficulty, so that it
can re- direct efforts to the problem
areas, in order to prevent a breakdown
and subsequent loss of capital.

can call on the computer as an aid to
help them maintain high levels of competence, efficiency, and effectiveness.
It was with this philosophy in mind
that we stepped up to the task of devising an advanced system that would
improve operations and achieve a maximum degree of liquidity. Fortunately,
in -house we had extensive experience in
computer operations. The need was to
clearly identify the discrete elements of
our business and bring them together in
a comprehensive system that could serve,

Principles and Their
Implementation
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An advanced computer system in operation at L. F. Rothschild & Co. is designed to implement these basic principles. We measure its success several
ways, including a significant improvement in liquidity and a rapid decrease
in the ratio of operations to sales personnel.
We use the computer not only as a
"super" accounting machine, but as a
work tool both for management and
operations people. It serves as a liaison
and a catalyst, between management and
back office. Our prime objective is to
develop operations professionals, who

in a practical way, the needs of our operating units and management.
Daily operations have a direct impact
on the general ledger trial balance, which
is the control element for cash movements, and on the stock record, which
is the control element for securities.
Key Elements of Money
Management
It followed that management must
have accurate and timely knowledge of
an entire range of activities affecting
money management and stock movements:
1. On external "delivers " — "street"
fails, standing COD's not yet resolved, COD's introduced today not
yet resolved, introduced "free" deliveries not yet resolved.
2. On internal "delivers " — exchange of
securities requests within the firm
for its own accounts, for customer
accounts, requests for private name
transfers, and over borrowed situations not yet returned.
3. Accurate, up-to- the - minute information is required on the physical location of each "deliverable" security
held for both customer and firm accounts. This information relates directly to our concept of interest loss,
which affects liquidity.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1970

1. The settlement date stock record,
with a full description of each security, its owners of record, and its
physical locations and its condition
of balance today.
2. The settlement date "street" subsidiary ledger system.
3. The daily trade date and settlement
date trial balance.
4. A current, complete master name/
address file, including details as to
loan agreements, residency, etc.
5. A securities borrowed and loaned
file, which analyzes securities available for loan and indicates whether
shares of a specific stock can be
loaned out and whose shares are to
be involved.

The "street" subsidiary ledger system the following morning. The reports inis comprised of 25 separate, interre- clude the following:
lated, subsystems which control, process and maintain detailed information 1. Execution sheets for management
on transfers and exchanges, stock borlist all activity and pinpoint items
of specific interest to our partners.
rowed or loaned, fails to deliver and
pending fails to deliver, bad delivery 2. A list of new error conditions introduced the previous day and a
accounts, fails to receive, branch office
cumulative error list, showing ertransit accounts, bank clearance operations, nostro / vostro accounts with forrors from prior days not yet corrected, and how long the condition
eign banks and brokers, foreign trans has been in effect.
fers-as- directed (TADs), cage clearing
house adjustment accounts, P & S ad- 3. A stock record reports all securities
justment accounts, and other sensitive
movements.
4. Confirmations of purchases and
accounts and related transactions.
The subsidiary system also includes
sales for customers are posted and
a unique dividends receivables /payables
blotters, margin posting, commission analyses, broker comparisons
subsystem which records dividends receivable and payable —cash as well as
are given.
stock, including interest —for all open
years, itemized by individual security,
Th e money management report
payment date payor and the level of shows every single "deliver" instruction
collectability or risk. Each transaction made on the cage, along with the locais fully described. The data maintained tion of the underlying securities, listed
is capable of major expansion and according to special priorities. The listwould easily cover the six -year period ing priorities are also set in terms of
required by the New York State Aban- time (delivery dates) and values, and are
doned Property Law —and forever as of major importance in assisting our
far as the receivable side of the system operating personnel to effectively serve
our customers, and to meet our obligais concerned.
tions to banks and other brokers. The
Operation of the System
report pinpoints deliveries which must
With this wealth of information and be made today to avoid a fail situation
the computer programming needed to and /or to avoid a potentially heavy inprocess it in a very organized manner, terest loss.
centralized in disk storage files, we
have the capability in -house to adhere Availability of Information
Since the information is available
closely to the basic principles stated
earlier. Every day, information on each every morning, at the start of work, it
of approximately 10,000 entries affect- gives management an opportunity to
ing the files —buys and sells, stock take immediate action on specific transmovements, loan commitments, cage actions which must be "moved," and
movements, etc. —is "captured" on ap- it provides a daily "reminder" and vepropriate forms and forwarded to the hicle for self - criticism on the part of
Data Processing Department to update cage operations personnel.
Every record in the disk storage files
all the appropriate records.
As data is entered into the system, can be called up quickly during the
information updating system subae- business day from the 2260 terminals.
counts moves in parallel with it to up- Three of the TV -like visual display
date the trial balance and security units are in the cage proper; two are
control accounts. The parallel action in the Corrections Department, another
reflects both dollar amounts and quan- is in the Computer Room and another
tities of stocks involved. As a result, is in the office of the partner in charge
the subsidiary system is always in bal- of back office operations. Other terminals are to be installed in executive and
ance with the control accounts.
The subsidiary system also edits in- accounting offices when the computer
coming entries for accuracy and reason- function will be extended to monitoring
ableness. Possible error conditions are firm positions, and general ledger profit
isolated, and a cumulative record of er- and loss accounting, both tax -wise and
rors is maintained on an "aged" basis. departmentally. Each one of these terOvernight, the prior day's entries are minals is equipped with a typewriter processed, the applicable files updated, like keyboard on which instructions
and a number of reports are printed, may be entered to access information
ready for operations and management in the files, and screens on which the
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The interest loss concept assumes that
when we are called on to make a stock
delivery against payment, that we have
paid for the subject securities with our
own funds or borrowed capital. Interest
must be paid on this capital. When we
fail to make delivery and collect payment on settlement date, we incur an
unwarranted interest expense, because
we suffered a loss in effective liquidity.
These elements — external and internal "delivers," and the factors present
in interest loss— comprise what we term
money management.
Devising an Advanced System
We created a program to capture and
classify the many separate items of information from our stock record and our
"street" subsidiary system ledger which
form money management, and from
which we publish a number of daily
reports to provide a "mirror" of cage
operations and cage effectiveness in
holding interest loss to a minimum and
maximizing our "delivery" capabilities.
The subsidiary system "feeds" and
backs up the trial balance and the stock
record. From these files, in turn, we
draw the data needed to monitor liquidity and operations.
Our money management system has
been implemented on dual IBM System /360 Model 40s, with 2314 direct
access disk storage units, highspeed
printers, magnetic tape units, and 2260
visual display terminals. A 1053 printer
is used to produce "hard copy" of the
displayed data if and when required. We
maintain a data base, or master files on
the 2314's, comprising 75- million characters of information "on- line" (directly
linked) to the 2260 terminals.
The full data base includes the following files:

requested information is displayed. The
"conversational mode" —where an operator and a computer respond to messages—is used, speeding and simplifying
interaction between users and the system.
The terminals have added a further
dimension to the total system, by
"bringing" the files to the people who
need them, in a swift, convenient manner. Without leaving their work stations, our operations people can find
the balance on any account by trade
and settlement date, including dates for
any change. They can access any stock
record position, and find complete details on price, the names of holders,
and the locations of the securities and
find any open entry on any subsidiary
file. Complete information on securities
borrowed and loaned, and securities
available for loan is available to them,
and they can rapidly locate customer
names and addresses, with account
titles, mailing addresses, and other
pertinent data.
As a result, our people now have the
capability to call up any records they
need, without having to search through
extensive manual files. The time previously needed to print lists of accounts
and stock records has been saved, along
with all the paperwork involved.
Once a week, we get a Liquidity and
Operations Monitor report, which sum-

marizes details available daily through
the 2260's. The report evaluates and
classifies the entire stock record file in
a management — oriented format and
only prints this format, by security, if
the built -in logic indicates violations,
error conditions or risk situations that
must be attended to immediately by
either management or operations personnel.
From the classified, valued summary
totals which are printed at the end of
the Monitor report, we can determine
our liquidity status, after applying different levels of loan value under Regulation U-- practically on call.

Sizable Benefits
The benefits we have derived from
having an entire range of current information available in readily usable
form, can best be measured by comparing current operations with the situation as it stood in 1968.
In terms of liquidity, the interest loss
base of "street" fails had been reduced
by 50 percent at the end of 1969, and
is currently about 7 percent of what it
used to be. Interest loss on customer
deliveries has been cut by 87 percent,
to 13 percent of what it was. Overborrowed situations and overnight loans
have been nearly eliminated. Bank loans
were down by 50 percent at the end
of 1969, and are currently 25 percent

of the 1968 bank indebtedness.
In terms of operations, daily errors
are now only 1.2 percent of daily "input" —which means that operations are
effectively error -free. Unresolved error
conditions have a market value of approximately $4,000 at present. Out -ofbalance money conditions unresolved
are nil. Instructions not executed for
COD deliveries are now 20 percent of
what they used to be, and "fails" have
been reduced to 12 percent. Fails to
receive now generally exceed fails to deliver by a factor of 50 percent or better.
The net result of the system is that
our "back office" business can be run
by a close -knit team which does not
have to substitute manpower for effectiveness. We don't have to hire people to "chase" errors because management and operations people know
within twenty-four hours just how serious the cage "risk potential" is, and can
immediately take steps to correct the
situation. The partner in charge of
back office operations knows, without
leaving his desk, the nature of current
errors and who is making them.
Our system can absorb workload increases on the order of seven to ten
times the volume we are handling now.
This means that we have not only
Placed L. F. Rothschild & Co. operations on a solid base for the present,
but well into the foreseeable future.

MODERN ACCOUNTING CAN HELP SAVE THE RAILROADS
Continued from page 18

Other Costs
In our discussion thus far we confine ourselves to accounting for direct
costs of crew, locomotive, and equipment. In addition a railroad has semi fixed and fixed expenses. A method
must be employed to assign either to
each job or to each activity a share of
such indirect expenses. For the moment we set this problem aside for the
lack of adequate space to discuss it.
Suffice it to say that since these expenses are indirect they must be allocated by some rationale, rather than
drawn from the physical reality as are
the far larger and more important direct
and controllable expenses of crews and
locomotives.
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Since the activities which make up
a carload movement may take place
across hundreds of miles of railroad,
the means for bringing widely scattered
data into one centralized location is of
highest importance. Most railroads today have complex telecommunication
systems that are used for gathering car
movement information. To a very considerable extent these systems carry the
same data that is needed for job order
cost accounting. If a nationwide survey
were made, chances are excellent it
would reveal that most major roads have
accounting subsystems for payroll, locomotive expense, and car movement
which could be collated into a job
order cost system without requiring a
major overhaul of forms and procedures
at the ground level.

Conclusion
Railroads lack modern information
systems because they have never attempted to identify and measure in
dollars what they sell or what they produce. Nor do they take into account
the different economic results or available alternative methods for performing
transportation service for customers.
Were they to do so, the general distress of the industry would not be to
the same extent a matter beyond managerial correction.
By building upon the basic operating
and accounting documents already in
use throughout the industry, subsystems can be brought together in the
unity of a computerized management
information system.
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Integrated Processing
Gets Marketing Edge
IMPROVED CUSTOMER SERVICE MAKES IT EASIER FOR INVESTORS
TO TAILOR THEIR PURCHASES TO THEIR OWN FINANCIAL SITUATION
By David A. Hughey
Three years ago, the Putnam Management Company, Inc., put into operation the mutual fund industry's first
integrated data processing system. Our
objective was to make mutual funds a
more attractive investment by improving customer service and making it
easier for customers to tailor their purchases to their particular financial situations.
The unusually close relationship that
exists between data processing and marketing in the mutual fund business is
due to the complexity of the industry's
processing problem. At one time, there
was only one type of shareholder account. A customer purchased a block
of shares in a fund for a lump sum and,
quarterly, received dividend checks and
annually, a capital -gains distribution.
Once he made his purchase, the account, for all practical purposes, was
dormant. He always received a certificate for the shares purchased, thus the
name certificate account.
Processing transactions for certificate
accounts is a straight - forward job, but
this type of account is impractical for
people who want to invest relatively
small sums of money on a continuous
basis. Consequently, the industry developed non - certificate accounts, more
commonly referred to as Plan Accounts,
in which the shares are kept on deposit
with the fund rather than a certificate
being sent to the shareholder.
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With a Plan Account, the customer
can add to his holdings according to
the options of a variety of different purchase plans. For example, in the case
of the Putnam funds, which are representative of the field, customers have a
choice of Plans that range from a commitment to invest a selected amount of
money per month for ten years, to plans
that give them the freedom of purchasing as many shares as they want, whenever they want.
Each type of plan is a separate processing problem, and to further complicate matters, the customer usually has
a choice of two dividend options: either
taking the income and capital -gains
dividends in cash or reinvesting them.
Traditionally, mutual funds have de-
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for Putnam Management Company,
Inc., Boston, Mass. Mr. Hughey, a
CPA, is a graduate of Bentley College
of Accounting and Finance, Boston,
Mass., and is a Director of the Bentley
College Alumni Association.

pended upon banks for their processing,
which was fine when only certificate
accounts were being processed, but this
approach became grossly inefficient
when non - certificate plans were added.
Transactions for each account variation
had to be batched for a separate run
and a large number of unneeded file
records had to be passed to get to the
relatively few that were needed. The
result was high processing costs, which
severely limited the range of purchase
and dividend options that could be
offered.
Program Evolution
Our program to eliminate these marketing restrictions began in 1963 with
a computer feasibility study. It eventually led to our becoming one of the
few mutual fund companies to have its
own computer, an IBM 1401.
In 1967, we installed our Model 30,
with direct - access IBM 2260 visual display terminals for direct entry of nonfinancial transactions and the retrieval
of information needed to respond to
dealer and shareholder inquiries. A typewriter terminal is connected to the
terminals to provide hard -copy verification of selected information.
Benefits to Customer
The benefits of the system in terms
of improved customer service are varied.
For one thing, we have been able to
do away with the distinction between
certificate and non - certificate accounts.
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All accounts are now open accounts,
with certificate holders having the same
options as the shareholders in the non certificate plans.
Another improvement is an increase
in the number of dividend options.
Formerly, non - certificate accounts had
to reinvest both the income and capital gains dividends. Now all accounts have
the additional option of reinvesting one
dividend and taking the other in cash,
or having both dividends paid in cash.
We also have made the confirmation
statement more informative. Formerly,
we sent confirmation statements only
on transactions made directly with us;
dealers had to confirm the transactions
they made. Now we confirm all transactions. Every confirmation statement
contains a complete record of all the
shareholder's transactions, simplifying
the record keeping for both the shareholder and the dealer.
Functional Subsystems
The system is divided into four functional subsystems: change transactions,
dealer accounting, shares transactions,
and dividend accounting. Data for these
subsystems are stored on magnetic disks
and a 2314 storage device for instant
retrieval.
The change transactions subsystem is
concerned with setting up new dealer
and shareholder accounts and processing
changes of address and dividend options

and dealer transfers from one fund to
another. This is the main application
for the 2260 visual display terminals,
which are table -top TV -like units.
Working through the terminals, clerks
have direct, immediate access to the
file records needed to process changes
and can enter new information directly
into the computing system.
In the case of an address change, for
example, the clerk keys in a request for
the existing address record, which is
then displayed on the tube. She then
keys in the new address, which is displayed back for visual verification. Once
the new information has been verified
as correct, she pushes a control key to
enter it into the system.
In the case of a new dealer or a new
shareholder account, the clerk uses the
terminal to make sure the account
doesn't already exist and then to enter
the new information. The typewriter
connected to the terminals is used to produce, upon command from a control
key on the terminal, a hardcopy record
of information on new shareholders and
dealers and address changes entered.
The dealer accounting subsystem uses
notifications of sales and redemptions to
update the dealer- master and office files
and they are then stored in the clearance file, pending receipt of payment
and registration or the certificate.
The shares transactions subsystem is
concerned with processing the pay-

ments and certificates received from
dealer sales and redemptions, as well as
the direct shareholder transactions involving sales, transfers between funds,
redemptions, deposits of certificates,
and stops on lost certificates.
Finally, the dividend - accounting subsystem is concerned with processing the
different combinations of dividend options, processing dividend checks, producing dealer notices, updating shareholder records, and generating purchase
confirmations for all the dividends being reinvested.
Conclusion
These capabilities have enabled Putnam to supply additional options to the
investor, while saving considerable time
for the dealer. And we are expanding
our system's scope of operation. Most
of our plans revolve around the concept
of turning the system into a central
computer -based information facility
which, besides performing the proceessing functions, will supply our branch
offices and major dealers with customer service and marketing information via
visual display terminals. As part of this
phase of system development, our data
base will be expanded to include current prices of our fund portfolios and
research information on selected companies in major industries —all of which
will be available to our analysts via online terminals.

EQUATING RISK WITH INVESTMENT AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Continued from page 22
the hurdle rate as it matures. However,
it is conceivable that management will
deliberately keep profits and cash throw
off low for many years through successive decisions for expansion.
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS IN
DIVISIONAL PERFORMANCE

Considerations that can affect cur-
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rent divisional requirements for performance include a willingness by management to accept a lower divisional return
because of (1) favorable contra -cash
cvcles that fit the overall company profile, (2) a controllable cash flow or
earnings picture that allows for the
effective programming of a desired
growth pattern for the company as a
whole, thereby maximizing market per formance of the stock.

Trade -offs of this type can be an important part of corporate planning for
divisional performance and should not
be overlooked as might be the case in
a strict ROI appraisal. Therefore, while
ROI can serve as a guide in divisional
performance, the many other factors
that apply specifically to the division
under review must be considered on
an ad hoc basis to assure sound judgment.
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A Product Line Case Study
AN EXISTING ASSET AND A LITTLE CAPITAL PUT NEW LIFE INTO THE OPERATION
By Gary H. Rismiller
This study involves the Frozen Waffle
Line of the Snack Division of XYZ,
Inc. The Line is operating at a loss and
the Company is faced with the problem
of whether or not to invest more money
in this operation in order to make it
profitable, to eliminate the operation by
selling it, or to run the operation without any changes.
One way to make it profitable is to
convert the automatic machine, which
at the present time produces only regular size waffles, over to making king size
waffles. The estimated cost of converting this operation amounts to $3,680
with an additional cost for a new refrigeration system estimated at $14,557,
making a total investment of $18,237.
The life of this asset is 15 years with
no salvage value and it is depreciated
by the double declining method.
The sales projection by cases for
197X for king and regular size waffles
is as follows:

Labor Costs
Converting to the automatic machine
for the king size waffle will require two

110,600 cases
93,430 cases
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Under present conditions, not including any additional capital investment,
the gross sales projection is $402,530
as shown in the projected Income Statement ( Exhibit 1) .

of

King size waffles
Regular size waffles

1. Regular size waffles -50 grids at 6
waffles —or 300 individual waffles
per machine cycle. In packages per
cycle, at 6 waffles per package, the
output would be 50 packages per
machine cycle. Packed 2 dozen per
case, this represents 400 cases per
71/ 2 -hour shift.
2. King size waffles -50 grids at 4
waffles —or 200 individual waffles
per machine cycle. In packages per
cycle, at 6 waffles per package, the
output would be 33 1/3 packages per
machine cycle. Packed 1 dozen per
case, this represents 533 cases per
shift.

Waffle Output
The automatic machine holds 50
grids and the breakdown for king and
regular size waffles is as follows:
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separate shifts. Elimination of the cost
of two trimmers will also be possible
for king and regular size waffles in the
processing department. Exhibit 2 is the
breakdown of the processing labor costs
for regular and king size waffles on the
automatic machine. Packing department direct labor and shipping department direct labor as well as the cost
of packaging material will remain at
the same cost in proportion to the
weight of the item involved.
Taking into consideration the processing direct labor savings, if we would
convert to the automatic machine, the
revised cost figures for the following
two waffle items are $351 for the king
size waffle and $126 for the regular
size. Taking these savings per unit and
projecting them on sales for 197X, and
also taking into consideration the increased cost of fixed overhead for adding another shift to the operation, the
total savings per year may be estimated
as indicated in Exhibit 3. The savings
per year would be as follows:
Regular waffles
$11,772.18
38,820.60
King waffles
$50,592.78
Sub total
Minus:
Additional cost for leadman
(Includes fringe rate)
(8,125.00)
Sub total
$42,467.78
Plus:
One less clean -up man
needed for the operation
(Includes fringe)
5,200.00
Total savings per year $47,667.78
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Exhibit 1
PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT FOR 197X

100.0%

367,238
27,241
13, 978
13, 263
51, 563
$138,300)

93.1
6.9
3.5
3.4
13.1
(9.7)

15, 779
(54, 079 )

4.0
(13.7)

$

$402,530
8,051
$394, 479

$

Schedule A
Manufacturing Overhead
Indirect labor
Overti me pr emium
Janitorial labor (2)
Supervision
Fringe benefits
Uniform expense
Sanitation expense
W arehouse rental
Total mfg. overhead expenses

$

Gross sales
Less: Sales discount
Net sales
Direct manufacturing costs:
material, labor, and overhead
Marginal yield from operation
Freight costs
Oper ati ng prof it before fixed exp.
Fixed expenses (Schedule A)
Net loss from operation
Estimated selling, administrative
and general expenses
Net loss before taxes

1,101
353
10,867
8,300
4,949
397
732
1,000
$27,699

Repairs and Maintenance:

Schedule A is a breakdown of fixed expenses that only involve the
Frozen W affle Line Oper ation. It does not inc lude any fixed
expenses which will not be eliminated if the operation was
discontinued.

$

Processing equipment
Packaging equipment
Direct labor charges - maint.
Fringe benefits
Direct labor charges -eng.
Miscellaneous and other
small categories
Total fixed expenses waffle operation

9, 100
3,896
2, 340
2,600
3,900
2,028

23, 864
$51,563

Exhibit 2
BREAKDOWN OF DIRECT LABOR
King size waffles

Batt er m ixer
Raw material
supplier
Aut om ati c
tenders (2)
Total cost per lb.

Hrs.

Rate
(includes
fringe)

Extension

Cost per
pound

Description

8

3.018

$ 24. 14

.00863

8

3.018

24.15

.00863

15

2.559

38.39
$ 86. 68

.01372
.03098

Batter mixer
Raw material
supplier
Trimmers (2)
Aut om ati c
tenders (2)
Total present cost
Minus: T rimmers
Revised cost per lb.

533 cases (1 dozen packed) @ 5.25 # per case or 2,798 pounds
per shift.

Hrs.

Rate
(includes
fringe)

8

3.018

8
15
15

Ext ens ion

Cost per
pound

24.14

.00805

3.018
2.559

24.15
38.38

.00805
.01279

2.559

38. 39
$125.06

.01279
.04168
.01279
.02889

$

Description

Regular size waffles

400 cases (2 dozen packed) @ 7.5 # per case or 3,000 pounds
per shift.

Exhibit 3
ESTIMATED SAVINGS PER YEAR
King size waffles
1 dozen 7 oz.

Per unit
$ .875
.163

Ingredients and packaging material
Processing- direct labor
Packing direct labor, direct overhead
and shipping direct labor
Total revised direct cost per unit
Total present direct cost per unit
Total savings per unit
Sales for year
Savings per unit
Total saving per year
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Regular size waffle

.349
$1. 387
$1. 738
$ .351
110,600 cases
.351
$38, 820. 60

2 dozen 5 oz.

Per unit
$1.213
.217

Ingredients and packaging material
Processing- direct labor
Packing direct labor, direct overhead,
and shipping direct labor
Total revised direct cost per unit
Total present direct cost per unit
Total savings per unit
Sales for year
Savings per unit
Total savings per year

.367
$1. 797
$1. 923
$ .126
93,430 cases
.126
$11, 772.18
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Exhibit 5

REVISED PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT
FOR 197X

RATE OF RETURN AND ANNUALIZED PROFIT
FOR NEW EQUIPMENT

$402,530
Gross sales
Less: Sales discount
8,051
$394,479
Net sales
Direct manufacturing costs:
301,852
material, labor, and overhead
Marginal yield from operation
92,627
Freight costs
13,978
Operating profit before fixed exp.
78,649
Fixed expenses (Schedule A, Exhibit 1)
51,563
Net profit from operation
27,086
Estimated selling, administrative
and general expenses
15,779
Net profit before taxes
11,307'

Calculation of Rate of Return for New Equipment
100.0%

(54,079)
7.9803
(431,567)

5,379
$50,500
18,237
$32,263

-0(431,567)
-0(431,567)

$

Calculation of Annualized Profit for New Equipment
New
Equipment
Annual contribution after taxes (50%)
Investment cost per year ($18,237 @.12531)
Depreciation tax credit per year
($5,379 @.12531)
Net investment cost
Annualized profit

This information will be used to determine whether the Frozen Waffle
Line should be continued to operate
under the present conditions or to make
the additional investment in the operation.
One thing which must be taken into
consideration is the future product mix
of the king size waffle versus the regular size waffle. Assuming the best product mix and that total net sales remain the same as for 197X, the sales
projection by total number of cases is
shown as follows:

King size waffles
Regular size waffles

163,862 cases
41,500 cases

Direct manufacturing costs will also
include the capital investment of the
new equipment for the best profit picture that can be attained. The revised
Projected Income Statement for 197X
is given in Exhibit 4.
Taking into consideration the best
product mix and profit projection, we
may calculate both the Rate of Return
and the Annualized Profit as shown in
Exhibit 5.

$

"This figure does not include any depreciation expenses for the
investment of $18,237 or any floor space allocation for this
operation used in this plant.

5,654
7.9803
$45,121

Annual contribution after taxes (50%)
Present value factor 1115 years @10%)
Present value of annual contribution
Present value of depreciation tax
credit (50% @$18,237 @.58985)
Gross present value profit
Initial investment
Net present value profit

$

4.0
2.9%

Present
Conditions

$

76.5
23.5
3.5
20.0
13.1
6.9

New
Equipment

$

$

$

$

$

Exhibit 4

Present
Conditions

5,653
2,285

(54,079)
-0-

674
1,611
4,042

-0-0(54,079)

Of the three alternatives stated in the
beginning of this article, only the one
calling for a direct investment toward
making the king size waffle operation an
automatic one is most attractive. Selling the operation, assuming a buver
could be found who would be willing
to pay more than can be realized by
automatic operation, is also an alternative. However, an investment, equally
attractive for the funds obtained, must
also be available. Finally, to continue
the present operation under loss conditions is not practical.

MAP Discusses Inventory Valuation
The Subcommittee on Inventory Valuation of the Management Accounting
Practices Committee met for the first
time on October 1. Members of the
Subcommittee discussed AICPA statements on inventory valuation as covered
in the Institute's Research Bulletin
Number 43.
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Questions posed by members of the
Subcommittee will be used to write position papers. It is hoped that the position
papers will assist the Subcommittee to
outline its objectives. Members of the
Subcommittee on Inventory Valuation
are R. Wayne Oates, chairman; Stephen
L. Bires; J. B. Ferguson; Peter A. Firmin

and Raymond A. Hoffman. All correspondence relating to this subcommittee's activities or the activities of anv
MAP subcommittee should be directed
to Jack W. Gibson, Secretary to the
MAP Committee, National Association
of Accountants, 919 Third Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10022.
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The Four Objectives of Sampling
in Auditing: Representative,
Corrective, Protective
and Preventive
AN IDEAL SAMPLE WOULD INTEGRATE ALL THE MAJOR OBJECTIVES
By Yuji Ijiri and Robert S. Kaplan
In this article, we review the role of
sampling in auditing and introduce new
objectives for the sampling process. In
addition to the traditional objectives
of estimation and acceptance sampling
which we label representative sampling,
we suggest the following objectives: to
maximize the number of errors found
in the sample so that these may be
corrected (corrective sampling), to maximize the dollar value of the items in-

YUJI IJIRI
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Administration, Carnegie- Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa. Dr. Ijiri, who is
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degree in Accounting from the University of Minnesota and Ph.D. degree
in Industrial Administration from Carnegie- Mellon University.
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cluded in the sample (protective sampling), and to minimize frauds by
taking random samples in all possible
control areas (preventive sampling). A
simple example illustrates each of the
sampling objectives.
The Auditor's Objectives
In classifying the auditor's objectives
in sampling, it is often revealing to
ask him to describe an ideal sample for
a given population. Suppose that an inventory consists of 10,000 items with
an average dollar value of $1,000 per
item and that 200 items are recorded
in error. What is an ideal sample in
estimation sampling? Clearly, if the
auditor is interested in estimating the
average or total inventory dollar value,
the ideal sample is one whose average
value is exactly equal to $1,000 per
item, while if the auditor is interested
in estimating the proportion of error
items, the ideal sample is one in which
exactly 2 percent of the sampled items
are in error. The same is true with
acceptance (and discovery) sampling.
An ideal sample here is one in which
exactly the same proportion of items
are in error as actually exist in the population. The auditor could then take an
appropriate action as if he had observed
the entire population rather than just
a portion of it.

We may call such sampling, whose
objective is to obtain a sample which
represents the population as accurately
as possible, representative sampling. It
is clear that traditional statistical sampling theory falls into this category.
However, representative sampling is a
broader concept in the sense that it
also includes judgment sampling in
which the auditor uses his experience
to improve the chances of getting a
fair representation of the population in
the sample.

is Assistant Professor of Industrial
Administration, Graduate School of
Industrial Administration, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa. Dr.
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University.
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Current Practice— Representative
Sampling
In 1960, Professor Lawrence L.
Vance reviewed the numerous articles
on sampling for accountants and auditors written up to that time.' In this
article, he classified various applications
of sampling techniques to accounting
into three categories: estimation sampling, acceptance sampling and discovery sampling (a special case of acceptance sampling in which the population
is accepted only if a sample contains
no defective items).
Although a number of interesting
articles have been written on this subject since 1960, each can still be classified into one of the three above categories. In other words, the development
of sampling theory, as far as accounting
and auditing is concerned, has been
basically confined to classical statistical
inference; focusing on estimation and
hypothesis testing.
More recently, some articles have appeared z in which the use of Bayesian
analysis is suggested. Bayesian analysis
is a promising approach since it enables the auditor to quantify his prior
experience and judgment, and incorporate them into the formal analysis. This
results in smaller sample sizes being required for an estimate to have a pre specified precision and confidence level
than if classical analysis, in which no
prior knowledge on the part of the
auditor, is used. Note, however, that the
objective of the Bayesian analysis is still
assumed to be for estimation and acceptance sampling.
The fact that the development of
sampling theory in accounting has been
confined to estimation and acceptance
sampling (discovery sampling being a
special case of the latter) is quite remarkable because the auditor's objectives in sampling are much broader than
those aimed at in estimation and acceptance sampling.
It is our position that auditors have
at least three other objectives when
they sample a population. For convenience, we shall name them corrective sampling, protective sampling and preventive sampling.
1

L. L. Vance, "A Review of Developments in
Statistical Sampling for Accountants," The Accounting Review, Vol. XXXV, No. 1, January,
1980, pp. 19 -28.
' W . H. Kraft, "Statistical Sampling for Auditors:
A New Look," Journal of Accountancy August
1988, pp. 49 -58• J. A. Tracey, "Bayesian Statistical
Methods in Auditing, The Accounting Review,
January 1989, pp. 90 -98 J. E. Soreson, "Bayesian
Analysis in Auriitin8, ' The Accounting Review,
July 1989, pp. 555-581.
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Corrective Sampling
When an auditor takes a sample,
often his objective is not just to estimate how many items are in error but
rather to find items in error and correct
them. From this viewpoint, an ideal
sample is one which contains as many
error items as possible.
Evidence in support of the corrective
sampling objective comes from the observation that good auditors always try
to take samples from those areas where
errors are more likely to occur. They
do this not because they believe that
they can obtain a fairer representation
by doing so, but rather because they
are interested in correcting as many errors as they can.
Checking items which are not in
error is a waste of time for corrective
sampling. Thus, if the population has
2 percent of its items in error, a sample of 100 which contains 2 error items
is a poor sample from the viewpoint
of correction since one without any
auditing skills can, on the average, draw
such a sample. (Remember, however,
that this is an ideal sample from the
viewpoint of representative sampling.)
A good auditor, by using his judgment and experience, should be able to
draw a sample which contains significantly more error items than a sample
drawn randomly from the entire population. An auditor stratifies the population by the estimated proportion of
error items, and starts sampling from
the stratum which is likely to contain
the highest proportion of error items.
As a matter of fact, it is quite common in the procedures of good auditors
to check heavily the transactions in the
end or the beginning of a month or a
year, the items that have been newly
added or dropped, the accounts with
unusually high or low values, or those
with negative balances. These actions
can not be justified from the representative sampling viewpoint. They are aimed
at correcting the maximum number of
error items.
Protective Sampling
Protective sampling is aimed at maximizing the dollar value of the items included in the sample. When a good
auditor is asked to take a sample from
inventory or receivables records, he
invariably includes a disproportionately
large number of high -value items. This
action can be explained in part from
the representative sampling viewpoint
if the variance of high -value items is

greater than low -value items. One could
then improve his estimate by allocating
disproportionately more items to the
high -value category. It can also be explained in part from the corrective sampling viewpoint if the chance of an item
being in error is greater for high -value
items than for low -value items or if the
dollar value of errors divided by the
number of all items in the category is
greater in the high -value category than
in the low -value category. However,
there seems to be an intrinsic attraction
to high -value items since the auditor
tends to sample high -value items even
if those high -value items are less likely
to be in error because of the added
internal checks on them.
Protective sampling explicitly recognizes that the auditor's tendency toward
checking high -value items is one of the
objectives of the sampling plan. If an
auditor is allowed to take a sample of
100 inventory items out of 10,000, he
feels more secure if he has checked 50
percent of the total value of inventories
than if he has checked only 1 percent.
Contrary to corrective sampling which
is, in a sense, an offensive approach
against errors and frauds, protective sampling is a defensive approach. The
auditor recognizes the difficulty of detecting errors and frauds which may
occur in only a small fraction of the
population and tries to protect himself
from a disaster by verifying that at least
a relatively significant portion of the
population is free from errors and
frauds.
Preventive Sampling
The last type of sampling discussed
here, preventive sampling, is aimed at
creating the maximum degree of uncertainty in the mind of auditees as to
which items are likely to be audited in
the future. An auditor may take a sample from an area not because he wants
to do something with the sample, such
as in representative, corrective and protective sampling, but rather because he
wants to create the impression in the
auditees' mind that the area is not audit free, in order to prevent the occurrence
of frauds in this or related areas in the
future. Thus, for this purpose, an auditor tries not to show any patterns in
the items he samples. Random sampling
is therefore used quite often for this
purpose.
Note however, that the purpose of
random sampling here is quite different
from that used in representative sampling. In representative sampling, ran43

dom sampling is used so that one can
make mathematically supportable statements about the precision and reliability
of the estimate. In preventive sampling,
random sampling is used to produce a
sample without any explicit pattern, so
that the auditees can not predict which
areas are likely to be sampled in the
future.3

Dollar
Value
High
Low

Error rate
High
2,500
2,500

Low
2,500
2,500

How should one allocate a sample
of 300 items to each of the four categories under each one of the four obIdeal Results
jectives?
We may summarize the basic features
For representative sampling,' if one
of the four types of sampling by spe- is interested in estimating the average
cifying an ideal sample result for each or total dollar value of accounts receivsampling objective:
ables, 150 samples should be allocated
to both high -value items and low -value
1. Representative — sample characteris- items. If one is interested in estimating
tic equals population characteristic. the proportion of number of items in
2. Corrective — sample contains the error in the total population of 10,000
maximum number or dollar value items, 200 samples should be allocated
of error items.
to high -error items and 100 to low -error
3. Protective — sample includes the items, since the standard deviation of
maximum total dollar value.
error rate is approximately twice as large
4. Preventive— sample creates the maxi- in the high -error items as in the low mum degree of uncertainty about error items. Of course, in estimating the
the scope of future audits.
population proportion of error, the number of error items from the high -error
An Illustration
category should be divided by 200 while
To show the differences in the ap- the number of errors from the low -error
proach among the four types of sam- category should be divided by 100, bepling, consider a population of 10,000 fore adding the two error rates together
accounts receivables which are classified and averaging.
For corrective sampling, all 300 samin two dimensions into 5,000 high ples
should be allocated to high -error
value items and 5,000 low -value items
as well as 5,000 high -error items and items if the correction of the maximum
5,000 low -error items. Assume that the number of items in error is the objecerror rate is generally smaller but is tive. If it is desired to correct the maxiexpected to be four times as high in mum dollar value of items in error, all
the high -error items as in the low -error 300 samples should be allocated to high items. Assume also that the standard error, high -value items.
For protective sampling, all 300 samdeviation of the high -value items is the
ples
should be allocated to high -value
same as the standard deviation of the
low -value items. Finally, assume that items.
Finally, for preventive sampling the
there are 2,500 items in each combination. The population of 10,000 can thus 300 samples should be allocated randomly to each of the four categories.
be stratified as:
In this case, there may be classifications
I For evidence on the psychological function of
along further dimensions than the dolaudits, see N. C. Churchill, and W. W. Cooper,
"Effects of Auditing Records: Individual Task Aclar value and error rate used here and
compplishment and Organization Objectives," Chapp

EV

in W. W. Cooper, H. J. Leavitt and M. W
ter
Shelly II, eds., New Perspectives in Organizational
Research, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,
1964.
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4 See W. Cochran, Sampling Techniques, 2nd edition Wiley, New York, 1963, for a discussion of
sample allocation in stratified populations.

the auditor may wish to verify that his
preventive sample includes at least a
few items in each of these subclassifications.
Conclusion
In selecting a sample in actual audits,
auditors appear to have all four objectives in mind: (1) to estimate the population characteristics, (2) to correct errors, (3) to increase the dollar value
of items that are verified correct, and
(4) to increase the uncertainty as to
the pattern of future audits. How auditors weigh or should weigh these four
objectives is an area that needs to be
explored.', Just because the accounting
literature on sampling has concentrated
almost exclusively on representative sampling does not mean that it is the most
important objective.
In fact, the experience of the Lower
Manhatten Branch of the Internal Revenue Service which "has abandoned random sampling of accounts because there
were too many unproductive returns being audited; instead, examiners scan
every return and audit only those that
prove the most promising based on
predetermined criteria and the overall
impression the return makes on the reviewer, "e is not uncommon in CPA
audits. Such a phenomenon indicates
that corrective and protective sampling
may perhaps be more important to the
auditor than representative sampling.
In sampling for accounting and auditing purposes, we should certainly take
into account the special nature of the
field. For this reason, we need further
developments in sampling ... theory as
to its application in accounting and
auditing. Such developments would enable us to design sampling procedures
which integrate the various objectives
of an audit.
rSee Ijiri and Kaplan, "A Model for Integrating
Sampling Objectives in Auditing," Management
Science Research Report No. 167, Carnegie -Mellon
University, for a mathematical formulation of
these multiple objectives.
OR. C. Mogis, and D. Rogoff, "Statistics Offers a
Solution to Tomorrow's Auditing Complexities,"
The Accounting Review, October 1960 , p . 7 05.
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A Value Added Base for G &A
on Government Contracts
A RELATIONSHIP SHOULD EXIST BETWEEN THE ELEMENTS OF THE
G & A POOL AND THE ELEMENTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION BASE
By Stanley D. Mosler
General and administrative expenses
(G &A) include necessary costs of doing business that are not more appropriately classified as manufacturing, engineering, or other overhead categories.
These are costs incurred for the general
management, supervision and conduct
of the business as a whole. Accounting,
corporate management, legal, marketing and systems development expenses
are frequently charged to G &A, although
treatment of specific items varies widely.
When the nature of business changes
over time, as with government contractors, the problem is more than one of
maintaining good accounting practice.
The allocation method must be equitable in order for G &A charges to be acceptable on cost type contracts. In this
article we will review the problem of
G&A allocation and suggest a hybrid
base that will enable equitable allocations despite changes in the nature of
the firm's business.

for the period plus input costs of inventory at the beginning of the year minus
input costs incurred on inventory on
hand at the end of the year, this method
considers the cost of articles sold without regard to when the costs were incurred.
The input -to- work -in- process base allocates G &A to goods produced but not
necessarily sold during the period. This
results in G &A being charged to both
goods that were produced and sold during the period and goods which were
produced during the period but placed
in inventory at the end of the period.
The direct -labor base, in contrast,
charges G&A to goods produced during
the period, but not to materials or over-

Popular Distribution Bases
Three bases are commonly used by
government contractors to allocate expenses to contracts. These are (1) the
cost -of -sales base, (2) the input -to -workin- process base, and (3) the direct -labor
base. The cost -of -sales base charges G &A
to goods sold but not necessarily
produced during the accounting period.
Since cost of sales consists of input costs
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1970
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head used in producing them. Since
manufacturing and engineering overhead
costs are typically associated with direct
labor, the direct -labor base in effect allocates G&A in the same proportion as
overhead, thus excluding only material.
These relationships are depicted graphically in Exhibit 1.
Distribution Base Criteria
The G&A base used should permit
an allocation of expenses that is appropriate in view of the circumstances existing in the particular firm or industry.
A traceable relationship should exist between the constituent elements of the
G &A expense pool and the elements of
the distribution base. The base selected
should result in allocations according
to the benefits received, the reason for
incurring the cost (cause and effect) , or
logic and reason, in this order., In practice, benefit and cause and effect are
elusive concepts, leaving much of the
rationale for G&A allocation to logic
and reason.
Although accuracy can be increased
by segregating G &A expenses into several
categories which can be allocated using
different bases, a single pool and base
is less complex from the standpoint of
accounting mechanics and is generally
used. This is in accord with Armed Services Procurement Regulation 15- 203(b)
which states, in part, that:
' H o wa r d W . W r ig h t , A c c o u n t in g f o r D e f e n s e C o n tracts, Pr en tice - Ha ll, In c ., E n g le w o o d Cliffs, N.J .,
1 9 6 2 , p p . 60 - 63 .
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".

. . the number and composition of
the groupings should be governed by
practical considerations and should be
such as not to complicate unduly the
Vocation where substantially the same
results are achieved through less precise
methods."
The difficulties inherent in selecting
a logical base is perhaps the reason that
the government does not insist on use
of a specific base, but looks to another
criterion for an indication of appropriateness. This criterion is the ability of
the base to continue to give equitable
allocations in the face of changes in the
contractor's operations. ASPR 15- 203(d)
states that the allocation method in use
may require re- examination when:
(1) Any substantial difference occurs between the cost patterns of work under
contract and other work of the contractor; or
(ii) Any significant change occurs in
the nature of the business, the extent
of subcontracting, fixed asset improvement programs, the inventories, the
volume of sales and production, manufacturing processes, the contractor's
products, or other relevant circumstances.
Litigation has further established that
if changes in operations occur it is not
sufficient that consistent application of
an allocation method average out over
a period of years. The inequity of overcharging one customer in a specific year
cannot be eliminated by an offsetting
undercharge to another customer in a
succeeding year.2

Exhibit 1
G & A ALLOCATION METHODS

Direct -labor
method
Input-to- work -inprocess method
Cost-of- goodssold method

from two types of changes in the operations of the firm. The problems result
from variations in inventory or from the
amount of material and subcontract expenses that occur on fixed price but not
on cost type contracts. The contract
with no change appears to be either
burdened with more G&A or relieved
from G &A. Since neither the amount
nor nature of work on the stable contract has changed, the variation in the
amount of G&A charged to it seems
arbitrary and unwarranted. The most
controversial situation is one in which
government cost -type contracts are burdened with additional G&A charges as
a result of changes in the contractors
fixed price business.
INVENTORY CHANGES

The situation in which the problem
is precipitated by inventory changes on
fixed price contracts is illustrated in
Exhibit 2. Under cost -type contracts it
is common practice to treat income as
realized when progress payments are received for partial performance. Inventory is essentially eliminated since sales
are effected monthly. Input to work -inprocess is equal to cost of sales regardless

Effect of Operating Changes
Arbitrariness and inequity in the allocation of G &A expenses stem primarily
=A r m e d Se r vic e s Bo a r d o f C o n t r a c t A p p e a ls , L it t o n
Sy s tem s, In c. , AS BC A No . 1 0 3 9 5 , M a y 18 , 19 6 6 ,
C o n t r a c t No . N O h s r 7 2 7 3 6 , Commerce Clearing
House, Inc., N.Y., 19 6 6, p . 55 9 9, 25 0 - 8 1, 26 , 1 7 1 .

of whether inventory is constant or
changing.
Under fixed price contracts a sale is
usually recognized and income realized
upon completion or delivery of the
product. Therefore, to the extent that
the production cycle is not instantaneous, inventories accrue. Input to work in- process will equal cost of sales only
if inventories are constant. An increase
in input to work -in- process can occur,
however, without increasing cost of sales
if inventory rises. In the example in Exhibit 2, input to work -in- process on
fixed price contracts increased from
$70,000 in situation A, to $100,000 in
situation B while cost of sales remained
at $70,000. This was made possible by
an increase in ending inventory from
$10,000 to $40,000.
In situation A where inventories are
constant, the amount of G &A charged
to contracts is identical ($3,000 for cost
type and $7,000 for fixed price contracts) regardless of whether an input
to work -in- process or cost of sales allocation method is used. However, in
situation B when inventories increase
while the cost of sales remains constant,
more G &A is charged to cost type con-

Exhibit 2
&

COMPARISON OF G A ALLOCATION WITH INPUT -TO- WORK -IN- PROCESS
AND COST -OF -SALES METHODS
Situation A
(Inventory constant)
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Fixed price
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$

10 0%

$70,000
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Total
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Fixed price

$100,000
$40,000
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A Allocation
Input to W-1 -P method
Cost of sales method

$30,000

$

G
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Cost of Sales
Opening inventory
Input to W-1 -P
Closing inventory
Cost of sales

-

Cost type

Situation B
(Inventory increasing)

10,000

10,000
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Exhibit 3
&

COMPARISON OF G A ALLOCATION WITH INPUT -TO- WORK -IN- PROCESS
AND DIRECT -LABOR METHODS

'Ibid.
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$10,000

3,750
5,000
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50%
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5,000
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40, 000
40, 000
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$160,000

$
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$
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The problem of equitable allocation
because of changes in the amount of
material and subcontract charges on cost
type contracts is illustrated in Exhibit 3.
In this case, a difference will occur between a direct labor base and either a
cost -of -sales or input -to- work -in- process
base. For convenience, only the latter
relationship is considered.
The direct -labor base allocates G&A

$120,000

$

50%
50%

MATERIAL AND SUBCONTRACT
CHANGES

50%

$

5,000
5,000

tracts with the cost of sales method
than with the input to work -in- process
method ($3,000 versus $2,300). This is
because the work -in- process that went
into the increased inventory is not
charged G&A under the cost of sales
method.
In a period of inventory increases the
cost -of -sales method relieves fixed price
contracts but not cost -type contracts of
G&A in the year in which the work -inprocess was produced, and is not favored
by the government. From both a legal
and practical standpoint, there is no
difference in substance between fixed
price work -in- process and cost type work in- process for the same items. Use of a
G&A method, therefore, that ignores an
inventory build -up which constitutes a
substantial part of the year's production results in allocation of G&A over
a base which is not representative of the
year's activity.3
The contractor would similarly eschew
the cost of sales method in a period of
declining inventories, because that
method would relieve G&A from cost
type contracts. The concomitant increase in G&A on fixed price contracts
would be a direct reduction in profit
since the nature of fixed price contracts
precludes price increases.
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in proportion to both labor and over- had been purchasing avionics systems
head charges, without considering ma- from a subcontractor, might find that
terial and subcontract expenses. The in- on the follow -on contract the governput-to- work -in- process method includes ment wishes to purchase these systems
all these elements. Both methods result directly and furnish them as GFE. Alin identical allocations of G &A when though no substantive change in operamaterial and subcontract expenses, on tions has occurred, a contractor using a
both cost and fixed price contracts, are cost of sales or input to wotk -in- process
the same proportion of input to work -in- method of allocating G &A now must
process, as in situation A. However, if allocate more G &A to other contracts to
direct labor remains constant but mate- compensate for removing the avionics
rial increases on fixed price contracts systems from the base.
(from 50 percent of total material and
The treatment of GFE, though ensubcontract charges, to 75 percent), the tirely legal, presents a strong reason for
amount of G &A allocated to cost type excluding all material and subcontract
contracts remains the same with the di- expenses from the G&A base. GFE benerect labor method ($5,000), but is re- fits from G&A no less than material, it
duced (to $3,750) under the input to generates no less G&A than material
work -in- process method, as in situation B. and it is no less representative of the
If the contractor was using the direct year's activity than material. Material
labor method, the government would does not disappear simply at the stroke
contend that the increased material and of a pen. "Things that are the same in
subcontract expenses were not bearing substance cannot be made different by
an equitable share of G&A and the input giving them different nomenclature ."4
to work -in- process method should be
The Allocation Dilemma
used instead. Conversely, if the conConsistent use of any of the standard
tractor used the input to work -in- process
method and the material and subcon- G&A allocation methods may result in
tract expenses on cost type contracts de- inequity to either the government or the
clined, the increased G &A charged to contractor when operations change over
fixed price contracts would directly re- time. Each party is likely to calculate
the allocation of G&A expenses to conduce profits.
The problem of arbitrariness is ag- tracts by several methods and then use
gravated in many cases by the contrac- an equity argument to insist on Changtor's lack of control over the changes in ing to or maintaining the least -cost
material and subcontract expenses that method. If it is advantageous to change
occur. Frequently these expenditures are methods, it is generally easy to discover
varied for the convenience of the gov- a change in operations mentioned in
ernment. For example, government fur- ASPR 15- 203(d) that can be used to
nished equipment (GFE) consists of support rejecting the current method
material bailed by the government for as inequitable.
Carried to the extreme, however, each
use or installation in the product being
constructed. Unlike ordinary purchases change in operations becomes a wedge
by the contractor, GFE neither enters for one of the parties to force a change
work -in- process nor absorbs G&A ex- in G &A allocation methods. In practice,
pense. An aircraft manufacturer who $Ibid.
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however, contracting officers and the
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals are unlikely to support year -to -year
reversals in methods, insisting on a
longer -range view of equity.b
However, in those periodic situations
when it would be feasible to change
methods, the contractor is at a distinct
disadvantage in initiating changes. The
government can usually prevail since it
must approve all changes in the contractor's accounting procedures and can
force a change in methods simply by
disallowing the difference in cost between the two methods. Since the overhead claim is negotiated in total, not
item by item, and generally ends in a
compromise between the contractor's
claim and government disallowances, it
is difficult to determine whether the
reduced settlement is a result of G &A
or other disallowances. It would, therefore, be to the contractor's advantage to
maintain a consistent method that could
be supported by logic sufficiently broad
to encompass the requirement for equity
referred to in ASPR.
Value Added Criteria

in

The problems of arbitrariness and inequity in G&A distribution could be
largely overcome if the economic concept of value added is used as the
rationale for allocations. Value added is
simply the increase
value of materials as a result of their employment
in the productive process of the firm.
It consists of the difference between
total revenue and the cost of materials
and subcontracts. In effect, it measures
the increase in value of products that
results from the efforts of the specific
firm, exclusive of the value that was
°Paul M. Trueger, Accounting Guide for Defense
edition, Commerce Clearing House,
Inc., N.Y. 1966, p. 253.

Co n tr a c t s , fif th
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Exhibit 4
THE VALUE ADDED BASE
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added by other firms. Value added is
the principle used in national income accounting which eliminates double counting in the calculation of gross national
product and other derivative indices.
The concept can be used as a base for
allocating G&A expenses with only slight
modification.
Value added is equal to the difference
between sales and purchases during the
year. It is also related to total input to
work -in- process through the adjustments
shown in Exhibit 4. Material plus value
added is equal to total input to work -inprocess plus profit. The value added base
for distributing G&A is simply the sum
of labor, overhead and procurement inputs to work -in- process.
Several features of this base are important. Since it is dependent on input
to work -in- process and not cost of sales,
the value added base overcomes the
problems involved with inventory variation. By excluding material and subcontract charges, the base resembles the
direct labor base, with one important
exception —it includes the expenses involved in processing materials and subcontracts. This critical feature enables
the value added base to make consistently equitable allocations of G&A regardless of changes in operations.
The value added by the firm both
benefits from and generates G&A, and is
representative of the year's activities.

While the expense involved in obtaining material is certainly an activity of
the firm, the materials themselves are
not; they represent the activities of the
firm from which the materials were purchased. Since materials have already absorbed the G &A of the firm which produced them, it makes no more sense to
burden them with the G&A of the purchasing firm than it does to burden
them with manufacturing overhead simply because they are used in the prooess
of production.
The unconventional rationale behind
the value added method does not extend
to the feasibility of implementing the
method. Most mechanized accounting
systems would require only minor reprogramming to adjust inputs to the G&A
pool and to ensure that G&A is allocated
to all input to work -in- process, including
material overhead.
Summary
The value added method is a means
of overcoming the problem of inequity
in G &A allocation that results from variations in inventory or material and subcontract changes as the operations of
the firm change. By including only expenses which represent value added by
the firm, this method consistently meets
the benefit, cause and effect, and representativeness criteria required by the
Government.
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Accounting for Net Salvage
A NEW APPROACH TO THE SALVAGE DILEMMA
By Wayne L. Pidoek
The procedure used to account for net
salvage is to adjust the original cost depreciation rates so as to provide in the
annual depreciation account accruals for
the estimated net salvage, to be realized
when the plant is retired. Actual net
salvage then is recorded in the depreciation reserve as realized to supplement
(assuming positive salvage) the amount
accrued. And by the time the property
has been retired all the costs will have
been recovered and the depreciation
reserve will be zero.
Many years ago, as the present procedure developed, most companies were
realizing positive salvage which effectively resulted in lower annual depreciation expense. Labor costs were much
lower and the obsolescence demon was
not chasing so much removed material
to the junk yard. But things have
changed. Removal costs today are up
and salvage is often hard to come by.
This trend has finally begun to arouse
some of the regulatory agencies as well
as some individual companies. The
agencies have become concerned about
allowing depreciation accruals adequate
to provide for high removal costs not
yet incurred., The companies have become concerned with many aspects of
the problem including how to recover
future removal costs and the impact of
such costs on earnings both from the
I

It is interesting to note that the Federal Power
Commission's Uniform System of Accounts defines
net salvage as "sal vage value of prope rt y retired
lass t he cost of re moval ." One may i nt e rpre t t hi s
as i mpl ying t hat salvage val ue wil l always exceed
cost of removal but such an interpretation was
likely not intented.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1970

This arti cle was adapted from a pape r prese nt e d
at the National Conference of Electric and Gas
Util ity Accountants in N ew Y ork on M ay 5, 1969.

standpoint of adequate earnings and of
levelizing. They are also concerned with
how to improve the accounting procedure to allow for better analyses or
evaluations of salvage and removal costs.
The Way It Is Now
The present accounting procedure is
not clearly defined in that some commissions have indicated opposition to
providing for future negative net salvage.
The procedure is inherently complex
despite its "on the surface" simplicity.
For instance, one depreciation rate must
perform three functions:
1. It must allocate the original cost of

r
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the plant over its service life. Such
life must consider retirement dispersion and must be revised occasionally to recognize changing conditions.
It must (or perhaps we might say,
"should ") provide for future costs
to remove the existing plant. Such
future removal costs will likely be
inflated costs.
It must allow for salvage which
might be realized when the existing
plant is removed. Such salvage may
be of a varying nature such as scrap
value, stores price at the time removed for re- usable materials, etc.
Further, obsolescence may practically eliminate any future salvage.
On the other hand, one depreciation
reserve must perform four functions:
It must accumulate depreciation accruals representing a portion of the
original cost of the plant, a portion
of future and likely inflated removal
costs and an allowance for future
salvage of one type or another which
might or might not be realized.
It must accumulate the original cost
of the plant retired.
It must accumulate the experienced
costs of removing the plant.
It must accumulate salvage realized
from the removed plant.
The depreciation reserve includes a
conglomeration of dollars representing
past and present plant costs, past, present and estimated future removal costs
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and past, present and estimated future
salvage as well as abnormal or nonrecurring salvage. A further complication
is added when we recognize that average service lives are changed from time
to time and thus the portion of plant
costs accrued have and will continue to
change from time to time.
It should be noted also that dollars
representing the three factors (original
cost, removal and salvage) in the annual
accrual are unrelated. Plant costs represent dollars expended over many past
years. Removal costs represent inflated
dollars expended subsequently or to be
expended in the distant future. Salvage
represents subsequent or future dollars
some of which are not real but merely
paper entries. The propriety and accuracy of spreading recovery of such
unrelated dollars over service life is at
least questionable.
In the past the impact of the net
salvage factor on the reserve was probably considered minimal and created no
great concern. Todav we are faced with
rising removal costs in relation to the
original cost and they are tilting positive
salvage to negative salvage, and to such
a degree that the net salvage factor in
the reserve can no longer be considered
insignificant.
Inconsistencies in the types of salvage such as for reuse, scrap, reimbursements, etc. and the shadow of obsolescence make salvage difficult to predict.
Removal costs, also, are difficult to
predict because of inflation and because
such costs upon the abandonment or
change in the nature of a business
would not be the same as required for
the day to day retirements. While removal costs represent a definite liability
and will certainly require future expenditures, salvage may or may not be realized, so that the "contingency" aspect
of salvage is really hidden. Technical
obsolescence already is reducing salvage
in that fewer materials are re- usable due
to the availability of better, more efficient, more reliable materials. Even
scrap value may get lower or become
non - existent as new metals or other materials replace existing ones. For example, in the electric utility industry
aluminum conductor with little scrap
value is being extensively used instead
of copper which historically has had a
relatively high scrap value (often higher
than original cost.)
A New Approach
Although several alternative accounting treatments would help to over 50

come some of the problems with the old
approach, the following procedure
would be an effective one.
The first thing to do would be to
establish a separate subdivision in the
reserve account and a separate subdivision in the depreciation expense account strictly for accounting for net
salvage. Then we would exclude the net
salvage factor from the depreciation
rate and record net salvage against the
new reserve account as realized. Recorded in the new expense and reserve
accounts would be an annual lump sum
provision for net salvage whether positive or' negative. The determination of
the lump sum provision would be flexible enough to meet changing current
and foreseeable immediate future conditions. Such changing conditions might
pertain to the nature of realized salvage, inflation, other factors affecting
removal costs, major 'removals in the
near future and the fact that terminal
removal costs may be somewhat different in relation to original cost than the
day to day interim removals.
The determination of the annual
amount could be controlled and simplified through the new reserve account
balance. For example, the balance could
be maintained at a predetermined percent of plant in service. Such percent
would likely have to recognize age of
plant, growth rate of plant, service life
and adequacy to cover approaching
major removals. Also, and perhaps obviously, the predetermined percentage
would change from time to time to
meet the changing conditions such as
inflation or deflation.
Some Obstacles to a New Approach
When considering a new accounting
treatment for net salvage, one's mind is
immediately flooded with questions
about the obstacles.
1. Are accounting changes needed only
for negative salvage or for both
negative and positive?
2. Is it proper to accrue and charge
the customer for future expenditures? If it is proper, should the
accrual and charge to the customer
be discounted to pay for the use of
such "prepaid" funds until the removal costs are incurred?
3. If the old approach were changed
only to the extent of providing for
net salvage (positive or negative)
experienced currently, what would

be the likely reaction of the regulatory agencies? What would be the
reaction of the individual companies?
If net salvage is reflected in income
currently, is it desirable or proper
to levelize the impact on earnings
through use of a rolling average or
other gimmick? If net salvage is reflected currently, would it force
companies into re- evaluating their
present policies on returning removed items to stores, on what to
consider removal costs, etc?
What problems would be created by
establishing new accounts for separate handling of salvage and removal costs, whether or not reflected
in income currently? Would such
problems be any greater or would
it be advantageous to consider any
accumulation of net salvage as an
operating reserve to be reflected on
the liabilitv side of the balance sheet
rather than as a sub - depreciation
reserve?
If a separate reserve were established
what methods could be utilized to
separate the existing reserve between
accred depreciation and accrued
future net salvage? Would separating the reserve present problems to
some companies from a rate base
standpoint? Would it present advantages?
If net salvage were separated from
the present depreciation reserve,
how could the present reserve be
kept adequate where large abnormal
early retirements occur with corresponding high salvage —such as the
sale of a relatively new building?
With separate reserves, one would
become deficient while the salvage
would increase income and be passed
on to the customer. Any new treatment could likely overcome this, but
what if there were no corresponding
high salvage?
Would the variety of methods, procedures and techniques used for
computing depreciation (whole life
rates, remaining life rates, etc.)
present any particular complications
in having separate reserves?
9. What would be the reaction of the
various agencies involved, specifically
FPC, IRS, NARUC and individual
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state commissions? Should the utilities as a group propose formal
changes to the rules and regulations?
What Federal Income Tax factors
are involved? Would a new accounting treatment be advantageous or
disadvantageous? Would the new
treatment have to be used for tax
purposes?
10. Would separating the reserve, perhaps with net salvage as an operating reserve, or charging net salvage
to income currently without level izing, present any particular problems in annual reporting to the
stockholders?
For discussion purposes let us condense this list of obstacles down to a
more workable group of broad factors:
Should future salvage be allowed currently or should it be reflected in income only as realized?
Future salvage is a contingency. Any
influence of inflation on salvage is more
than offset by growing obsolescence.
Generally, the trend of normal or routine salvage is downward. However,
some companies may currently be experiencing greater abnormal salvage such
as from relocation billings. Such abnormal salvage may or may not be experienced in the future to the extent it is
today. Further, the extent of such abnormal salvage varies considerably between
electric and gas industries and between
companies within each industry.
Of the three factors reflected in present depreciation rates (salvage, removal
costs and service life,) salvage is the
most difficult to predict and the only
factor which can be properly labeled
a contingency. Further, since much of
any future salvage will be non - routine
or abnormal there is some question as
to whether today's customers or the
future customers should receive the
benefits.
From the standpoint of theory, one
could conclude that future salvage
should not be allowed for currently since
such salvage is difficult to predict and
may not even be realized at all. From
a practical standpoint, it appears more
defendable to allow currently for some
future salvage but recognize that future
salvage will likely be less than current
experience.
Should future removal cost be provided for currently or should it be expensed as experienced?
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1970

Future removal costs are a certainty,
a definite liability, only the amount is
questionable. This is in direct contrast
with salvage. When we speak of removal costs we are primarily speaking
of labor costs. One does not need a
dissertation to be convinced that the
trend of labor costs for many years has
been always upward. Therefore, predicting future removal costs is primarily one
of predicting future inflation.
Two questions come to mind when
debating whether to provide for future
removal costs.
Who should pay for future inflation,
today's customers or the future customers?
If provision is not made for the
future costs how can the stockholder's investment be preserved pending the day when the company
ceases to exist or changes operations?
It is perhaps impossible to present an
answer to the first question which would
receive universal acceptance. Suffice it
to say that regardless of the theoretically
correct answer, it is a hopeless cause
to attempt to charge today's customers
for all of tomorrow's anticipated inflated removal costs. This is one of the
reasons for creating a more flexible accounting procedure which will allow
us to more easily recognize and adjust
for changing conditions as their images
appear more clearly on the horizon.
Many, and especially the regulatory
commissions, would answer the second
question rather quickly by saying simply that utilities will never cease operations. (I suspect that many past "losers"
in other industries felt the same way
originally. When was the last time you
saw a streetcar ?)
However, suppose we were all certain
that utilities would never cease operations. This alone does not eliminate the
problem of recovering future removal
costs. A company may continue in business but it may gradually or suddenly
change in nature. An electric utility may
have initially started primarily as an
electric railway or traction company but
the emphasis gradually changed from
transportation to sale of electricity.
Should the electric customers pay for
removal of the railway assets? The impending change from overhead to underground electric lines presents a situation somewhat similar to this.
As with the question on future inflation, there probably is no universally
acceptable answer as to whether future

removal costs should be recovered currently. From the standpoint of theory,
it appears proper to recover future removal costs currently, over the life of
the plant. The liability for incurring
such future costs is established when
the plant is installed and from a cost
accounting standpoint, such costs are
properly allocable to the products or
service produced by the plant.
Should salvage and/or removal costs
be levelized if reflected in income andl
or expense as experienced.
Again, we must argue theory versus
practicality. From the standpoint of
theory one could argue that levelizing
is a gimmick. If it is proper to reflect
salvage and /or removal costs in income
as experienced then it is not proper to
let such experience influence other accounting periods.
From a practical standpoint, however,
salvage and /or removal costs vary considerably from year to year. This is especially true for utilities which, for example, may experience very large
removal costs onlv occasionally for
compressor or generating stations. Or
abnormal salvage may be considerably
higher in one year than the next. It
appears that levelizing, even if it is a
gimmick, is desirable where salvage or
removal costs substantially vary from
the normal.
Should separate accounts be established for handling salvage and/or removal costs?
There appears to be considerable
merit in establishing separate reserve
and expense accounts although some
disadvantages are also apparent. Let us
dispose of the disadvantages first:
1. The present uniform systems of accounts do not provide for such accounts and it would be difficult if
not impossible to get them changed.
However, the uniform systems generally do not preclude the use of sub accounts. Thus it appears the reserve
and expense accounts presently provided for could each be divided into
two sub - accounts at least for internal
accounting purposes.
2. Additional accounts added to the
already sizeable number of accounts
would require additional work and
add to the complexity of an already_
burdensome accounting system.
3. The change -over from present methods and procedures, particularly
where computer systems are in51

volved, could be an obstacle. This
includes the problem of splitting
the existing reserve.
While separate accounts would be
more revealing for intra- company
purposes they may also be more revealing to interested parties outside
the company and may open the gate
to new battlegrounds.
These are the obvious disadvantages
and they cannot necessarily be taken
lightly. However, the preponderance of
advantages would likely overcome them
for most companies.
Separate reserves would eliminate
the inherent complexities of mixing
original cost dollars, current dollars
and future dollars into one pot. The
depreciation reserve would include
only original cost dollars. Two relatively clean reserves would replace
what might on the surface appear
to be one polluted reserve.
Reasons for changes in annual accruals, whether for service life or
for net salvage, would be more obvious. Also, it would be advantageous
to know what portion of the accrual
represented recovery of asset costs
and what represented net salvage.
3. The problem of accounting for net
salvage, particularly if negative,
would be more conspicuous and
more easily analyzed. Both of these
factors presumably would lead to
better solutions.
4. Separate accounts would allow more
flexibility. For example, original
cost could be allocated over service
life through use of an annual de-

preciation rate but net salvage accrued for on an estimated dollars
basis would make it easier to provide for changing conditions.
5. For those companies choosing to or
ordered to charge off net salvage
currently, a separate reserve would
facilitate levelizing the impact on
earnings.
6. Determination of reserve adequacy
and determination of accumulated
depreciation on segments of plant
would be simplified and perhaps
more reliable.

denly nor have they been broad and
formal. Often an individual company
has been able to "start the ball rolling"
by making one little change which led
to another and another, etc. These
"little changes" are sometimes adopted
in some fashion by other companies and
eventually the change may become the
accepted procedure.
Conclusions

Would there be opposition by the
various agencies concerned?
It is highly unlikely that sudden
broad and formal regulation changes
could be effected. However, changes in
the past have seldom come about sud-

The present accounting system appears unwieldy. Perhaps a more flexible
procedure is needed. However, since
broad regulatory changes are not likely
except over the long tens, such new
procedure should be made to conform
as nearly as possible to existing federal
and state regulations.
Any new procedure should provide
currently for future net salvage, particularly where estimated to be negative.
We say "particularly where negative"
recognizing that removal costs are a
certainty, salvage a contingency.
Estimated future removal costs should
be based on current and immediate
future indications and revised as such
indications change. The practicality of
attempting to estimate inflated labor
costs twenty or thirty years into the
future is at least questionable and the
possibility of having it allowed is nil.
Separate subdivisions in the reserve
and expense accounts for net salvage
are desirable. Further, within these accounts a separation of salvage from removal costs is desirable where the individual company's records will allow
it. Separate accounts would allow easier
analysis and would make the negative
salvage problem more conspicuous.

these two decide what 100 barrels of
Kelly green are worth."
Negotiated transfer prices may be a
tool for motivating managers to perform
in the interests of the company. Certain
managers who are not exceptionally
skillful negotiators or have no option of
buying from and selling to an outside

market, due to the nature of their division's product or to company policy,
may not benefit from this procedure.
On balance, however, it seems that the
advantage of having the profit center
manager's interest congruent with the
firm's interest is often of overriding importance.

Should salvage and/or removal costs
influence
iuenee rate base?
There are a wide variety of formulas
for rate base used throughout the various commissions, some of which obviously are influenced by net salvage and
some of which obviously are not so
influenced.
Some may contend that allowing
negative salvage as experienced, which
increases the base, compensates for not
allowing accrual for future negative salvage. Assuming continued rising removal costs, one could quickly show the
fallacy of this. On the other hand, reduction of base by accruing for future
negative salvage is one means of paying
the customer for the use of revenues collected in advance for costs to be expended in the future.

NEGOTIATE FOR PROFITS
Continued from page 24
that we want our transfer price policy to
prevent such a transfer. The use of
negotiated prices and only the use of
negotiated prices will do this."
"Okay, Chuck," said Mr. Peters,
standing. "Let's get out of here and let
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Erosion of Profits Through
Asset Losses
LACK OF PROPER SECURITY MEASURES CAN DAMAGE PROFITS

We often read and hear of the very
serious problem of shoplifting connected
with the retail field. This is a very sad
fact and the consumers are picking up
the tab on this loss. If we expand these
loss figures to include American business
in general it is costing every consumer
as much as 15 percent of every purchase.
The one fact that many businessmen
often forget is that people always steal
from net —never from gross. When
taken in terms of 3 or 4 percent loss
on gross sales, it does not sound so bad.
However, when it is considered that
very few firms can hope to realize a
net profit greater than the amount lost,
then this 3 or 4 percent represents 50
percent or more of the profits.

tendant. Although the tool room attendant may have some secondary functions, his primary function tends to
remove temptation to steal by lessening
the opportunity.
NEED

Nearly everyone in his personal life
operates on some kind of a budget. This
applies to the $5,000 a year employee
as well as the $25,000 a year employee.
Occasionally, either by carelessness or
necessity, additional income
needed.
The stronger this need becomes, the
greater the temptation will be to take
is

By Ronald R. Schmidt

What Is Causing the Rise in Crime?
There are three principal factors upon
which a person's decision to steal is predicated: opportunity, need and attitude.
OPPORTUNITY

This is perhaps the most significant
area affecting losses. Supervisors unconsciously tempt employees by leaving
quantities of valuable material unattended in open areas. If we remove the
opportunity to steal, we lessen the
temptation.
Most plants have some form of tool
check system. This is perhaps manned
on a full -time basis by a tool crib atMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1970

jce of
is Manager of the Chicago Office

Pinkerton's, Inc., with the overall administration of a 1,200 man Investigative and Security Force. Mr.
Schmidt's investigative and security
background commenced with his entry
into the U.S. Marine Corps, where he
subsequently served in various Combat
Intelligence, Air Intelligence and
Counter- Intelligence capacities both in
the United States and the Far East.

advantage of any existing opportunity.
This need for additional cash can
reach the point where the tool check -out
system is no longer a sufficient deterrent
to prevent theft. As the need becomes greater, the employee may even
resort to stealing the tools checked out
to his fellow employees.
ATTITUDE

Attitude is nothing more than an employee's beliefs concerning honesty. Certain studies have shown that 30 percent
of the population will not steal regardless
of the need or opportunity. Another
40 percent will not become involved in
acts of thefts if reasonable security precautions have been taken. The remaining 30 percent will actually create an
opportunity to engage in thievery.
The employee has no single distinguishing characteristic except perhaps the
desire to get something for nothing. As
any insurance company writing Fidelity
Bond Coverage will tell, it is generally
the old faithful, trustworthy employee
who gets his hands on your money or
property.
How Do We Stop
Employee Thievery?
It would be rather naive to feel
thievery can be stopped in its entirety.
However, steps can be taken within an
organization to implement a "prevention within the apprehension program."
This could include:
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1. Improve personnel selection. A detailed employment application is
recommended to obtain a full description of past experiences, background and references. A fast check
of this information will soon turn
up any false facts or discrepancies
in the applicant's history. Preemployment background investigation
has become as vital to business protection as burglary insurance.
2. Intensify training procedures to
stress the seriousness and consequences of pilfering.
3. Discourage thievery by using seals
and locks whenever possible.
4. Take disciplinary action if necessary.
Theft violations cannot be ignored.
S. Build morale. Keep the employee
and his family up to date about
company activities and policies.
6. Establish standards for supervisors
just as you have for other employees.
A poor attitude by a supervisor in
matters of honesty and good conduct, affects the actions of other
employees.

7. Demand prompt reporting of shortages.
8. Instruct your receiving department
not to sign anything until an entire
shipment can be accounted for.
9. Don't let outside delivery men into
stockrooms and storage areas unless
supervised.
10. Obtain Honesty Bond coverage on
all employees and let them know
of this coverage.
11. Check records pertaining to customer billing, collections, receipts,
deposits, bank accounts, receipt of
materials, and stockroom items.

very costly to a business. In addition
to inventory shrinkage problems, it is
often found that one or more of the
other six on- the -job sins are causing a
greater loss to the company by siphoning off the profits in bits and pieces.
The other six on- the -job sins are:

Industrial concerns are not the only
type of business having problems. Bankers, who once feared the bank robber,
now consider him a piker compared to
the "Trusted Employee." In fact, one
of the biggest carriers of Honesty Bond
coverage in the country, will not bond
banks and other financial businesses
that have operated less than six years.
Earlier the lack of proper security
measures was mentioned, which can be

Our experience leads to the conclusion that in any business with people,
problems will exist if proper controls are
not instituted and implemented. The
responsibility for these necessary control procedures rests with all members
of management and not just the Plant
Security Force. The firm that does not
take the necessary precautions will find
his competitors selling at far less and
showing a bigger profit.

sis, a method of evaluating their significance is required. Sensitivity analysis, in
my opinion, would fill this need. Although this would not eliminate subjective probability estimates the allowable amount of deviation becomes more
apparent.
Furthermore, I would like to point
out that the same conclusion (i.e., select Plan B) arrived at by the author's
calculation of "net area index" can be
arrived at by computing the expected

value. That is, under each alternative
summarize the products of the revenue
or loss associated with each activity level
times its probability of occurrence. Thus
Plan A would yield an expected value
or $7,800 and the more favorable Plan
B would yield an expected value of
$9,200.
Dennis J. Sullivan
Supervisor —Plant Accounting
Burry Division — Quaker Oats Company
Elizabeth, N. J.

Lax supervision
Time clock irregularities and incentive cheating
Safety violations
In -plant gambling
Sabotage
Waste

Conclusion

Readers React
Continued from page 7
problem of capital budgeting decisions.
It is quite clear that the introduction of
probability theory to the framework of
capital analysis represents a significant
improvement over prior methods.
The author implicitly cautions us,
however, on the subjective nature of estimating probabilities for various activity
levels. Since errors in such estimates
could have a major impact on the analy-
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Recent Publications
A N N UA L STATEM ENT
STUDIES
1970 Edition
Robert Morris Associates, Research Department, Philadelphia National Bank
Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107, 1970,
paperbound, 205 pp., RMA members
$5.00, nonmembers $10.00.
The 48th Annual Statement Studies,
containing composite financial data on
over 225 different lines of business —
manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and
Services.

MANAGEM ENT INFORMATI O N S Y S T EM S
Association for Systems Management,
International Headquarters, 24587 Bagley Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44138, 1970,
paperbound, 80 PP.,$1.50.
The articles in this monograph explain
the methods used to create management oriented information systems.

MANPO WER EXPENSE
CONTROL FO R B ANKING
AND FINANCIAL
IN S T I T U T I O N S
Warren, Gorham and Lamont, Inc., 89
Beach St., Boston, Mass. 02111, 1969,
94 pp., $18.75.
A group of articles written by the participants to the First Annual Seminar
on Manpower Expense Control for
Financial Institutions. The articles include: Work Measurement and MTM,
Performance Control Reports, Use of
Engineered Standards in Unit Cost,
Profit Planning and Budgeting, Management Control Reporting and Project
Cost Control.
SUPPLEMENT TO THE
SAMPL ING M ANUAL FO R
AUDITORS
The Institute of Internal Auditor, Inc.,
170 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10038,
1970, paperbound, $12.50.
Developed by the Internal Auditing
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Unit of the Lockheed - California Company, this Supplement is essentially a
self contained book covering difference
and ratio estimates and related computer applications.

CRITICAL PATH METHO DS
IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Ben Benson
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 07632, 1970, 131 Pp.,$11.00.
Written for the college level student of
construction and the superintendent of
construction, this book offers an insight
into an effective tool for executing a
project more economically.

amples and simple algebraic equations
are complemented by easy to understand illustration.

H AN DB O O K O F
PRO B AB ILITY A N D
S T A T I S T I C S W I T H TA B L E S
Second Edition
Richard Stevens Burington and
Donald Curtis May
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd
St., New York, N.Y. 10036, 1970, 462
pp., $9.95.
Pared to essential formulas and facts,
this book offers many numerical examples, and refers frequently to sources
of further information.

CO N G LO M E R AT E M E R G ERS AND ACQ UISITIONS:
OPINION & ANALYSIS
St. John's Law Review
Executive Editor, St. John's Law Review, 96 Sehermerhorn St., Brooklyn,
N.Y. 11201, 1970, volume 44 special
edition, paperbound $15.00, hard cover
$20.00.
This volume represents a comprehensive
review of the subject. Written as a
symposium of separate articles, the book
is divided into four parts: Economics,
Antitrust, Financial Disclosure and Tax.
Its purpose is to provide an objective
study of the conglomerate merger phenomenon and its effects.

AN IL L US T RAT E D GUI D E
TO LINEAR
PROGRAMMING
Saul I. Gass
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd
St., New York, N.Y. 10036, 1970, 173
pp., $9.95.
Presented in a humorous manner, this
book discusses the formulation of simple problems and their solution as well
as some more advanced concepts of
linear programming. The numerical ex-

APROPERTYRECORD
S
I. . .
• a current inventory of Plant and Property assets showing the description
and location of each asset or group
of assets.
• a record of the original cost, depreciable base, accrued depreciation reserve, net book value, and periodic
provision for depreciation for each
asset or group of assets.
• perpetuated with a system (EDP or
rnanual) comprising the documented
policy and procedure.
• useful in corporate accounting, standard costing, preventative maintenance,
tax accounting, property tax reporting, insurance valuation, and capital
budgeting.
• a good investment paying long term
dividends.
The design, implementation and perpetuation of property records is our
business. We can develop a property
record for you or help you do it yourself. Write for our brochure.

PropertyRecordsCompany
PO Box 656, East Orange, N.J. 07019
Tel. 201. 674 -9360
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AD M I N I S T R A T I V E
INTELLIG ENCE- INFO RM A.
TION SYSTEMS
Preston P. Le Breton
Houghton Mifflin Co., 110 Tremont
St., Boston, Mass. 02107, 1969, paperbound, 308 pp., $4.25.
The traditional concepts of management are augmented in this book by
recent findings of behavioral scientists,
people engaged in quantitatively oriented research, and practicing administrators. The text makes extensive use
of illustrations and cases.

MANAG EMENT INFO RM A.
TI O N S Y S TE M S H A N DB O O K
W. Hartman, H. Matthes
and A. Proeme
McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd
St., New York, N.Y. 10036, 1968, six
sections with individual page numbers,
$29.50.
A detailed handbook covering the
many aspects of information systems.
Included are full descriptions of all
phases of computer technology as well
as a description of the systems effort
in the form of a planning network with
each activity of the network discussed
separately.

CREDIT M ANUAL O F
C O M M E RC I A L L A W S , 1 9 7 0
National Association of Credit Management, 44 E. 23rd St., New York,
N.Y. 10010, 1969, 808 pp., $17.50.
Many new laws and amendments directly concerned with credit and treasury transactions that were passed in
1969 by Congress and the State Legislatures of all States except Kentucky
are analyzed and interpreted in this
edition. In addition, special feature
articles are included covering products
liability, recent court decisions under
the Uniform Commercial Code, and
truth in lending legislation.

Applicable profit concepts are defined
and their use illustrated in a series of
case studies for the purpose of making
the reader aware of the planning and
control tools available to marketers.

Summarizes the trends and latest developments in financial reporting in
Canada as disclosed in published annual
reports of 325 Canadian public companies.

MAT HE MAT ICS FOR
MANAGEMENT AND
FINANCE

COMP UT E RS AND
MANAGEMENT

with Basic and Moder n Algebra

McGraw -Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd
St., New York, N.Y. 10036, 1970,
paperbound, 458 pp., $4.95.

Stephen P. Shao
South - Western Publishing Co., 5101
Madison Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45227,
1969, 210 pp., $9.50.
A useful text book for the beginning
student or bookkeeper - accountant. The
book proceeds from a presentation of
simple arithmetic to mathematics in investment applications. It contains problems (and answers) as well as a set of
tables which may prove helpful to the
reader.

STOCK PURCH ASE AGREEMENTS IN ESTATE PLAN.
NING —WITH FO RM S
Addis E. Hull
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 07632, 1969, 201 pp., $24.95.
Written especially for those people,
lawyers, corporation accountants, financial officers or insurance agents who may
become involved in the preparation of
stock - purchase agreements within closely
held corporations.

OP E RAT IO NS RESEARCH
15 Year Index for Volumes 1 -15,
1952 -1967
Operations Research Society of America,
Baltimore, Md. 21202, 1970, 200 pp.,
$15.50 ($7.50 to ORSA members).
A chronological listing of all articles
published in the Journal of the Operations Research Society of America, together with subject cross references and
an alphabetical author index.

MANAGING MARKETING
PRO FIT AB ILI TY
Sanford R. Simon

FINANCIAL RE PORTING
IN CANADA

American Management Association,
Inc., 135 W. 50th St., New York, N.Y.
10020, 1969, paperbound, 218 pp.,
$9.00.

The Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants, 250 Bloor Sreet E., Toronto 5, Canada, 1969, paperbound,
173 pp., $9.50.
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Eighth Edition 1969

Donald H. Sanders

Broad managerial orientation is provided by this volume which explains
why knowledge of information proccessing is required, points out the
managerial implications of computer
usage to those whose data processing
preparation is not extensive and presents
a number of relevant readings from
leading publications.
Q UANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
OF FINANCIAL DECISIO NS
James C. T. Mao
The Macmillan Co., 866 Third Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10022, 1969, 625 pp.,
$10.95.
A comprehensive, self- contained, book
covering all major aspects of financial
decision - making: profit planning, financial budgeting, investment decision,
cost of capital, valuation of shares, and
working capital management. The book
will be especially useful to those readers who are interested in mathematical
and statistical methods and who have
an elementary knowledge of the calculus.
ECO NO MIC ANALY SIS AND
OPE RATION RESEARCH:
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQ UES IN Q UANTITATIVE
EC O N O M I C M O D E L S
Jati K. Sengupta and Karl A. Fox
American Elsevier Publishing Co., Inc.,
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York, N.Y.
10017, 1969, 478 pp., $22.50.
For those who are comfortable with the
calculus, this book provides a balanced
treatment of the theory and application
of optimization techniques in quantitative economic models. The techniques
are here applied to decision - making institutions involving individual firms,
and individual non - market institutions.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1970

On the Move
IT MAY BE A SHOCK AT FIRST BUT NAA MEMBERS WHO ARE TRANSFERRED USUALLY ENJOY RELOCATING
The financial manager or other executive many reasons for these moves — change
who is transferred every two to five in job, health, move of company —but
years by his company is a well known a significant portion are moves generspecies in the corporate world. He ated by a management's desire to transknows that his willingness to shuttle fer key employees to a different geoaround corporate divisions while he is graphic location.
young usually means regular promoThe rate may be slackening a little.
tions and steady salary increases.
Because of the business slump many
But he also has to weigh against the companies are cancelling proposed
monetary and career benefits the disad- transfers or making personnel changes
vantages of uprooting his family every which involve a minimum of relocafew years to move to a strange city and tions, together with the attendant exadjust to a new community, new friends, penses. A spokesman at Robert Half
schools and commutation schedules. Personnel Agencies said that comYet many make such trade -offs every panies, as a general rule, are not reloyear out of a healthy appreciation of cating their personnel. "There is a
the new and the adventure of setting great reluctance now to relocate," he
up a life in a different part of the said.
country or world.
Some employees are also reluctant to
Hundreds of NAA members move transfer, according to a recent Conferannually. [Their relocations are mirrored ence Board study of relocation allowin the changes of address sent to the ances. Because of rising crime rates, livAssociation's national office.] There are ing costs and mortgage rates, an
M A N A G E M E N T AC C OU N TIN G / DECE MBER 19 7 0

increasing number of businessmen are
turning down transfers to cities where
these conditions apply. This resistance
in turn has prompted employers to expand their relocation assistance programs. The Conference Board (formerly National Industrial Conference
Board) reported that in a cross - section
of 37 companies, seven companies reported they now grant special salary increases to some relocated employees
and five companies were considering
doing so in the near future.
One NAA member who had no objection to moving to New York City,
despite widely publicized stories on its
deterioration, is Jack T. Ledford. Mr.
Ledford, formerly based in New Orleans, was promoted and transferred
early this year by his company, Freeport
Sulphur Co., to its New York City office.
Now a systems and procedures manager
at Freeport, Mr. Ledford joined the com57

New Faces on NAA Staff

LEDFORD
pany 25 years ago and has been transferred twice before.
"New York doesn't surprise me," he
says, pointing out that he spent some
time in the city during 1963 -64. There's
still a lot of beauty and "unique
things" in Gotham, but "It is not as
interesting as it was." A widower, Mr.
Ledford moved to Darien, Conn., with
two of his children where he rents a
home. Freeport paid for all the costs
of the move to the city. Mr. Ledford
is enjoying his new home and commuting from Connecticut but feels
he'll be emptying boxes for the next
ten years.
It is a truism that people seem to be
able to extract value from almost any
experience. Businessmen and their families when they are transferred seem
to adjust to changed living conditions
very quickly. Of course, many are
aware of the possibility of a transfer
when they accept a new position or
a promotion.
'I Like Not Driving'
John A. Vadas, Jr., manager of products group analysis and accounting was
transferred to Philadelphia from Tulsa
when Sunray D X Oil Co. was merged
with Sun Oil Co. Prior to that move,
Mr. Vadas and his family lived in
Corpus Christi. "We l ook on it as a
kind of an experience," Mr. Vadas says
about the move of his household from
the Midwest to the East Coast. "We
loved it in Corpus Christi so it was
harder to move from there to Tulsa,"
he admits.
The Vadas family, whose moving expenses were paid by Sun Oil, bought
a home in Philadelphia. Mr. Vadas
quickly adjusted to getting to work by
a different mode of transportation. "I
like not driving to work. I can read
the paper on the train and come home
relaxed."
Originally raised in Massachusetts,
Mr. Vadas thought he would never live
on the East Coast again. He has a son
58

Four new managers have joined the
NAA staff in New York this year. They
are Karl M. Skousen and Hugh M.
Scott, Project Managers in the Continuing Education Program; Spruille
Braden, Jr., International Counselor,
and Gordon Knapp, Manager of Meetings Operations.
Dr. Karl M. Skousen joined NAA in
July 1970 on a one -year leave of absence from Brigham Young University
where he holds the rank of Professor
of Accounting and where he was Chairman of the Department of Accounting
in the College of Business. He earned
his B.S. and M.S. degrees from Brigham
Young University and a Ph.D. degree
from Michigan State University. A
CPA, he has been active in civic,
church and professional activities.
Hugh Scott
Hugh M. Scott earned his BBA in
Industrial Management at Manhattan
College. He is completing work for an
MBA degree at the City College of
New York. Prior to joining the NAA
national staff, Mr. Scott was an auditor
with the Comptroller's Division of the
Port of New York Authority. As Project
Manager he will help administer the
Regional Courses and Seminars in the
Association's Education Division.
Spruille Braden
Spruille Braden, Jr., was graduated
from Yale University with a degree in
Industrial Administration. He also attended graduate schools at New York

SKOUSEN

SCOTT

BRADEN

KNAPP

University and Columbia. Prior to
joining the staff, he was Managing Director of the Inter - American Investment Development Center. Fluent in
the Spanish and Portuguese languages, and with some knowledge of
French, Mr. Braden is well qualified
to fill the newly - established post of
International Counselor, Chapter Relations Department.
Gordon Knapp
Gordon Knapp, Manager of Meetings Operations, comes to the NAA
staff from Corporate Seminars, Inc.,
where he served in a similar capacity,
arranging educational meetings. He also
had similar experience in the Professional Development Division of the
American Institute of CPA's. He is a
graduate, Principia College, Elsah, Ill.

in college and a 13- year -old girl who to Philadelphia. A total of five involved
appreciated the snows of the northern relocations to cities in New York State.
One of these involved the transfer
winters. "The number one problem is
of
Keith J. Bowman from Dresser Infinding new doctors and new dentists.
Most people don't want to recom- dustries in Franklin Park, Ill., to Dresser
mend one so it's a hit or miss thing." Industries in Olean, N.Y. Mr. Bowman,
Past experience had shown him that who says he has made about five
it was best to move during the school moves in his career, says the latest
year so his children could make friends. "posed no great problem." Some people like to feel more settled, he admits,
So the family moved in April.
The fact that many big corporations but he enjoys transfers.
Since both of his children are in colhave their headquarters in New York
City means that the management ac- lege the move did not involve any great
countant or financial executive has a educational readjustments. Mr. Bowgood chance of finding himself working man is manager of the corporate comin the largest city on the East Coast. puter center at the Olean location.
One of the advantages of NAA memOf nine transfers pulled at random
from NAA files for changes of address bership is that when a member does
during June and July, three involved move to a different city in the United
Continued on page 64
transfers to New York City and two
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HOW ACCOUNTANTS ARE CUTTING THE COST
OF THE WORK, YET IMPROVING THE QUALITY,
BASED ON AMERICAN PRACTICE BUT OF GREAT INTEREST ALL OVER THE W ORLD
Stock

Group

No.

No. of

A

Stock

Pages

Ea.

STANDARDIZED AUDIT WORKING PAPERS. Full size
set complete. Believed to be the first workable
comprehensive set of standardized audit working
papers made available to practising accountants,
generally, in the U.S. for actual use in the field.
Thousands of sets already sold. They cost only
about $1.75 per audit, in quantities:
C101 14 inch Set of the WPs
67
C101A 11 inch Set of the WPs
67
C102 STANDARDIZED AUDIT WORKING PAPERS. A book
containing each of the 67 WPs, in reduced size,
filled out for a typical engagement, with innovations explained ..
145
C103 AUDITING MANUAL. Should be in the briefcase of
every accountant
119
C104 AUDIT PROGRAM. What many accountants were wait5
ing for
........
C105 PREPARING FOR THE AUDITORS. What the client can
do to prepare for the audit and help reduce cost 14
C106 QUESTIONNAIRE RE PREPARING FOR THE AUDIT. To
be filled in with the assistance of the client . .
4
C107 SPECIMENWORKSHEETSFORTHEAUDITORS.Showing
some schedules the client ordinarily can prepare 34
C108 AUDIT REPORT DRAFT. For new engagements and the
improvement of other reports
23
C108A REPORT SCHEDULES. For new engagements. Includes
the now famous ten year condensed appendices
7
C109 AUDIT REPORTQUESTIONNAIRE. Over 80 important
points to bear in mind on a long or short reonrt
8
C110 REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL.Over 180 recommendations to client, in final form if applicable
20
C111

A

3.50

.85
.60

4

.85

114

3 45

9

.50

6

.60

51

1.50

9

1.75

25

1.85

15
3
6

.65
1.50
2.25

7

1.00

C150 COST ESTIMATING.A long time needed cost guide,
including sample Cost sheet .................. 11

2.00

C113

C132
C139
C119

.90
C140
.90
.65

C118

.60

F4
F4A
F202A

.80

sheets for each month, with instructions. Per set..

6

.65

5

.60

GROUP B COMBINATION PRICE (a saving of $4. 15):
C411 One of each
........
...

5

.75

Sample Sets of Forms for Accountants, at approximate postage cost.
One to a customer and in U.S.A. onl

1

28

1.10

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS. 33 notes in
suggested form, if applicable. They help to prevent
overlooking necessary notes and assist with word-

Stock No.

y:

C120 TIME AND BILLING FORMS. Samples

C121 TAXDEPARTMENTFORMS. Samples ..
S Samples...
C122 PERSONNEL FORM,

2.00
19.88
19.68

Stock No .

C311A

C117 C116 F201 C113 0114 C132 0139 C119 C140 C118

Quantity
Amount
Stock No F4 F4A F202A 0150 C411 C120 C121 C122 C134 C135 C136
Quantity
Amount

BY__

-_-

-_

- -

_DATE__

--

15�
15C

5

15�
35�
20G
15�

30
20
-

What Others Say:
THE ACCOUNTANT, LONDON: 'A monument of industry.

In

ca rryi n g

out

and

-

- - - - _-

Qu a n t i t y d i s c o un t s : 1 0 % o n 1 0 , 15 %, on 5 0 , a n d 2 5 % o n 1 0 0 o r mo r e o f a n y o n e o f

s u p e rv i s i n g

au d i t

wo r k .

A

r e v e l a tl o o

In

th e

foundation It p rov i des for carrying out an effic ient audit. A very proc tlca/ and Instruc tiv e book .'
THE CHARTERED AC CO UN TA NT OF AUSTRALIA: ' O f the greatest
possible utility .'
THE ACC OU NTAN T, LO N D O N : 'the applic ation of wide experience to a
highly systemised basis.'
THE MONTHLY FIN A N C IA L STATEMENTS:
AC CO UN TAN CY, LO N DO N : 'Should be /a the possession of all accoun.
tants . Em inently s ens ible. A m us t for m os t accountants.'
THE CA LIF OR NIA C.P.A.: 'Very prac tic al. Also useful to controllers and
office managers .'
THE INVENTORIES:
THE ACCOUNTANTS' DIGEST: (U.S.A.): 'Excellent book .'
TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER

PURCHASER

6
6

STANDARDIZED AUDIT W OR KING PAPERS (full si ze sat com plete)

enc e

C109 C110 C l l l C1 1 1A C IIIB 0112 C141 C311

- .- .........

16.50

STANDARDIZED AU D IT W O R KIN G PAPERS: A book containing each of the
above:
THE C A N A D IA N CHARTERED AC C OU N TAN T: 'reflects years of e x p e r i -

C101 C101A C102 C103 C104 CIOS C106 C107 0108 C108A

Quantity
Amount
Stock No.

_

11 Inch Columnar Pads- Samples of Sheets ..
C135 14 Inch Columnar Pads- Samplesof Sheets.
C136 Report Covers, Paper, Carbon, Etc. - Samples__
0134

Amount

D

.50

-65

Quantity

M

20

F201

C114

- - - P LEASE USE THIS CONVENIENT ORDER FORM --

a

$2.25

4.35

ing
12
GROUPACOMBINATION PRICE($4.91savingineachcase):
C311 One of each, except C101A ......
..... ....
C311A One of each, except C101 . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
Q

65

C116

OFFICE RULES. For the accounting firm. In pocket

size. Covers only internal office matters
C141

Ea.

OTHER BOOKS, etc., of great interest to accountants
THE MONTHLY FINANCIAL STATEMENTS. For the accountants responsible for devising or preparing
monthly financial statements for business concerns
MONTHLY FINANCIAL STATEMENT FORMS. In full
size. Most of them appear in reduced size in C117
MASTER CHART OF ACCOUNTS. Harmonized with
C116, C117 and Standard WPs
THE INVENTORIES. Inventory taking, valuation and
testing by the outside auditors, including activity
analysis which is rapidly coming to be regarded as
just as necessary as the aging of the customers'
receivables
INVENTORY TAKING INSTRUCTIONS. May be used in
many cases as is after filling in a few spaces
COST LEDGER EXAMPLE AND ENTRIES. Tied in with
C117. Keeps cost accounts off, but tied with, the
general Ledger
BOOKKEEPING FUNDAMENTALS. Good record keeping
by client is good for the client's business and reduces audit costs
THE FINANCIAL BUDGET. The neccesary forms, with
detailed concise preparation instructions (including sequence of the work).
CHARTING THE BUSINESS. The chart paper to be
used. The information to be charted and how to
chart it, with 13 charts illustrated
THE PREPARATION OF INCOME TAX RETURNS. The
proper procedure and policy ..................
TAX DATA SHEETS. For client. 11 x 16. Per doz.....
TAX DATA SHEETS. For client. 11 x 81/2. Per doz.....
THE SHORT CUT GENERAL LEDGER. 11 x 17 columnar

INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE. Including divi-

sion of duties and in form to be given to client
C111ASUPPLEMENTALINTERNALCONTROLQUESTIONNAIRE.
Deals largely with matters beyond the usual audit
engagement but within the scope of the practising
accountant, the management consultant and the
company controller
CI118 INTERNAL CON
QUESTIONNAIRE for banks and
other Financial
ial I nstitutions. Includes division
duties
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
C112

Pages

C117

$5.95
5.75

No. of

B

G r o up

No.

ADDRESS
CITY_-

$ ....____

-

-

-

(postage paid on cash orders)

-

-

-

-

- -

_ _ S T A T E - . - - - Z I P CODE

t h e a b o v e . Ad d 5 0 0 , i f o rd e r i s f o r l e s s t ha n $ 5 , a nd 4 % t a x , i f s h i p me nt t o W i s c o n s i n.

Al l pri ces F . O. B. Thi e ns v i l le , a n d subje c t to c ha nge wi t h o u t no t i c e • Re gula r surf ac e ma i l po s t a ge pa i d on cosh orde rs . F u ll pa y me nt s ho uld a c c o mpa ny f o re i gn orders .
I f y o u wish a i r mo i l s hi pme n t , o d d 2 0 % of t h e r e t a i l pri c e , i f t o a U. S. de s t i na t i o n, 3 0 % t o Ca na do , Me xi c o , Ce nt ra l Ame ri c a or W est I ndi e s , 3 8 % to So ut h Ame ri c o ,
Euro p e o r No r t h Af r i c a a n d 6 0 % t o a n y o t h e r c o un t r y , t o c o v e r t h e a d d i t i o n a l po s t a ge .

THE COUNTING HOUSE PUBLISHING CO.,
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George Washington's
Expense Account
'THE FATHER OF HIS COUNTRY' WON THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR ON A CLASSIC EXPENSE ACCOUNT
When the Continental Congress agreed
to reimburse General Washington for
his expenses in leading the American
Army, in lieu of a fixed salary, the
Congressmen didn't know what they
were in for. The first president of the
United States turned in an expense account of $449,261.51. Had he gone on
the payroll at the salary offered by
Congress he would have received $48,000 for the eight years of the war.
His monumental endeavor certainly
qualifies him for another "first" —First
Truly Creative Expense Account
Writer. This is the opinion of Marvin
Kitman who in a new book* audits
Washington's expenses line by line.
Through diligent research, Satirist Kit man looks behind the figures and
emerges with an entertaining spoof of
° George Washington's Expense Account by Marvin
Kitman, Simon & Schuster, 630 Fifth Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10020. $5.95.

60

the preeminent American leader, whose
reputation, incidentally, is not likely to
be reduced one whit by this "auditor's"
pen.
What Mr. Kitman has done is to
resurrect a source document of the
Revolutionary War titled "Accounts,
G. Washington with the United States,
Commencing June 1775, and ending
June 1783, Comprehending a Space of
8 years." This document is reprinted
in full and then "translated" by Mr.
Kitman who knows quite a bit more
about the Revolutionary War than his
brash tongue -in -cheek tone would indicate.
George Washington's expense account is, he suggests, "filled with tales
of violence, sex, and camaraderie; of
betrayal and espionage; of night patrols
and hot pursuits; of men living on the
edge of death or capture by the hated

tyrant. There is a cast of thousands,
whose exploits are documented." But,
he reminds us, "Like most good novels,
expense accounts don't spell everything
out for the reader, but trigger the
thought processes."
The Washington model of the expense account is also filled with illustrations of some cardinal rules of modem expense account writing: omit
nothing; be specific on the smaller expenditures and vague on the larger
ones, i.e., "Describe in some detail
the purchase of a ball of twine, but
casually throw in the line, `Dinner for
one army;' " whenever possible, intermingle personal and business expenses;
pick up the check for one's associates;
and above all, be reasonable. Know
what the market will bear.
Although Washington couldn't spell,
Continued on page 64
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Close -up

Chapters chartered earlier this year were off ic ially presented
charters last September. Cuyahoga Valley (Ohio) Chapter was
presented a charter by Past National President Grant U. Meyers.

L. -r., National Vice President James C. Stephenson; Past National President Donald G. Eder; Chapter President Richard
Squier; Mr. Meyers; and Don M. Woodard, NAA Publisher.

Edwin M. Manktelow (left) shows elation he f eels as Executive
Director W illiam M. Young, Jr., and International President Ettore

Barbatelli (r.) officially present first -place banner and Stevenson
Trophy to Elmira Area. Mr. Manktelow was 1969 -70 president.
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was elected vice president -finance, of Popsicle Industries, division
of Consolidated Food Corp.... JOSEPH
J. LOVAsclo has been promoted to assistant controller at Interstate Department Stores, I n c . . . . W A L T E R S T E P H E N S
HIRSCH

Chapter /Member News

has been appointed controller of the
Berkey Technical Div., Berkey Photo,
Inc.
North Jersey Shore, has been admitted to partnership, Price Waterhouse & Co., USA. A
past president of San Juan Chapter, he
is also a past national director.
WILLIAM

Emeritus Life Associates

named in the Mead Johnson financial

Denver.
M I L T O N B . BA S S O N , New York.
J . H A R O L D B O N E S , Toledo past president. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
M . R O B E R T B U F T O N , Fox River Vallev.
W E N D E L L N . B U T L E R , Syracuse past
president.
T H O M A S R . C O R N E L I U S , J R . , Baltimore.
THOMAS M. COX, Youngstown.
C L A R A E . C R O U S E , Williamsport.
C L Y D E F . E B E R S O L E , Harrisburg.
W I L B U R D . E M M O N S , Hartford.

named manager, financial accounting;
POLE Y H. DISNEY, manager, general
accounting, and JA C K O L I V E R w a s n a m e d
manager, accounts payable.

JOHN M . BAKER,

P E T E R G . EV EN S , L o s A n g e l e s .

Columbus.
G E T Z , Richmond.

VI R G I L L . FUR R Y,
W .

ALBER T

GEORGE F . GOEBEL, Ho u sto n .

Scranton past president. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
HAR OLD
M.
HEC KEN LI VEL Y,
Denver
past president. Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society.
A L F R E D N . H I L T O N , Hampton Roads.
W E R N E R F . H I N Z , Rockford past president.
V I C T O R L . H O W E L L , Hampton Roads.
FRANK KLEIN, New York past president. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
R O B ER T J . G O TH I ER ,

division.

ROBERT

E.

GALLMAN

was

A . C L E P P E R , Florida West Central, has been promoted to assistant secretary and treasurer of General Telephone Co. of Florida.

GLEN

JA MES

D E V E L E R , H a w a i i , has been appoint ed controller of Ha waii Corp ....

G A R R E T T N E L S O N is n o w a s s i s t a n t t r e a s -

urer of Amfac, Inc.
JOHN

E.

HORAN,

Jamestown, has been

named controller of Cresent Niagara
Corp., a subsidiary of Cooper Industries.
Long Island, i s now
controller of International Education
and Training, Inc.
BERT

KR UPIT,

Mayaguez, has been
appointed treasurer of Blue Bell de
Puerto Rico, Inc.

NORBERTO TOLEDO,

R. POTTER, Mid - Florida, has
been promoted to controller of Hubbard
Construction Co.
THOMAS

S.

C . P E R R Y , Elmira Area past
president. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
O .

TRUSTY,

past
national vice president, has joined the
A. T. Wall Co., Warwick, R.I., as president and chief financial officer.
has been
named secretary and elected to the
board of directors of J. E. Rhoads &
Sons, Inc.
KENNETH R . BULL, Del aware,

Dubuque Tri- State,
has been promoted to vice president of
finance at Eska Co.
J ER OME P . SNYDER ,

Three Evansville members have been
62

G r a p h i t e D i v . . . . W I L L I A M A . K EA TIN G

is now assistant to the president- finance
of Stackpole Carbon Co.
Two Piedmont members have been
named at Fieldcrest Mills, Inc. R. M.
FULLER,
JR., was appointed manager budgets, and F. G. NORMAN, manager
of mill accounting.... GEORGE E. OLSON has been named vice president and
comptroller, Cooper D. Cass Co.
C.

GARDINER,

firm of Al e x a n d e r G r a n t & C o . . . . A N -

I
KEATING
Penn.- Northwest

VOHDE N ,

GE O R GE H . WADSW OR TH, C h ic a g o ,

A. ERSHEK was named controller of the
electronics division and F R A N C I S B.
S A M I C K , controller of the Carbon and

Queens past president, was admitted as a partner in the

S a n Fran cisc o.

Albany, has been
named first comptroller of Union Camp
Corp.'s Building Products Div.
J.

Two Pennsylvania Northwest members
have been named at Airco Speer. JO A N

LAWR ENCE KR AMER ,

�

Promotions and New Positions
JOHN

M. OLSON, Oakland East Bay
past president, has been admitted to
partnership in Price Waterhouse & Co.,
USA.

GEORGE

Portland, is now
president and treasurer of Business
Automated, Inc.

LE D B ETTE R ,

ROBERT

Roy

W . B E R K O V I T Z , Northern Wisconsin, has been promoted to controller
of Mirro Aluminum Co.
JA MES

JOHN

Hampton
Roads past president. Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society.

WILLIAM

U . W ESTER FIELD,

SIEFERT
Westchester

CHAR LE S L . M C L A F F E R T Y ,

Montgomery, has been elected president of Southern Shelter, Inc.
Nashville, has
been promoted to partner, Touche Ross
& Co.
C.

RU SSE LL

WAT SON ,

D R U F V A , New Haven, is the
new president of The Edward Malley
Co.... GEORGE SMITH has been elected
assistant treasurer of Brown & Thomas
Cadillac, Inc.
ROGER C .

New York, has been
appointed director, corporate management systems, at Anaconda Co.... LEO
JOHN F . GRIFFIN,

TON F. PERSEK has been elected vice
president, finance and administration, of
Geotel, Inc.
H O R K Y , Raleigh- Durham, has
been promoted to assistant secretary and
treasurer with BTR Management Corp.
ROBERT

N . D O N A L D C E C I L , Richmond, i
s now
a partner, Ernst & Ernst.... KENNETH
J. RADELL has been promoted to manager, Ernst & Ernst.
R I C H A R D H . R O S E N B L O O M , Rochester,
has been named manager of asset control
at Sybron Corp.
LEO NA R D

L.

VANZINDEREN,

St.

Pa u l,

has been promoted to assistant vice
president, costs and statistics, Burlington
Northern, Inc.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ DECEMBER 1970

GARY JONES, Salt Lake Area, is now
divisional controller of Sea -Land Service,
Inc., a division of R. J. Reynolds Co....
DONALD F. NIELSEN has been appointed
credit manager of Rocky Mountain Machinery Co.

Time Off

HARRY W. SIEFERT, Westchester, has
been elected to the board of directors
of National Lead Co. He is vice president, finance.
D. E. FERGUSON, Wichita, is now director of accounting and systems with
Ritchie Construction Co.
Three Worcester members have been
named at Norton. J. PAUL LEAHY was
named controller of Norton Intemational, PAUL I. WREN, JR., has been
appointed managing director of Norton
GMBH, Wesseling, Germany, and FRED
G. CROCKER, JR., was appointed controller, Norton Grinding Wheel Div.
M. EDWARDJURKOVAC,Youngstown, has
been promoted to controller for the Steel
Division, Sharon Steel Corp.

An item concerning James A. Jurgens
of Florida We s t Central Chapter
printed in the October issue should
have read: James A. Jurgens, Florida
West Central, was promoted to manager of budget with Jim Walter Corp.
In the June 1970 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING it was erroneously reported
that Lew Stein, Orange County, had
been named controller at Reliable Mfg.
James Costello was named to that position in the Dart Industries division.
In Memoriam
JAMES N. CONNOLLY, 74, Boston, 1932.
WILLIAM H. DONAHUE, JR., 56, Bangor Waterville past president, 1951. Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society.
EDGAR 1. GERHARD, 68, Dayton, 1929.
JOHN F. GILMORE, 63, Santa Barbara Ventura Counties, 1964.
JOHN P. POST, Hartford, 1937. Emeritus
Life Associate.
O. KENNETH PRYOR, 68, San Francisco,
1938. Emeritus Life Associate.
HAROLD E. ROWLEs, Rochester past
president, 1926. Past National Vice
President. Emeritus Life Associate.
Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
FRANK F. SIMON, 86, St. Louis past president, 1920. Emeritus Life Associate.
THOMAS J. STEVENSON, 69, Boston,
1929.
HAROLD L. WESTERN, 52, Saginaw past
president, 1949.
JAMES H. WREN, 82, New York, 1930.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/DECEMBER1970
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Sorry About That

"Certainly I know what poetic license is —but not on a quarterly report! "

Watchdog or ... Scapegoat?
"The auditor now is no longer a
watchdog —he may well be a bloodhound, though. Some, however, have
questioned whether he is a dog at
all —one eminent professor has suggested that he is a goat —a scapegoat— holding a position with all
responsibility but no authority."
C. J. Gibson,
The Australian Accountant
July 1970

... And Bulls, Bears And
Chickens M
Everyone knows that a bear market
is going down and a bull market is
going up, but what about a market
that goes up and down —or just
roosts? A recently published book on

hedge funds contributes a new term
to Wall Street jargon —chicken market. What characterizes a chicken
market is that no one knows where
it is going. "It might be holding very
still (roosting, one might say), jumping up and down in about the same
spot, edging sideways, or simply
about to run off unpredictably in
any direction." The book's title is
enough to overwhelm a timid investor: Hedgemanship: How to
Make Money in Bear Markets, Bull
Markets, and Chicken Markets
Whi l e Confounding Professional
Money Managers and Attracting a
Better Class of Women. The book
was written by Conrad W. Thomas
and is available from Dow Jones Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Road, Homewood, Ill. 60430. Price: $7.95.
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Sample Letters Wanted
Letters used in normal, and actual, correspondence of controllers and treasurers are desired for a letterbook to be
published by Prentice -Hall, Inc. Of particular concern are
letters dealing with overseas transactions, dealings with banks,
and dealings with creditors and vendors. All corporate identification —both addresser and addressee —may be removed if
desired to protect confidences. The completed letter book
will serve as a reference for fiscal corporate officers, saving
them considerable time in composing original new correspondence. A complete listing of subject letters is available.
Send letters or request for list to Mr. Paul von Friehofer,
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632.
ON THE MOVE
Continued from page 58
States he has the option of joining an
NAA chapter in the area. This privilege
often makes the adjustment easier, giving him automatic access to his colleagues in the area.
No statistics are available as to how
many NAA members transfer each year.
But those whom M AN AGE M E N T AcCOUNTING talked to like the idea. After
all, widening horizons and new geographic vistas are as much a part of the
continuing education process, as are
formal classroom meetings.
WASHINGTON'S EXPENSE ACCOUNT
Continued from page 60

he did have some inkling of how to
keep books. One of the most perused
books in his private library was "Book Keeping moderniz'd: Or, Merchant -Accounts by Double Entry, according to
the Italian Form. Wherein the Theory
of the Art is Clearly explained, and reduced to a Practice, in Copious Sets of
Books, exhibiting all the Varieties that
usually occur in Real Business."

consider the item when he charged his
country the expense of retreating from
the British. "To Sundry Exps. paid by
Myself —at different times & places in
passing from the White plains by the
Way of King's ferry to Fort Lee —and
afterwards on the Retreat of the Army
thro' the Jerseys into Pennsylvania—
& while there.... $3,281.53." Comments the author: "The absence of the
vouchers for the retreat prevents us
from learning once and for all if General Washington charged for loss of
pride and dignity."
Some of his other itemized expenses
included horses, household expenses,
payment of spies, "sundries," reconnoitoring the enemy's positions, washing, and enormous quantities of
Madeira wine. Pfc. (Ret.) Kitman, resorting to other source materials, traces
the course of the war as revealed in
the Commander -in- Chief's expense account. It is clear, as the author analyzes
the expenditures, that modern executives on the tab have nothing to teach
Washington. You might say, "He wrote
the book."

yQur

business
get what
it's
paying for
too?
06

'-/ No m atter how much your
business uses and depends on
mail service, you're not getting
your money's worth ... unless
you use ZIP Code.
It doesn't matter whether
you're sending out an invoice.
Estimate. Announcement. Brochure. Or what.

T h e a u t h o r p o i n ts o u t t h e a p t n ess i n

George Washington's portrait on a dollar bill today. Obviously, a general who
Item: One Retreat
opted not to be paid in uncertain curEven before the Revolutionary War rency during wartime but in the hard
is well under way, General Washington specie of a financially sound new counintroduces "one of the most powerful try was no financial babe -in- the - woods.
words in the expense account vocabu- Washington also had the boldness to
lary": " &c, &c, &c." The closest thing charge the Government interest (6 perwe have to this term, concludes the cent per annum) for the use of his
author, is the time - honored "miscel- money during the war.
laneous," or simply, "m i st . " The
Predictably, Gen. Washington's exAmerican rebel general also made pense account was not disavowed and
copious use of "ditto" or "do," a short, every "Continental" he professed due
succinct wav to present expenditures.
him was paid. Thus, this "accountant's
Modern day expense account writers eye view" of the Revolutionary War
know it pays to be bold, and George ends happily with the retired general
Washington was no Caspar Milquetoast closing his accounts and returning to
when charging expenses. For example, Mount Vernon.
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Shouldn't

A ZIP Coded letter requires
fewer s o r ti n g o p er at i o ns a t
your local Post Office.
Which means it has a bett er c h an c e o f g et t i n g out
earlier.
And into your customer's
hands sooner. (Even if he lives
in the same town.)
Can you think of a better
deal for three seconds of your
time?
Mail moves the country —
ZIP CO DE mov es t he mai l ! ti °s
� Ep�Tr�S,

9� �

adver t i si ng c o ntr i bu te d f or the p ubl i c 911 tl
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YO UR PLA NS?
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FINANCIAL and EDP
In the personnel field, meaningful personalization
must be combined with maximum selection. . .
that's why we coined the word personnebized.
Only the large organization can offer a genuine
selection, because they have the quantity to select
from — more positions ...more people. ..greater
personnebization.

Robert Half is the largest source in the FINANCIAL
and DATA PROCESSING placement field. . . where
you select the best because you select from the
most. ..where the service is not only personalized,
but is personnebized.

RI EM - T HINUF
PERSONNEL AGENCIES

ATLANTA
23 5 P ea c h t r e e S t. . N . E .
( 404) 688 - 2300

DENVER

BAL T IMO R E

BO S TO N
14 0 F ed e r a l S t .
( 6 1 7) 42 3 - 6 44 0

DETROI T
14 0

Sout hf i eld
Ho n e y w e l l C e n t s
( 313) 3 5 4 1 5 3 5
.

Th e Q u a t lr s n p l e — C r o n K e y .
( 3 0 1) 32 3 - 7 77 0

MI L W A U K E E
Th e C l a r k B l d g .
( 4 1 4) 27 1 - 9 38 0

16 1 2 C o u r t P l a c e
( 303) 244. 2925

GARDEN

CI TY, N . Y .

MIN N E AP O L IS

PROV IDE NCE

8 2 2 Ma r q u e t te A w .
( 6 1 2) 3 36 - 86 3 6

76 W e e t m i n s u r St .
440 1) 2 74 - 87 00

NEW ARK

S t e wa r t A w .
6161248 - 1234
(5

PORTLAND, ORE.
6 1 0 S. W . Al d e r S t .
450 3) 22 2 - 97 78

11 80
( 2 0 11))

tl Bl vd .
9 8 66 - 1 30 0
98

RO C H E S T E R
On e M a r i n e M i d l a n d P I . , .
471 6) 6 46 - 30 20

CH ARLO TTE

HARTFORD

9 0 7 Bau gh B u i l d i n g
( 7 0 4 ) 33 3 - 5 17 3

75 Pe ar l S t.
( 203) 27 8 - 7170

CHI CAGO
3 3 3 N. Mi c h i g a n A w .
( 312) 782 - 6930

1 2 0 0 C e n t r a l Na t ' l. B a n k B ld g .
( 7 1 3 ) 22 8 0 0 5 6

O R AN G E , C A L .
5 0 0 S o u th Me i n
( 7 1 4 ) 83 5 - 4 10 3

C I N C I NN A T I

IN D I AN AP O L IS

P H I L A D E L P HI A

S AN J O S E

6 0 6 Te r r a c e H i l t o n
( 5 13 ) 6 21 - 7 71 1

9 No r t h I l li n o i s S t .
( 317) 6 36.6441

2 Penn Center PI . . .
( 215) 568- 4580

6 7 5 No r t h F i r s t S t .
14 0 8) 2 93 - 90 4 0

PHO EN IX

S T AMF O R D , C O N N .

CLEVELAND
1367 E. 6th St.
( 2161 621.0670
DALLAS
1 1 7 0 Ha r t f o r d B l d g .
( 214) 742. 9171

NE W Y O R K
3 3 0 M a d i s o n A ve .
( 2 1 2 ) 98 6 - 1 30 0

HOUSTON

K A N S AS C I T Y
127 We
10th St .
( 8 16 ) 4 74 - 4 58 3

ME MP HI S
12 S . M a i n St .
( 9 01 1 5 27 7 32 4

LO S ANG E L E S

MI AMI

36 0 0 W i l s h i r e B l vd .
( 2 13 ) 3 81 - 7 97 4

1 1 0 7 No r t h e a s t A i r li n e s B ld g .
( 3 05 ) 3 77 - 8 72 8

1 5 1 7 D a l W e b b T — HOU te
( 6 0 2) 27 9 - 1 68 8
P I TT S B UR GH
G a t e w a y To w e r s
( 412) 47 1. 59 46

ST. L O U I S
10 15 Lo c us St.
( 3 1 4) 23 1 - 0 11 4
S AN F R AN C IS C O
11 1 P i ne St .
( 41 5) 434 .19 00

11 1 P r os p ec t S t .
( 2 0 3) 3 25 - 41 5 8
W AS HIN GT O N, D. C .
7 3 1 6 W l c o n s l n Aw . N . W .
(301) 6541850

